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; I 'Ihe valve !=-T-x4 frequency of fos years acted abo * based on evalnations M.bT;4
i i to apport this valve inspection interval at operarmg plants. A momtoring program is in place

I at operating nuclear power plants to verify the soccess of longer valve Menae*iaa intervals.
I A Combined License holder recomdiaa for a valve inspection firquency longer than
I four years may be justified when a longer interval is supported by operatmg and taWon.

j l program experience and supported by the missile generation probabihty calculations.

16.2A Evaluation

Cet of the turbine-genera:or are conventional and typical of those which have been |

: extensively used in other nuclear power plants. Instruments, contmis, and protective devices !

| are provided to confirm reliable and safe operation. Redundant, fast actuatmg controls are i

; intalted to prevent damage resulting from ovaspeed and/or full-load rejection. 'Ibe centrol l
'

system initiates a turbine trip t*pon reactor trip. Automanc low-pressme exhaust hood water,

!I sprays are provuled to prevent excessive hood ter+ w. Exhamt casing rupture,

I dieja.r.gre are provided to prevent low-pressure cylinder overpressure in the event of loss !
'

; of m=Aaaaa< vacuum, 'Ibe d'.phragms a flange mounted and designed to rnmintain
=*maaahmc pressure within the condcaser and turbine exhost housmg while passmg full
flow.

,

! Since the steam gaamtad in the steam generators is not normally radioactive, no radiation
; sluelding is provided for the tuf2ine-generator and associated components. Radiological !

e A. bons do not affect wen to system coroisierits during normal conditions. In the
event of a primary '.o-m*y system leak due to a steam generator tube leak, it is possible
for the steam to become contamiamd Discussions of the radiological aspects of )
prunary-to-secor?.ary leakage are presented in Chapters 11 and 12. j

l
'

10.2.5 W AppIleations

| The tubine-generator is provided with turbine super'% y instrumentation including rnomtors
| for the fouowing:

Speed*

Stop valve position*

Control valve positiona

Rebest L.; g and stop valve psMers*

Lw.a.is as required for coctrolled startmg, including:*

External valve chest inner saface |-

External valve chest outer surface 1
-

First-stage shen lower inner surface !-

Crossover pipe downstream of reheat stop valve No.1 |-
'

Crossover pipe dovr-swr of reheat stop valve No. 2-

Crossover pipe downs of reheat stop valve No. 3-

Crossover pipe dov.nwr- of reheat stop valve No. 4-

Casms and shaft differential expansion.

Vibration of eacb beanns*

__
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9.1.1.2 Facilities Description

De new fuel storage facility is located within the seismic Category I auxiliary building fuel
handling area. %e facility is protected from the effects of natural phenomena such as
earthquakes. wind, tornados, floods, and external missiles by the external walls of the auxiliary
building. See Section 3.5 for additional discussion on protection from missiles. He facility
is designed to maintain its structural integrity following a safe shutdown earthquake and to
perform its intended function following a postulated event such as fire, internal missiles, or
pipe break. De walls surrounding the fuel handling area and new fuel storage pit protect the
fuel from missiles generated inside the auxiliary building. De fuel handling area does not
contain a credible source of missiles. Refer to subsection 1.2.6 for a discussion of the
auxiliary building. Refer to Section 3.8 for a discussion of the structural design of the new,

fuel storage area. Refer to subsection 3.5.1 for a discussion of missile sources and protection.

He dry, unlined. approximately 15.5-feet deep reinforced concrete pit is designed to provide
support for the new fuel storage rack. He rack is supported by the pit floor and laterally

,

I supported as required at the rack top grid structure by the pit wall structures. De walls of
the new fuel pit are seismic Category 1. The new fuel pit is normally covered to prevent
foreign objects from entering the new fuel storage rack. Since the only crane that can access
the new fuel pit does have the capacity to lift heavy objects, as defined in Section 9.1.5. the
new fuct pit cover is not designed to protect the fuel assemblies from the effects of dropped
heavy objects. Figures 1.2 7 through I.2-10 show the relationship between the new fuel
storage facility and other features of the fuel handling area.

quxM
He new fuel storage pit is drained e r r:!!bg b P.S; =np byIrains that are part of

p the liquid radwaste system. Deso drains preclude flooding of the pit by an accidental releasei

/ of water. 2-(Sche 162)
|

'

|
,

1 Nonseismic equipment in the vicinity of the new fuel storage racks is evaluated to confinn |

1 that its failure could not result in an increase of Kerr beyond the maximum allowable Kerr.
I Refer to subsection 3.7.3.13 for a discussion of the nonseismic equipment evaluation.;

A jib crane is used to load new fuel assemblies into the new fuel rack and transfer new fuel
'

assemblies fmm the new fuel pit into the spent fuel pool. De capacity of the jib crane is;
~

limited to 2000 lbs. He new fuel pit is not accessed by the fuel handling machine or by the
cask handling crane. Hir precludes the movement of loads greater than fuel components over
stored new fuel assemblies.

i

During fuel handling operations, a ventilation system removes gaseous radioactivity from the;

atmosphere above the new fuel pit. Refer to subsection 9.4.3 for a discussion of the fuel
handling area HVAC system and Section 11.5 for process radiation monitoring. Security for
the new fuel assemblies is described in Section 13.6.

& es. chou %e. u,uk d% sph [Jdub. 9.1.5)) dr6q k +4 m3 c @Pt
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9. Auxbry Systems
-

i

|
,

-

| Table 9.3.3-2 (Sheet 1 of 2) |

|

LOCAL SAMPLE POINT NOT IN THE PRIMARY SAMPLING SY !

(NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS) l

/ N

l Sample Point Name Type of Sample''\. I

| Liquid Sample \

\1. CVS Boric Acid Tank Grab;
,d

f 2. CVS Boric Acid Batching Tank Grab \ l

i

ll 3. Residual Heat Removal Heat Exchanger Grab

!l 4. PXS IRWST Grab

;I 5. Mairi Steam Line (Outlet SGI) Continuous

{l 6. Main Steam Line (Outlet SG2) Continuous (

|1 7. SFS Loops (upstream of SFS Pumps) Grab

'I 8. PCS Water Storage Tank Grab

I 9. RC Drain Tank Grab {,

i 10. WLS Degassifies (downstream of degassifier discharge Grab
pump)

' ||| 11. CCS Component Cooling Surge Tank Grab,

| 12. CCS Loops (downstream of CCS pumps) Grab

13. CCS Hot Leg (upstream of CCS pumps) Continums |,

| 14. WLS Discharge Continuous

'1 15. WLS Efouent Holdup Tanks MID5A,B Grab

l 16. WLS Waste Holdup Tanks MT06A,B Grab |
#

| \

l 17. WLS Monitor Tanks MTU7A,B,C Grab / |
i 18. WLS Chemical Waste Tank Grab'

i 9. WSS Spent Resin Tank Grab
|

|
|

.

fn CA
.'

Wo |

L7
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9. Auxiliary Systems
.- ..

_ , _ _ _ _ ~ .

'
,

\'

l Table 9.3.3-2 (Sheet 2 of 2) '

|

LOCAL SAMPLE POINT NOT IN THE PRIMARY SAMPLING SYSTEM
(NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS) !

\'

l. Sample Point Name Type of Sample'''
,

Gaseous Sample l

l 20. Rextor Coolant Drain Tank (overpressure gas space) Grabj
j

l 21. VES MCR Emergency Air Supply Headers Grab
ll 22. WGS Effluent Discharge to Environment Continuous

#

;

I 23. WGS Inlet Continuousi
; ,'

I 24. WGS Inlet
l Grab \ (

\
j l 25. WGS Guard Bed Outlet Grab I

I 26. WGS Delay Bed Outlet Grab |\ ,

i | 27. WGS Delay Bed MV02B Grab |

;

s
-

,

1 Note: '

This column shows methods to obtain a sample for analysis. It does not specify the frequency of sampling ,'a.
I nor does it specify the actual trution of sample collection. " Grab" means that a grab sample is required /l\ for the intended analysis. "Lontinuous" means that the required analysis may be performed via an f
1 instrument that monitors the sampling stream continuously. / |

-

%

e
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Table 9.3.3-2 (Sheet 1 of 5)
,

LOCAL SAMPLE POINT NOT IN THE PRIMARY SAMPI.ING SYSTEM
(NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS)

Avail- '

able
Number

of Type of
Sample Point Name Points Sample Process Measurement

Liquid Sample

1. CVS/oric/cid 'PSik 1 Grab pH, chlorine, fluorine, boron, silica,
suspended solids, radioisntopic liquid,
oxygen

#
2. CVS Eoric fcidatch- 1 Grab Boron, chlorine, fluorine

inggank

3. Residual M'atdemoval 2 Grab Radioisotopic liquid, suspended solids, radio-e

feat tidichanger isotopic gas, gross specific activity,
strontium, iron, tritium, hydrogen,1 131,
conductivity, pH, oxygen, chlorine, fluorine,
boron, aluminum, silica, lithium radio-
isotopic liquid, lithium radioisotopic
particulate, magnesium, sulfate, calcium,
lithium

4. PXS IRWST I Grab pH, oxygen fluorine, boron, conductivity,
gross specific activity, sodium, sulfate, silica

5. Main Steam Line 1 Continuous Rention monitor (See Section 11.5, Table
(Outlet SGg, 11.5 1)

6. Main Steam Line 1 Continuous Feation monitor (See Section 11.5 Table
(Outlet S 2) 11.5 1)

V

.

4
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Table 9.3.3-2 (Sheet 2 of 5)

l
LOCAL SAMPLE POINT NOT IN THE PRIMARY SAMPLING SYSTEM l

(NORMAL PLANT OPER.ATIONS) I

i

Avail-
able

Number
of Type of

qSample Point Namie Points Sample 8 Process Measurement

7. BDS Eteam O'encrator i Grab Tritium, gross radioactivity and identification
, Blowdown and concentration of principal radionuclide

and alpha emitters %
8. SFS Purification 2 Grab Conductivity, pH, chloride, silica, corrosion

|(Upstre--: 1 product metals, gross activity, corrosion !
downstream of SFS)6n product acfvity, fission product activity, io-

,Exchangers) dine-131 atium, turbidity, boron, corrosion
!

product metals, organic impurities

9. PCS.V/ater S(orage 1 Grab Hydrogen peroxide
, Tank

10. RCJfrain 7ank 1 Grab Gross radioactivity and identification and
concentranon of principal radionuclide and
alpha emitters. Dissolved gases. State and
federal environmental discharge requirement J/
such as pH, suspended solids, oil and grease,
iron, copper, um nitrite

11. WLS JNgasifier. I Grab Dissolved gases
(downstream of
degasifier discharge
pump)

12. CCS [omponentdool. I Grab pH, sodium, chloiide, silica, corrosion
ingJrurgegank product metals, corrosen inhibitors

13. CCShops 2 Grab pH, sodium, chloride, silica, corrosion
Awnstream of CCS product metals, tritium, gross radmactivity
pumps) and identificanon and concentration of

principal radionuclide and alpha emitters

.
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Table 9.3.3-2 (Sheet 3 of 5)

LOCAL SAMPLE POINT NOT IN THE PRIMARY SAMPLING SYSTEM
(NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS) I

Avail-
able Type

0Sample Point Name Number Sample C 1 Process Measurement
of

Points

14. CCS )fot$g (upstream 1 Continuous Radiation monitor (See Section 11.5, Table
of CCS pumps) 11.5-1)

15. WLSpischarge 2 Continuous Radiation monitor (See Section 11.5, Table
"

11.5-1)

16.' WLS Kffluent Ioldup 2 Grab Gross radioactivity and identification and
Tanks MTOSA,B concentration of principal radionuclide andj

alpha emitters

17. WLS y9aste 1(oldup 2 Grab Gross radioactivity and identification and
fanks MT06A,B concentration of principal radionuclide and

alpha emitters

18. WLS Jionitor/anks 3 Grab Tritium, gross radioactivity and identification
MT07A, B, C and concentration of principal radionuclide

and alpha emitters. State and federal
~

environmental dischxge requirenwnhuch as
pH, suspes.ded solids, oil and grease, iron,
copper, sodium nitrite

O

1

J
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Table 9.3.3-2 (Sheet 4 of 5)

LOCAL SAMPLE POINT NOT IN THE PRIMARY SAMPLING SYSTEM
(NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS)

Avail-
able

Number

Sample [Ch
of Type of

Sample Point Name Points Process Measurement

19. WLS)6n Exchanger i Grab Suspended solids

ter (downstream)

20r WLS,fon fxchanger 1 Grab Suspended solids

After-filter
(downstream)

21. WLSfhemical Naste 1 Grab Tritium, gross radioactivity and identification |
Jank and concentration of principal radionuclide '

and alpha emitters
I

22. WSS ,9 pent)ttsin fank 1 Grab Tritium, gross radioactivity and identification |

(liquid) and concentration of principal radionuclide
and alpha emitters

23 SWS plowdown i Grab Tritium, gross radioactivity and identification |
and concentration of principal radionuclide I

and alpha emitters

24. WWSgurbine , 2 Grab Tritium, gross radioactivity and identification
'p rain p k and concentration of principal radionuclide

and alpha emitters

25. CPS fp'ent Resin Sluice 1 Grab Tritium, gross radioactivity and identification
kine (liquid) and concentration of principal radionuclide

and alpha emitters

|
.

|

|
*

1

1
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Table 9.3.3-2 (Sheet 5 of 5)
.

LOCAL SAMPLE POINT NOT IN THE PRIMARY SAMPLING SYSTEM
(NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS)

Avail-
able

Number
of Type of F

dSample Point Name Points Sample (dj Process Measurement

Gaseous Sample

26, VES MCR Flnergency 2 - Grab Air quality, oxygen, carbon monoxide,
Air S6pply deaders carbon dioxide, contaminants

27. WGSIffluent I Continuous Radiation monitor (See Section 11.5, Table
Discharge tognvi- 11.5 1)
ronment

V
28. WGS )(tiet 1 Continuous Oxygen.pydrogen, moisture

29. WGS Cp Jfed Yault 1 Continuous Hydrogen

30. WGS Jtelay ded 2 Grab Moisture, noble gases, iodine, particulates,
pudets MV02A,B tritium

31. Condenser gir lifemoval 1 Grab iodine, noble gases, tritium
Jystem MG)

32. Gland jl6al,99 stem ( 9 1 Grab lodine, noble gases, tritium
e i3_ -

Plant [ent33. 1 Continuous & lodine, noble gases, particulates
Grab

1
This column shows methods to obtam a sampic for analysis. " Grab" means that a grab sample is*

required for the intended analysis. Depending on the sampling condition, this grab sample can be
obtamed in the laboratory or in the grab sampling unit. " Continuous" means that the required

/ analysis is performed via a probe that monitors the sampling stream continuously.

b. Continuous monitaing of discharge for radation provided in[urbine: nt (See Section
fp 11.5, Table 11.5-1)

.

*
e

e
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10. Seena and Pour Conversica Syseum
;,_

.

A

causes the tower basin water level to fluctuate. The fluctuation is sensed by a level controller
which operates the makeup valve to control tower makeup.

The control approach is to allow the makeup water to concentrate naturally to its upper limit.
Nvisions are made to add chemicals for pH control.

'

The cycles of concentration at which the cooling tower is operated is dependent on the quality
1 of the cooling tower makeup water. Cooling tower blowdown is discharged to the waste
I water system.

10.4.6 Coodensate Polishing System

The condensate polishing system (CPS) can be used to remove corrosion products and ionic
impurities fmm the condensate system during plant startup, hot standby, power operation with !
abncrmal secondary cycle chemistry, safe shutdown, and cold shutdown operations. j

10.4.6.1 Design Bads
!

10.4.6.1.1 Safety Design Basis

i
The condensate polishing system serves no safety-related function and therefore has no nuclear
safety-related design basis. I

10.4.6.1.2 Power Generation Design Basis

The power generation design bases are to: I

Remove corrosion products, dissolved solids end other impurities fmm the condensate*

I system and maintain a noncorrosive environment wnhin the caadanute feedwater and
I steam generator systems ;

1

Provide polishing capacity fcr processing one-third of the rnanmum enadannate flow in*

a sidestream arrangement
i

I
Provide polishing capabdity during normal startup and shutdown operations of the plant )*

Provide for plant operation with a " continuous" condenser tube leak of .001 gpm or a*

%hemi" leak of 0.1 gpm until repairs can be completed or until an orderly shutdown is I

wd j

10.4.6.2 System Description

| The enadename polishing system is used during w.dsg modes of startup, hot standby,
power operation with abnorreal Wey cycle chemistry, safe shutdown, and cold shutdown.

I Classification of corpts in the CPS is identified in Section 3.2. The major components

i
%
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10. Steam and Power Conversloe System

| for the condensate polishing system are described below.1he condensate polishing system is
I shown in Figure 10.4.6-1.

Deep Bed Mixed Resia Polisher

| The polisher vessel is constructed of carbon steel with a protective rubber lining on the inside
I of the vessd. Leachable sulphur of the rubber lining is less than 20 ppb. Level indication

is provideJ.

Resin Trap

I The resin trap is located in the effluent piping of the vessel. Differential pressure across the
I trap is monitored.

Spent Resin Tank ;

!

| The spent resin tank is constructed of carbon steel with an interior protective rubber lining. |
| It is used for storage of exhausted or spent resin prior to shipping offsite for regeneration or !

I disposal.

Resin Addition Hopper and Eductor l

| The resin addition hopper stores regenerated or new resin and the eductor is used to inject
I resin into the polisher vessel. The hopper is constructed of carbon steel. The eductor uses

demineralized water to transfer the resin to the vessel. I

10.4.6.3 System Operation
l

| 'Ihe condensate polishing system cleans up the condensate during startup to meet condensate I

l and feedwater system water chemistry specificanons as described in subsection 10.3.5. The
condensate system is recirculated to the hotwell during startup until the desired water quality
is attamed. Condensate system startup operation is described in subsection 10.4.7. Utilization
of the condensate polishing system during startup assists in minimizing the startup duration
of the plant.

I During power operation, the condensate polishers are used only when abnormal = and-y
,

'

cycle condatens exist. This allows for continued operation of the plant with a " continuous"
I condenser tube leak of 0.r" epm or a " faulted" leak of 0.1 gym until repairs can be made

or until an orderly shutdos s achieved. The enadanenta pohsber flow is controlled by the
I condeammar poksher bypast .alve.

trw<.A o"*#.

Exhausted or spent resin is removed (from the vessel and repte:ad with new or regenerated
resin. Resin replacement requires thelpolisher vessel to be out cf service. Spent resin is
transfetted directly from the polisher vessel to'the spent resin tan't until it can be removed

i offsite, In the event of radioactive contamination of the resin in a vessel, temporary shielding
| s ms'talled (ifitquired). Radioactive resin is transferred from the spent resin tank to a ensek

tw w o r,, n m e a n ;.a &Y
% Sp ;T <.a~k: h. p olis t,. y e c-s; .a i H n ormH be| |on S rael .,$ J n'

IRevisios* 6 aA-Wet d , ,, y :;p tci J p a dyin0
g , , o , +, b , e t,f ,; .d , 10.4-18 T WestkighouseMarch 29,1996
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19. Steams and Power Conversion Systemi

l deHenoemesseh Radiation monitors associated with the steam generator blowdown system, <(
l the steam generator system (main steam), and the tmbine island vents, drains and retid system
I provide the means to determine if the secondary side is radioactively contamiaated.

Subsection 11.4.2 describes waste management of radioactively contaminated resin. A spill
l containment barrier is provided to contain spent resin tank or condensate polisher vessel
I contents in the event of a tank failure. The spill containment barrier is a curb surrounding
I the area containing the spent resin tank and condensate polisher vessel with sufficient height
I to contain the contents of a full tank or vessel.

The procedures for radiation protection and the handling and processing of radwaste are
addressed in Chapters 11 and 12. Shielding design is described in Section 12.3.

Upon removal of the exhausted resin from the polisher vessel, the vessel is rmsed and the new
resin is placed in the vessel using the resin addition hopper and eductor. After the new cation
and anion resins are placed in the vessel, demineralized water is added until the water level
is just above the resin bed. Compressed air from the plant service air system is injected up
through the resin bed to fluidize and thoroughly mix the resins. Prior to plant startup, a new
resin bed is rinsed and resin perSrmance is verified, with flow through the vessel discharged
to the condenser. The polisher vessel is then placed in operation or on standby.

10.4.6.4 Safety Evaluations

lhe condensate polishing system has no safety-related function and therefore requires no
nuclear safety evaluation.

10.4.63 Tests and Inspections

The condensate polishing system is opershonally checked prior to plant startup to verify
proper functioning of the polisher vessels and associated instrumentation and controls.

10.4.6.6 Instrument A;;"#r

When the condensate polishing system is in service, pohshing system differential pressure
instrumentation pmvides a control signal to the condensase bypass valve which rnaintains
sufficient flow through the polisher vessel for optunum perfornwre 1he' polisher is removed
from service when: 1) a high differential pressure exists across the polisher vessel,2) the ion
exchange resin capacity becomes enh=*d as evidenced by a high effluent conductivity, or
3) at the compienon of a pre-dLiaised volume through-put. The resin trap is monitored for
high differendaal pressure and an alarm =iem the need to backwash the trap.

I 10.4,7 Condensate and Feedwater Systesa

The condensate and feedwater system provides feedwater at the required temperature, pressure,
and flow rate to the steam generators. Condensate is pumped from the main condenser
hotwell by the condensate pumps, passes through the low-pressume feedwater heaters to the

1

Revision: 6
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|
.

| | scavenging agent residual in the systern which are continuously monitored by the secondary
sampling system.

,

,

|
'

Instrumentation, including pressure indication, flow indication, and temperature indication, |
required for monitoring the system, is provided in the control room.

|,

|.

10.4.8 Steam Generator Blowdown System |
'

: :

! | The steam generator blowdown system (BDS) assists in maintaining acceptable secondary j

; coolant water chemistry during normal operation and during anticipt'ed operational
occurrences of main condenser inleakage or primary to why steam generator tube*

leakage. It does this by removing impurities which are concentrated in the steam generator.

3
The steam generator blowdown system accepts water from each steam generator and processes
the water as required.'

10.4J.1 Design Basis

10.4.8.1.1 Safety Related Design Basis

The safety-related portion of each blowdown line is part of the steam generator system (SGS).
Effects of a blowdown system line break are discussed in Section 3.6. The safety-related
design bases are as follows:

The system is provuled with two isolation valves on each steam generator. These valves.

isolate the secondary side of the steam generators to preserve the steam generator
inventory. This action provides a heat sink for a safe shutdown or design basis accident
mitigation. It also pmvides isolation of nonsafety-reissed portions of the system.

The steam generator blowdown system safety-related fWs can be performed=

assuming a single, active component failure coincident with the loss-of-offsite or onsite
power.

Piping and valves from the steam generator up to and includmg the containment isolation.

valve, the first valve on the outboard side of the contamment, are designed to ASME
Code, Section III, Class 2, and seismic Category I requirements. The blowdown system
piping and valves fmm the outlet of the contmament isolation valve up to and including
pipe anchors located at the auxiliary buddag wall are designed in accordance with
ASME Code, Section III, Class 3, and seismic Category I req m.

.The safety-related portion of the system is designed to witheranel the effects of a safe.

shutdown earthquake. The safety-related pomon of the system is protected from the
effects of natural hinena and is capable of performing its intended functioni
following postulated events such as fire, internal missile, and pipe break.

The safety related portion of the system is designed so that a single, active failure in the.

blowdown system will not result in:
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. .

- Less-of coolant accident -!
Loss of integrity of steam lines-

Loss of the capability to effect a safe reactor shutdown-

Transmission of excessive loading to the containment pressure boundary.-

1

'Ihe portion of the steam generator system that is constructed in accordance with ASME*

Code, Section III, Class 2 and 3, requirements is provided with access to welds and 1

removable insulation, as required for inservice inspection in accordance with ASME
Code, Section XI.' (See subsection 10.4.8.4.)

,

1

'Ihe safety related portion of the blowdown system is designed to function in the normal |*

and accident environmenu identified in subsection 3.11.1.

'Ihe safety-related portion of the blowdown system is designed as descrited m '

*

Section 3.6 with regard to high-energy pipe break location and evaluation.

10.4.8.1.2 Power Generation Design Basis

The steam generator blowdown system draws secondary water fmm each steam generator via
the blowdown or drain line and processes this water as required to:

Assist in controlling steam generator secondary side water chemistry during nonnal plantI *

operanon

Cool down the steam generator for inspection and mamtenance purposes> *

Establish and maintain steam generator wet layup conditions during plant shutdown !.

Periods
i

Drain the secondary side of the steam generators for manganance |e

10.4.8.2 System Description'

10.4.8.2.1 General Description

Figues 10.4.8-1 and 10.3.21 illustrase the steam generator blowdown system piping and
I instrumamenhan design. Classification of equipment and components for the steam generator

i blowdown system is given in Section 3.2. 'Ihe system ca==iers of two blowdown trams, one
for each semam generator. A crosshe is provided to process blowdown from both steam
generseors through both heat exchangers during high capacity blowdown from one steam
generator.

The blowdown water is extracted imm each steam generator fmm a location just above the
tube sheet. The blowdown from each steam .esavi is cooled by a regenerative heat
exchanger, and flow is controlled and pressure reduced by a blowdown flow ecatrol valve.
To recover the thermal energy, the condensate system provides cooling for the heat
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|.-

| exchangers. To recover the blowdown fluid, each blowdown train has an electrodeionization
I (EDI) demineralizing unit which removes impurities from the blowdown flow. Downstream I

| of the electrodeionization units, both trains combine into a common header that contains a
'

relief valve for providing overpressure protection for the low-pressure portion of the system..
A back-pressure control valve maintains pressure in the system between the flow control valve
and the back-pressure control valve.

A pump is provi&d to drain the secondary side of the steam generator. The purnp is also
used for recirculation during low-pressure steam generator wet layup and cooling operations.

System isolation from the steam generator under normal operating and transient conditions is
accomplished by the two isolation valves located in the auxiliary. building. The valves close
on actuation of the passive residual heat removal system, containment isolation, or high
blowdown system radiation, temperature, or pressure.

10.4.8.2.2 System Operation

The various modes of operation are described in the following subsections.

10.4.8.2.2.1 Plant Startup
I

I While low-pressure conditions exist in the steam generator, the blowdown flow contml valves,

I are bypassed, and the steam generator recirculation / drain pump is used to discharge'the
blowdown flow to the condensate system (CDS) for pecessmg and recovery.

As the steam generator pressure 'mcreases, the blowdown race is limdad to about 200 gym or
less by first tripping and then isolating the recirculation pump. When the steam generator
pressure reaches appmximately 125 pais, the blowdown flow control valves are throttled to
control the blowdown rate. When the desued +;--4_-- ' blowdown rate is achieved, the-

valves are placed in automatic operation. The raadaamaap control valves, which control the
supply of cooling water to the heat exchangers, are adjusted during startup. When the
condanassa outlet temperature increases to a preset level, the raadan==aa control valves are
placed in automatic operation. The coohng water flow to the heat exchangers controls
blowdown water to a temperature that is acceptable to the blowdown system

| electradaiaaivarian units.

|
10 m a ? 71 Nerunni Cp 4E

The effectiveness of the blowdown sysaem in controlling water chemistry depends upon the'

blowdown rase. The normal blowdown flowrsee vanes from a minimen of about 0.1 percent ;

to a maxunum of about 1.0 percent of marinam stemming rase. During normal operation,
'

when the unpurities are low, the expected blowdown mee is approximately 0.1 porcent of
maximum slearams rate (about 17 gym total, or 8.5 spm per steam generator), which
maxunizes the detection sensitivity for candanear tube leakage. The blowdown flow is cooled
by the heat exchanger, and the pressure is reduced by the flow control valves. The blowdown

( .
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:

I fluid is processed through the electrodeionization units and discharged to the condensate
system (condenser hotwell) for reuse.

In the event of main condenser tube leakage, when the concentration of impurities is high, the
blowdown rate is increased to a maximum of approximately 1.0 percent of the maximum |
steaming rate (about 170 gpm total, or 85 gpm per steam generator). Normal operation is to4 '

I recover the blowdown flow through the condensate system. However, blowdown with high
I levels of impurities can be discharged to the waste water system.

He back-pressure control valve is preset to a pressure which prevena flashing of the'

| blowdown fluid in the electrodeionization units. I4

!

| The blowdown flow and the electrodeionization waste stream (bnne) flow are both
couinuously monitored for radioactivity from steam generator prunary to secondary tube

I leakage. If such radioactivity is detected, the liquid radwaste system (WLS) is aligned to |
; I process the blowdown and electrodeionization waste effluent. If radioactivity reaches a preset

high level, the blowdown flow control valves and the isolation valves automatically close.,

I He system operates normally under automatic control, except for flow control adjustments
or flow path changes.

,

| 10.4.8.2.2.3 Steam Generator Cooling
-i

De blowdown system can be operated to cool the steam sw.kw for inspection and
maintenance when the steam generator pressure is less than 125 psig. The blowdown is

I recirculated to the steam generators by the steam generator recirculation / drain pump,,

I bypassmg the blowdown flow control valves, and the electrodeinn=rion units. h steam
'

I generator recirculation / drain pump is aligned by opening manual valves upstream and
downstream of the pump. De pump recirculates the steam generator waser through the heat
exchangers at a total flowrate of approxinately 200 gpm (100 gym per steam generator). De;

cW=* contml valves are manually controlled to provide the coolmg for the heat>

exchangers.

! 10.4.8.2.2.4 Steam Generator Wet Layup

The system can be operated to establish and maintain wet layup conditions in the steami

: generators during plant shutdown periods. During wet layup operation, water is circulated
" through the steam generators in the same inanner as for steam generator cooling, except that

the heat exchangers are not required. To mamtain the correct pH and oxygen concentration
in the secondary water, chermcals are added to the recirculation flow via the turbine island
cherrucal feed system (CFS). (See subsection 10A.ll for chemical feed system details.)

10.4.8.2.2.5 Steam Generator Drain
'

i

ne steam generator blowdown system can be operated to drain the steam generator using the
I recirculation / drain pump and bypassing the flow control valves and the electrodeiomzation;
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.

units. Total drain flowrate is approximately 200 gpm. During this mode of operation, the
blowdown discharge maybe sent to the waste water system, the liquid radwaste system or the
condensate system.

10.4.8.'23 'i Steam Generator Tube Sheet Flush

'Ihe system can be operated for a short time at a total flowrate of approximately 3 percent of
I the maximum steaming rate (about 260 gpm) from one steam generator. To accommodate

{the high flow, the blowdown from one steam generator is isolated and the flow from the other

steam generator is routed e wgh both heat exchanger trains at a rate of approximately i

l 130 gpm per train. The blowdown flow control valves and the blowdown electrodeionization I

| units are bypassed during this operation. The blowdown flow is controlled by throttling the
flow control valve bypass isolation valves which are in series with a flow restricting orifice.
The blowdown is discharged to the waste water system (WWS).

10.4.8.2.2.7 Emergency Operation

|
| Blowdown system isolation is actuated on low steam generator water levels. The isolation

of steam generator blowdown provides for a continued availability of the steam generator as I

a heat sink for decay heat removal in conjunction with operation of the passive residual heat
removal system and the startup feedwater system. |

10.4.8.2 3 Component Description

A description of the major steam generator blowdown system components is provided in this
subsection.

10.4.8.2 3.1 Blowdown Regenerative Heat Exchangers

Two regenerative heat exchangers are provided, one for each steam generator blowdown train.
I The heat exchangers are located in the turbine building at the base slab elevation.

i

10.4.8.2 3.2 Blowdown Flow Control Valves
!

Two blowdown flow contml valves are provided, one for each steam generator blowdown )
train. 'Ibe control valves are capable of controlling the flow and pressure over the range of
normal operating conditions.

1

| 10.4.8.2 3.3 Recirculation / Drain Pump

1
-

1 One centrifugal pump is provided for use during operating modes when steam generator i

pressure is low. !
!

l
l

|
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10.4.8.2 3.4 Pressure Control Valve

| A backpressure control valve is provided to maintain appropriate system backpressure, within
I the operating range of blowdown flows, and prevent flashing within the low pressure section

of the system when the blowdown is discharged to the condenser hotwell.

10.4.8.2 3.5 Blowdown Isolation Valves

Two valves in series, located outside containment in the auxiliary building, are provided to
automarically isolate the blowdown system in the event of abnormal conditions within the
blowdown system, the reactor coolant system, or the main steam system. The valves are air-

1 operated globe valves that fail close on loss of air or actuating power. See Section 7.2 for
I a description of the automatic control functions on the valves.

The first isolation valve provides a containment isolation function in addition to redundant
l~ isolation of the blowdown system. The valves close on an engineered safeguards actuation

signal and provide containment integrity in conjunction with the steam generator and main
steam line inside containment. The valves are active, ASME Code, Section III, Safety
Class 2, seismic Category I.

The isolation valves pmvide for redundant isolation of the blowdown system upon actuation
of the passive residual heat removal system, low (narrow range) steam generator level, or
abnormal conditions in the blowdown system. Each isolation valve receives an actuation
signal from the protection and safety monitoring system (PMS) upon passive residual heat
removal actuauon to preserve steam generator inventory. The valves also close upon
receiving a low (narrow range) water level signal to preserve steam generator inventory.

I Additionally, the valves receive a high rnainrion signal, high temperature signal, and high
pressure signal, indicating abnormal caadh in the blowdown system and actuating
automaue isolation of the system. The second isolation valves are active, ASME Code,
Section III, Safety Class 3, seismic Category L

The valves are located outside containment within the auxiliary building and are attached to
seismic Category I piping.

I 10.4.8.2.3.6 N Unit
|

| Two trains of eleebitation demmeralizing units are provided for the steam generator !
I blowdown symem electrodeionnarion. The electrodeionization unit in each train is configured
I in a stack smagement. The stack normally containa numerous pairs of stadrad membranes.
I One cell pair consists of an ion-diluting flow (product) channellocated between a cation and |
| an anion membrane with an ion concentrating (brine) flow channel located alternately lEces |
| the cell pairs. A de potential is rnamrminad across the electrode plates which are located on
I opposite ends of the stacked membranes. Ion exchange resin is contained within the product
I flow channel, acting as an ion selective media in the electradaia=ivation process Isolation
i valves are provided for each stack to allow for maintenance of a stack.
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| A filter, upstream of the electrodelonization stack in each train, removes suspended solids and
I particulate matter from electrodeionization influent. Electrodelonization effluent flows through
I a resin trap which collects resin fines and small particulates which pass through the unit..

I

t i Each electrodeionization unit includes one centrifugal brire pump which maintains a constant
i flow in the closed loop brine system and flushes ionic impurities from the brine channels in4

i the stack. A small percentage of blowdown in the brine process is used to control impurity
'

I concentration. His electrodeionization brine blowdown waste stream is directed to the waste
I water system (WWS) or the liquid radwaste system (WLS).

'

l

I De electrodeionization stacks are located in the turbine building and in a shielded area. The
.

| area has no drain. Anionic and cationic resins are contained within the electrodeionization-

I stacks. Dese resins are not consumed or exhausted in the electrodeionization process.
j | Radiation monitors associated with the steam generator blowdown system, steam generator

l system (main steam), and the condenser air removal system provides the means to determine'

I if the secondary side is radioactively contaminated.
"

P
10.4.8.2.4 Instrenentation Applications

i

Flow, pressure, temperature, and radioactivity indicators with alarms monitor system operation.
If pressure, temperature, or radioactivity reach a high level setpoint, an alarm is annunciated
and the blowdown flow control valves and upstream isolation valves are automatically closed.

|'
Flow elements and transmitters measure and contml blowdown flow from the steam |
generators. De flow elements are located downstream of the blowdown flow control valves.

J
|

Ternperature mstrumentation monitors the temperature of blowdown fluid upstream and j
l downstmam of each heat exchanger. De heat exchanger outlet tempw controls heat

|
| exchanger cooling water flow as well as the blowdown flow to limit high temperature i

| blowdown fluid to the electrodeionization unit. j

Radacectivity detection instrumentation detects and monitors the presence of radioactivity in
,

I the combined blowdown stream from both trams. A radiation element is located in the 1

| common h=ier upstream of the recovered blowdown three-way valve. His three-way valve
normally duecta the recovered blowdown flow to the condenser. When recovery of the

! blowdown fluid is not possible, the flow is diverted to the waste water system. Upor.
I detecnon of sigmficant levels of radioactivity via a radiation transmitter alarm, the steam i

l generator blowdown flow is diverted to the liqmd radwaste system for processing. A second j

l radioactive detection instrument is located on the waste stream of the electrodeionization .|

| blowdown. Similarly, a three-way valve normally duects this electrodeioruzation brine '

I blowdown to the waste water system. With detection of sipifm levels of radioactivity, the
,

I brine blowdown is divened to the hquid radwaste system.
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10.4.8.3 Safety Evaluation -

Each blowdown the is provided with redundant safety-related valves that isolate the*

secondary side of the steam generator to preserve the steam generator inventory. The
inventory is maintamed as a heat sink for sensible and decay heat removal frorn the
reactor coolant system.

The steam generator blowdown system safety-related functions are accomplished by.

redundant means. A single, active component failure within the safety-related portion
of the system does not compromise the safety related function of the system. Power is
supplied by the Class IE de power system as described in Chapter 8.

Section 3.2 delineates the quality groap classification. %e controls and power supplies.

necessary for safety-related functions of the steam generator blowdown system are
Class IE, and are described in Chapters 7 and 8.

De safety-related portion of the steam generator blowdown system are located in the.

containment and auxiliary buildings. These buildings and areas are designed to withstand
the effects of earthquakes, tornadoes, hurricanes, floods, external missiles, and other
natural phenomena. Sections 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.7, and 3.8 provide the bases for the
adequacy of the structural design of these buddings and areas. The safety-related
portions of the steam generator blowdown system are designed to remain functional after
a safe shutdown earthquake. Sections 3.7 and 3.9 provide the design landmg conditions
that are considered.

No single failure coincident with loss of offsite power compromises the safety-related.

functions of the system or will sesult in:

IAss-of-coolant War-

less of integrity of steam lines-

Loss of the capability to effect a safe reactor shutdown-

Transmission of excessive loadmg to the containment pressure boundary. |
-

Component or functional rd=dwy is provided so that safety-related functions can be |

performed, assuming a single, active fadure comcident with loss of ac power. |

De steam generator blowdown system is initially tested in ewd.sce with the program.

desenbed in Chapter 14. Penodse inservice functional testag is done in accordance with
subsection 10.4.8.4. Section 6.6 provides the ASME Code, Section XI requiremens that
ase approprinse for the safety-related portions of the steam generator blowdown system.

De safety-related w.sts of the steam generator blowdown system are qualified to.

; function in normal, test, and accident envuonmental conditions. He environmental
'

I qualification program is provided in Secuon 3.11.
:
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Discussions of high energy pipe break locations and evaluation of effects are provided*

in subsections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2. i

Subsection 6.2.3 delineates the criteria and compliance with applicable requirenwnts ande

the criteria for the containment isolation provisions.

The main steam supply system failure modes and effects analysis for the steam generator*

I blowdown system is provided in Table 10.3.3-1.

10.4.8.4 Inspection and Testing Requirements

10.4.8.4.1 Preservice Testing / Inspection i

|The blowdown system components are tested and inspected during plant startup as a part of
the preservice test program as discussed in Chapter 14. The steam generator blowdown
system's safety-related functions are designed to' include the capability for testing. 'Ihis i
includes operation of applicable por. ions of the protecten system. 'Ihe safety-related
components of the system (valves and piping.) are designed and located to permit preservice

4 and inservice inspections to the extent practical.

'Ihe steam generator blowdown lines within the containment and the auxiliary building are
visually and volumetrically inspected at installation as required by ASME Code, Section XI

", i preservice inspection requirements.

10.4.8.4.2 Inservice Testing / Inspection

'Ibe performance and .u hual leaktight integrity of system components are demonstrated by
,

normal operation.

I Additional discussion of inservice inspection of the blowdown containment isolation valves
I is contained in Section 6.6 and subsecten 3.9.6.

Instruments and controls are calibrated during startup and recahbrated, as necessary, to
maintain system operation within its design specifications

,

10.4.9 Startay Feedwater Systeun

'| 'Ibe starmp feedwaser system supphes feedwaser to the steam generators during plant startup,
j l hot staney and shutdown condmons, and during trannween in the event of main feedwater

I system unavadabdity. '!be startup feedwater system is casuposed of coi.reecets from the
| AP600 main and startup feedwater system (FWS) and steam generator system (SGS).

.

4

,

1

! (.
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.

X
M

Liquid Waste Management Systems /11.2

I
The liquid waste management systems include the systems that may be used to process
disposal liquids containing radioactive material. These include the following:

I Steam generator blowdown processing system (subsection 10.4.8);=

I Radioactive waste drain system (subsection 9.3.5);*

Liquid radwaste system (WLS) (Section 11.2).=

This section primarily addresses the liquid radwaste system. The other systems are also
I

addressed in subsection i1.2.3, which discusses the expected releases from the liquid waste
management systems.

The liquid radwaste system is designed to control, collect, pnx ess, handle, store, and dispose
of liquid radioactive waste generated as the result of nonnal operation, including anticipated
operational occurrences.

11.2.1 Design Basis

Subsection 1.9.1 discusses the conformance of the liquid radwaste system design with the
criteria of Regulatory Guide 1.143.

11.2.1.1 Safety Design Basis

The liquid radwaste system serves no safety-related functions except for-

I Contairunent isolation; see subsection 6.2.3.=

I Draining the passive core cooling system compartments to the contamment sump to
=

I prevent flooding of these compartments and possible immersion of safety-related
I components,

i

I Back flow prevention check valves in the drain lines from the chemical and volume+

I control system compamnent and the passive core cooling system compartments to the
I containment sump, which prevent cross flooding of these compartments. Each drain
I line has two check valves in series so that a single failure does not compromise the
I back flow prevention safety function. See subsection 6.3.3.3.2 for a discussion of
I containment flooding.

*

|
|

|

Q
'

,<s
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.

11.2.1.2 Power Generation Design Basis

11.2.1.2.1 Capacity

The liquid radwaste system provides adequate capacity to meet the anticipated processing
requirements of the plant. The projected flows of various liquid waste streams to tly liquid

I radwaste system under normal conditions are identified in Table 11.2-1.

The liquid radwaste system design can accept equipment malfunctions without affecting the
capability of the systern to handle both anticipated liquid waste flows and possible surge load
due to excessive leakage. Table 11.2-4 contains information on the surge capacity of
individual tanks.

Ponions of the liquid radwaste system may become unavailable as a result of the malfunctions
I listed in subsection 11.2.1.2.2.

I Ample surge capacity of the system, provisions for using mobile processing equipment and
the low load factor of the pmcessing equipment pennits the system to accommodate waste
until failures can be repaired and normal plant operation resumed. In addition, the liquid
radwaste system is designed to accommodate the anticipated operational occurrences described

I in subsection i1.2.1.2.3.
'

11.2.1.2.2 Failure Tolerance

111.2.1.2.2.1 Pump Failure
I

Where operation is not essential and surge capacity is available, a single pump is pmvided. ;
This applies to most applications in the hquid radwaste system. Two reactor coolant drain |

I
tank pumps and two containment sump pumps are provided because the relative inaccessibility I

l of the containment during power operation would hinder maintenance. The contairunent sump || pumps are submersible pumps with permanently lubricated bearings and mechanical seals.
To protect them from damage due to loss of suction, each pump is interlocked to stop on a i

i Iow level condition in the sump. The reactor coolant drain tank pumps are venical sump type
i pumps with motors above the reactor coolant drain tank shaft coupled to pumps submersed
I in the liquid within the reactor coolant drain tank. This arrangement minimizes contamination
I of the motors and permits removal and maintenance of the motors outside of the radiation
I area.

Process pumps located outside containment are air-operated. double diaphragm type. These
pumps are capable of significant suction lifts, and can thus be located on or near the top of

I the associated waste tank, with internal suction piping. They can pump slurries with high
I solids fractions, run deadheaded, and run dry without damage. In addition, they can operate

over a wide range of hydraulic conditions by varying the driving air input. This makes it
possible to fulfill many different applications with a single pump model, thereby facilitating
maintenance and reducing the inventory of spare parts.
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I

!
11.2.1.2.2.2 Filter or lon Exchanger Plugging )

I instmmentation is provided to give indication of the pressure drop across filters and ion
exchangers. Periodic checks of the pressure drops provide indication of equipment fouling, |thus permitting corrective action to be taken before an excessive pressure drop is reached. j

l Change of filter cartridges and ion exchange beds is expected to occur based upon radiation !
I survey.

|

11.2.1.2.3 Anticipated Operational Occurrences l
<

!
11.2.1.2.3.1 High Primary Coolant System Leakage Rate |

|| The system is designed to handle an abnormal primary coolant system leak in addition to the (
expected leakage during nomial operation. Operation of the system is the same as for normal ;

operation, except that the load on the system is increased.
{
!

11.2.1.2.3.2 High Use of Decontamination Water !

If large quantities of water are used to decontaminate areas or equipment, the load on the
liquid radwaste system is increased. However, the liquid radwaste system is designed to

I handle a large, continuous input to the waste holdup tanks, if the water can be discharged
I without processing based on sampling which shows acceptably 'ow activity, the ovemil liquid

,

radwaste system capacity is increased. 1

To accommodate the possible use of special decontamination fluids or very large volumes of
I decontamination fluids, mobile equipment is used as discussed in subsection Il.2.1.2.5.2.

II.2.1.2.3J Steam Generator Tube Leakage
.

During normal operations, steam generator blowdown is retumed to the condensate system, i
I as described in subsection 10.4.8. However, if excessive radioactivity is detected, the

blowdown is dive:ted to the liquid radwaste system for processing and disposal.

The blowdown fluid is brought into the waste holdup tanks, which provide some surge
capacity to hold the fluid during pmcessing. It is then pmcessed in the same fashion as, and

I combined with, other inputs.

In the event of a steam generator tube rupture, the condensate storage tank may also become
corraminated In this event, the tank is cleaned by the use of temporary equipment brought

I to the' site for the purpose, as described in subsection i1.2.1.2.5.2.

11.2.1.2.3.4 Refueling

| The load on the liquid radwaste system is expected to increase during refueling because of
I the increased level of maintenance activities in the plant, but operation is the same as for
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normal plant operation. There is no significant effect on the performance capability of the
liquid radwaste system.

11.2.1.2.4 Controlled Relear of Radioactivity

The liquid radwaste system provides the capability to reduce the amounts of radioactive
nuclides released in the liquid wastes through the use of demineralization and time delay for
decay of short-lived nuclides.

The assumed equipment decontamination factors appear in Table i1.2-5. Estimates of the
radioactive source terms and annual average flow rate that will be processed in the liquid
radwaste system or discharged to the environment during normal operation appear in
Table 11.2-1.

Before radioactive liquid waste is discharged, it is pumped to a monitor tank. A sample of
I

the monitor tank contents is analyzed, and the results are recorded. In this way, a record is
kept of planned releases of radioactive liquid waste.

De liquid waste is discharged from the monitor tank in a batch operation, and the discharge
flow rate is restricted as necessary to maintain an acceptable concentration when diluted by
the circulating water discharge flow. These provisions preclude uncontrolled releases of
radioactivity.

I
in addition, the discharge line contains a radiation monitor with diverse methods of stopping

I
the discharge. De first method closes an isolation valve in the discharge line, which prevents
any further discharge from the liquid radwaste. system. The valve automatically closes and

I
an alarm is actuated if the activity in the discharge stream reaches the monitor setpoint. The

I second method stops the monitor tank pumps.

To minimize leakage from the liquid radwaste system, the system is of welded construction
I

except where flanged connections are required to facilitate component maintenance or to allow
I

-

connection of temporary or mobile equipment. Air-operated diaphragm pumps or pumps
I

having mechanical seals are used. These pumps minimize system leakage thereby minimizing
the release of radioactive gas that might be entramed in the leaking fluid to the building
atmosphere.

I Provisions are made to control spills of radioactive liquids due to tank overflows.
Table 11.2-3 lists the provisions for tank level indication, alarms, and overflow disposition
for liquid radwaste system tanks outside containment.

We liquid radwaste system is designed so that the annual average concentration limits
established by 10 CFR 20 (Appendix B, table 2, column 2) (Reference 1) for liquid releases
are not exceeded during plant opemtion with expected levels of fuel cladding defects.
Subsection i1.2.3 describes the calculated releases of radioactive materials from the liquid
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11. Radioactive Waste Management

.

radwaste system and other portions of the liquid waste management systems resulting from
normal operation.

I 11.2.1.2.4.2 Abnormal Operation

Subsections i1.2.1.2.2 and i1.2.1.2.3 describe the capability of the liquid radwaste system to
I

accommodate abnormal conditions for various equipment and other anticipated operational
occurrences. During these anticipated occunences, the effectiveness of the liquid radwaste
system in controlling releases of radioactivity remains unaffected, so releases are limited as
during normal operation.

Subsection i1.2.3 discusses the calculated releases of radioactive materials from the liquid
radw ystem forJhtf abnormal situation *EO;2;;t = : A daip i L.d "*11cvelnr w ~ ~a
' WJ K _54='' "' 3 p *

11.2.1.2.5 Equipment Design

11.2.1.2.5.1 Permanently Installed Equipment

The liquid radwaste system equipment design parameters are provided in Table i1.2 2.

'The seismic design classification and safety classification for the liquid radwaste system
! components and stmetures are listed in Section 3.2.

11.2.1.2.5.2 Use of Mobile and Temporary Equipment

'The liquid radwaste system is designed to handle most liquid effluents and other anticipated
events using installed equipment. However, for' events occurring at a very low frequency or
producing effluents not compatible with the installed equipment, temporary equipment may

I be brouP.t into the radwaste building mobile treatment frility truck bays.

I
Connections are pmvided to and fmm various locations in the liquid radwaste system to :nese
mobile equipment connections. This allows the mobile equipment to be used in series with
installed equipment, as an attemate to it with the treated liquids retumed to the liquid radwaste

l
system, or as an ultimate disposal point for liquids that are to be removed from the plant site
for disposal elsewhere.

I The use of temporary equipment is common practice in operating plants. The radwaste
I

building truck bays and laydown space for mobile equipment, in addition to the flexibility of
I

numerbus piping connections to the liquid radwaste system, allow the plant operator to
incorporate mobile equipment in an integrated fashion.

Temporary equipment is also used to clean up the condensate storage tank if it becomes
contaminated following steam generator tube leakage. 'lhis use of temporary equipment is

-
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i

similar to that just described, except that the equipment is used in the yard rather than in the
I radwaste building truck bays.

11.2.2 System Description

| The liquid radwaste system, shown in Figure i1.2-1, includes tanks, pumps, ion exchangers. !
I and filters. The liquid radwaste system is designed to process, or store for pmcessing by
I

i

mobile equipment, radioactively contaminated wastes in four major categories: |

Borated, reactor-grade, waste water -- this input is collected frnm the reactor coolant.

I system (RCS) effluents received through the chemical and volume control {
l system (CVS), primary sampling system sink drains and equipment leakoffs and drains. !

!l Floor drains and other wastes with a potentially high suspended solids content -- this=

lI input is collected from various building floor drains and sumps. I
1

| Detergent wastes -- this input comes fmm the plant hot sinks and showers, and some.

cleanup and decontamination pmcesses. It generally has low concentrations of
!radioactivity. '

,

Chemical waste -- this input comes fmm the laboratory and other relatively small f
=

I volume sources. It may be mixed hazardous and radioactive wastes or other radioactive
{wastes with a high dissolved-solids content.
1

Nonradioactive secondary-system waste is not processed by the liquid radwaste system.
Secondary-system effluent is normally handled by the steam generator blowdown processing ;

I system, as described in subsection 10.4.8. and by the turbine building drain system. I
l

Radioactivity can enter the secondary systems from steam generator tube leakage. If I

. significant radioactivity is detected in secondary-side systems, blowdown is diverted to the
liquid radwaste system for processing and disposal.

i
11.2.2.1 Waste input Streams

11.2.2.1.1 Reactor Coolant System Effluents

The effluent subsystem receives borated and hydrogen-bearing liquid fmm two sources: the
reactor coolant drain tank and the chemical and volume control system. The reactor coolant
drain tank collects leakage and drainage fmm various primary systems and components inside
contauiment. Effluent from the chemical and volume control system is produced mainly as

I a result of reactor coolant system heatup, boron concentration changes and RCS level j
i reduction for refueling. '

I
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.

Irput collected by the effluent subsystem normally contains hyd ogen and dissolved
radiogases. Themfore, it is routed through the liquid radwaste system vacuum degasifier

i before being smred in the effluent holdup tanks.

The liquid radwaste system degasifier can also be used to degas the reactor coolant system
I

before shutdown by operating the chemical and volume control system in an open loop
I configuration. This is done by taking one of the effluent holdup tanks out of normal waste

service and draining. Then normal chemical and volume control system letdown is directed
through the degasilier to the dedicated effluent holdup tank. Fmm there, it is pumped back
to the suction of the chemical and volume control system makeup pumps with the effluent
holdup tank pump. The makeup pumps retum the fluid to the reactor coolant system in the
normal fashion. This process is continued as necessary for degassing the reactor coolant

I system as described in subsection 9.3.6.

The input to the reactor coolant drain tank is potentially at high temperature. Therefore,
I provisions are made for meirculation through a heat exchanger for cooling. The tank is
I inerted with nitmgen and is vented to the gaseous radwaste system. Transfer of water from

the reactor coolant crain tank is controlled to maintain an essentially fixed tank level to
minimize tank pressure variation.

Reactor coolant system effluents from the chemical and volume control system letdown line
I or the reactor coolant drain subsystem pass through the vacuum degasifier, where dissolved

hydrogen and fission gases are removed. These gaseous components are sent via a water
separator to the gaseous radwaste system. A degasifier discharge pump then transfers the
liquid to the currently selected effluent holdup tank. If flows fmm the letdown line and the
reactor coolant drain tank are routed to the degasifier concurrently, the letdown flow has

I priority and the drain tank input is automatically suspended.

In the event of abnormally high degasifier water level, inputs are automatically stopini by
I closing the letdown control and containment isolation valves.

I The effluent holdup tanks vent to the radiologically contmiled area ventilation system and,
in abnormal conditions, may be purged with air to maintain a low hydmgen gas concentration

i in the tanks' atmosphere. Hydrogen monitors are included in the tanks vent lines to alert the
1 operator of elevated hydrogen levels.

I The contents of the effluent holdup tanks may he recirculated and sampled, recycled through
I the degasifier for further gas stripping, retumed to the reactor coolant system via the chemical
l and volume contml system makeup pumps, discharged to the mobile treatment facility,
I pmcessed thmugh the ion exchangers, or directed to the monitor tanks for discharge without
I treatment.

I Processing through the ion exchangers is the normal mode,

i
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| The AP600 liquid radwaste system pmcesses waste with an upstream filter followed by four
I ion exchange resin vessels in series. Any of these vessels can be manually bypassed and the
i order of the last two can be interchanged, so as to provide complete usage of the ion exchange

resin.

| The top of the first vessel is normally charged with activated carbon, to act as a deep-bed
I

filter and remove oil from floor drain wastes. Moderate amounts of other wastes can also be
I routed through this vessel. It can be bypassed for processing of relatively clean waste

streams. This vessel is somewhat larger than the other three, with an extra sluice connection
i to allow the top bed of activated carbon to be removed. This feature is associated with the
i deep bed filter function of the vessel; the top layer of activated carbon collects particulates,
I and the ability to remove it without disturbing the underlying zeolite bed mininiizes solid-

waste production.

| The second, third and fourth beds are in identical ion exchange vessels, which are selectively
loaded with resin, depending on prevailing plant conditions.

I After deionization, the water passes thmugh an after-filter where radioactive paniculates and
I resin fines are removed. The processed water then enters one of three monitor tanks. When
1 one of the monitor tanks is full, the system is automatically realigned to route processed water
i to another tank.

I he contents of the monitor tank are recirculated and sampled. In the unlikely event of high
I radioactivity, the tank contents am retumed to a waste holdup tank for additional processing.

Normally, however, the radioactivity will be well below the discharge limits, and the dilute
I boric acid is dischtged for dilution to the circulating water blowdown. 'Ihe discharge flow
I rate is set to limit the boric acid concentration in the circulating water blowdown stream to

an acceptable concentration for local requirements. Detection of high radiation in the
discharge stream stops the discharge flow and operator action is required to re-establish

I discharge. The raw water system which provides makeup for the circulating water system
I is used as a backup source for dilution water when cooling tower blowdown is not available
I for the discharge path,

11.2.2.1.2 Floor Drains and Other Wastes with Potentially High Suspended Solid Contents

Potentially contaminated floor drain sumps and other sources that tend to be high in
i particulate loading are collected in the waste holdup tank. Additives may be introduced to

the tans to impmve filtration and ion exchange pmcesses. Tank contents may be recirculated
I for mixing and sampling. The tanks have sufficient holdup capability to allow time for
I realignment and maintenance of the process equipment.

'the waste water is processed through the waste pre filter to remove the bulk of the paniculate
loading. Next it passes through the ion exchangers and the waste after-filter before entering

i a monitor tank. The monitor tank contents are sampled and, if necessary, retumed to a waste
holdup tank or recirculated directly through the filters and ion exchangers.
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Waste water meeting the discharge limits is discharged to the circulating water blowdown
I through a radiation detector that stops the discharge if high radiation is detected.
I

11.2.2.1.3 Detergent Wastes

I
The detergent wastes from the plant hot sinks and showers contain soaps and detergents. |

| These wastes are generally not compatible with the ion exchange resins described in
I subsections 11.2.2.1.1 and 11.2.2.1.2. The detergent wastes are not processed and are
I collected in the chemical waste tank. If the detergent wastes activity is low enough, the
I ;

wastes can be discharged without pmcessing. |
4

i
When sufficient detergent wastes are pmduced and processing is necessary, mobile processing

I
equipment is brought into one of the radwaste building mobile systems facility truck bays
provided for this purpose.

11.2.2.1.4 Chemical Wastes
!

Inputs to the chemical waste tank nonnally are generated.at a low rate. These wastes are only
collected; no intemal processing is provided Chemicals can be added to the tank for pH or
other adjustment. Since the volume of these wastes is low, they can be treated by the use of
mobile equipment or by shipment offsite.

I

11.2.2.1.5 Steam Generator Blowdown

'

Steam generator blowdown is normally accommodated within the steam generator blowdown
i system, which is described in subsection 10.4.8.

If steam generator tube leakage results in significant levels of radioactivity in the steam
generator blowdown stream, this stream is redirected to the liquid radwaste system fore

treatment before release. In this event, one of the waste holdup tanks is drained to prepare
i it for blowdown processing. The blowdown stream is brought into that holdup tank, and >

continuously or in batches pumped through the waste ion exchangers. The number of ion
exchangers in service is determined by the operator to provide adequate purification without
excessive resin usage. The blowdown is then collected in a' monitor tank, sampled, and
discharged in a monitored fashion.

11.2.2.2 Other Operations

11.2.2.2.1 Sampling

I Grab sampling taps are provided where required to monitor influent bomn and radioactivity
concentrations; to monitor performance of various components; to determine tank water
characteristics before transfer, pmcessing or discharge; to verify performance of the on.line
analyzers; and to collect samples of discharges to the environs for analysis and documentation.

)Samples are taken in low radiation areas.
)

i
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11.2.2.2.2 Tank Cleaning

I
Extraordinary measures for tank cleaning are not normally required because the pumps take
suction from the low point of the tank, and the tank bottoms are sloped so that the tank can
be fully drained. Recirculation connections are provided to allow the tanks to be effectively

I mixed. Also, the air-operated double-diaphragm pumps used can pump air, water or slurries
without damage, and can nm dry to clear the bottoms of the tanks.

Provisions are made for tank cleaning using a portable tank cleaning rig. Suction is taken
from the tank bottom via a temporary hose. He pump discharge passes through a filter and

I the hose to a tank cleaning lance, which is manually insened through a manway on the tank.
The operator can direct the high-velocity water thmughout the inside of the tank.

11.2.2.3 Component Description

The general descriptions and summaries of the design basis requirements for the liquid
I radwaste system components follow. Table i1.2-2 contains the operating parameters for the

liquid radwaste system components.

Additional information regarding the applicable codes and classifications is also available in
Section 3.2.

11.2.2.3.1 Liquid Radwaste System Pumps

Reactor Cool.nt Drain Tank Pumps

Two full-capacity, stainless steel, reactor cooldnt drain tank pumps recirculate the reactor
coolant drain tank contents for cooling and to discharge the reactor coolant drain tank contents

I to the degasifier or to an effluent holdup tank. nese vertical sump pumps have permanently
I lubricated bearings and mechanical seals. he pumps start and stop on high and low level.

Containment Sump Pumps

Two full-capacity containment sump pumps are provided. Rese pumps discharge the
I contamment sump contents to the waste holdup tank. Dese submersible sump pumps have
i permanently lubricated bearings and mechanical seals. De pumps start and stop on high and
I low level.

Degasifier Vacuum Pumps

i Two stainless steel, full-capacity, liquid ring type, degasifier vacuum pumps maintain the
degasifier at a low pressure for efficient gas stripping,

i These liquid ring pumps use water as the compressant. The water is recycled to minimize
I consumption. Excess water from vapor condensation is discharged to an effluent holdup tank.
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Degasifier Separator Pump

i Two full capacity centrifugal pumps are provided to discharge recovered compressor water || from the degasilier separator back to the degasifier vacuum pumps. The pump also serves to {l discharge any excess compressor water accumulation in the separator to an effluent holdup !
I tank. The pumps start and stop to share the duty. The pump is constructed of stainless steel ;

and has a mechanical seal. |.

Other Pumps

! The following air operated double-diaphragm pumps are mounted near the associated tanks
I with intemal suction piping. Construction is of stainless steel, with elastomeric diaphragms.

Degasifier discharge pumps (2).

Effluent holdup tank pumps (2).

I Waste holdup tank pumps (2) ,.
'

I Monitor tank pumps (3)=

Chemical waste tank pump (1)*

i

11.2.2.3.2 Liquid Radwaste System Heat Exchangers

Reactor Coolant Drain Tank Heat Exchanger

| One horizontal U-tube heat exchanger is provided. The heat exchanger has a flanged
tubesheet that permits removal of the tube bundle for inspection and cleaning.

The heat exchanger is designed to prevent the mactor coolant drain tank contents from boiling
with hot leakage influent as shown in Table i1.2-4.
The reactor coolant drain tank contents flow through the tubes which are stainless steel
component cooling water flows thmugh the carbon steel shell.

I Vapor Condenser
|

One horizontal U tube heat exchanger assists in drying the gases drawn out of tim liquid waste
I by the vacuum pump, before they are sent to the gaseous radwaste system. As the gas bearing
I water cascades down through the packing in the degasifer vessel, it boils in the low pressure.
| To minimize the size of the vacuum pumps, a vapor condenser is provided between the
i degasifer vessel and the vacuum pumps. In the vapor condenser, most of the water vapor is |
1 condensed out of the gas stream before it enters tle vacuum pump.

i

:

i

1

|
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| The vapor condenser is cooled by chilled water. Chilled water flows through the tubes, which
I are stainless steel. Water vapor condenses on the tubes and drains through a subcooling

,

i

I section in the stainless steel shell. The non-condensible gases and condensate are recombined
I in a common pipe leading to the suction of the liquid ring type vacuum pumps.

I I .2.2J.3 Liquid Radwaste System Tanks

Reactor Coolant Drain Tank

i One reactor coolant drain tank is pmvided. The tank is sized to accommodate two venical
I sump type pumps and to have a volume above the normal operating water level sufficient to

accept the influent rate shown in Table i1.2-4.

I The reactor coolant drain tank is a stainless steel, horizontal, cylindrical tank with dished
I heads. It is pmvided with a vacuum breaker to prevent excess extemal pressure during
I containment leak testing. It is pmtected from excess intemal pressure by a relief valve which
I vents to the containment sump.

Containment Sump

The containment sump is a stainless steel. rectangular sump tank designed for emtedment in
I concrete. The containment sump is sized as shown in Table 11.2-4.

Degasifier Column

'

A one-stage. stainless steel degasifier column is provided. The degasifier column is designed
to meet the performance parameters shown in Table 11.2-5.

I Agitation and surface exposure are accomplished by spraying the influent onto the top of a
l column of packing which breaks up the flow and spreads it into thin films as it cascades I
I downward. The low pressure causes the inlet water to boil. The flashed vapor accompanies
I the gas bearing water downward thmugh the packing. Exposure to low pressure draws out
I the non-condensible gases consistent with Henry's Law and they pass out the vacuum

connection. The vacuum connection is located near the last point of contact with the degassed
I water where the vacuum is greatest and conditions are least conducive to reabsorption. A
I stainless stee! mesh demister is provided at the vessel vacuum connection to remove water
i droplets which are entrained in the gas / vapor mixture as it is exiting to the vapor condenser. l

| DegaslRer Separator

I
l One stainless steel separator is provided. It is designed to remove compressor water fmm the

vacuum pump discharge flow for reuse. It also serves as a silencer.
I
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Emuent Holdup Tanks

These stainless steel tanks contain effluent waste prior to pmcessing. They are horizontai
I cylinders with intemal pump suction pipirg at the low point of the tank, and with side

manways for maintenance.
I

Waste Holdup Tanks

! These stainless steel tanks contain floor and equipment drain waste before processing. They
I am vertical cylinders with intemal pump suction piping at the low points of the tanks and with

side manways for maintenance.

I Monitor Tanks

| Rese stainless steel tanks contain pmcessed waste before discharge. They are venical
I cylinders with intemal pump suction piping at the low points of the tanks and with side

manways for maintenance.

Chemical Waste Tank

l This stainless steel tank contains chemical waste and hot sinks and shower drains before
I processing via mobile equipment. The configuration is a vertical cylinder with intemal pump
I suction piping at the low point of the tank and with a side manway for maintenance.
I

11.2.2.3.4 Liquid Radwaste System Ion Exchangers

'

Four ion exchange vessels am provided, with resin volumes as shown in Table 11.2-2. The
media will be selected by the Combined License holder to optimize system performance,

i Rey are stainless steel, vertical, cylindrical pressure vessels with inlet and outlet process
I nozzles plus connections for resin addition, sluicing, and draining. The process outlet and
I flush water outlet connections are equipped with resin retention screens designed to minimize

'

pmssure dmp.

11.2.2.3.5 Liquid Radwaste System Filters

Waste Pre Filter l

i
This filter is provided to collect particulate matter in the pmcess stream before ion exchange.

1l ne unit is constructed of stainless steel and has disposable filter bags. |

Waste ARer-Filter

This filter is provided downstream of the ion exchangers to collect particulate matter, such as
I resin fines. De unit is constructed of stainless steel and has disposable filter cartridges.
I
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11.2.2.4 Instrumentation Design

| Instrumentation readout is available in the main contml room.a.nd ce fLt. Iip;d r acbui ,t
(> % Li. |

| Alanns are pmvided to the data display system including a radwaste system annunciator in
the main control room. i

1
l Pressure indicators provide pressure drops across demineralizers, filters, and strainers. j

|Releases to the environment are monitored for radioactivity. Section i1.5 describes this |

instrumentation.

I Each tank is provided with level instrumentation that actuates an alarm on high liquid level
I in the tank, thus waming of potential tank overflow. High level in indundant tank pairs also
I diverts the flow to the standby tank. Table 11.2-3 provides a summary of the tank level

alamis.
,

|

11.2.2.5 System Operation and Performance |

11.2.2.5.1 Reactor Coolant System Emuent Processing |

|
'

11.2.2.5.1.1 Reacter Coolant Systems Emuent: Letdown Lire

I Chemical and volume control system letdown is directed to the degasifier. This letdown flow
automatically takes priority by causing isolation of influent to the degasifier from the reactor

I coolant drain tank pumps to prevent the design capacity of the degasifier from being
exceeded.

|
| When the degasifier and waste gas system are placed in operation one of the degasifier l

I vacuum pumps operates to maintain a vacuum in the degasifier column. The degasifier I

I separator pump operates to retum compressor water to the vacuum pump. The degasifier I

separator vents to the gaseous radwaste system. Its level is automatically controlled by
I discharging excess water (due to condensation of vapor carryover from the degasifier column)

to an effluent holdup tank. In the event of abnormally high' level, chemical'and volume
control system letdown flow is automatically stopped.

Two effluent holdup tanks are provided. One is aligned to receive inputs. When it fills to
I the appropriate level, an alarm alerts the operator tha: the tank is full and ready for processing.
I 'the inlet diversion valve automatically realigns the system to route input to the other tank
I upon fligh-high alarm.

|

|

.
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11.2.2.5.1.2 Reactor Cen: ant System Efnuent: Reactor Coolant Drain Tank

The reactor coolant drain tank receives input from the reactor coolant system and other drains
inside containment that have the potential to contain radioactive gas e hydrogen.

Initially and after servicing, the reactor coolant drain tank is filled with domineralized water
and then purged with nitmgen to dilute and displace oxygen. The tank vent to the gaseous
radwaste system normally remains closed. One of the reactor coolant drain tank pumps and

I the discharge valve are automatically controlled to maintain reactor coolant sain tank water
!evel within a narrow band to minimize tank pressure variation. An alann alerts the operator

1 if the reactor coolant drain tank reaches a temperatures consistent with the desg;n leak of
I saturated RCS coolant. The system automatically realigns valves and recirculates the tank

contents through the reactor coolant drain tank heat exchanger.

| The cumulative quantity discharged from the reactor coolant drain tank is totalized and
indicated for use in reactor coolant leakage evaluations.

| The discharge may have a relatively high dissolved hydrogen concentration and is therefore
aligned to the degasifier. However, during reactor coolant system loop drain operations the
hydrogen and radioactive gas concentrations should be low and discharge may be directly

, aligned to an effluent holdup tank.

11.2.2.5.1.3 Processing of the Reactor Coolant System Emuents

| Each effluent holdup tank vent includes a hydrogen detector to monitor the hydrugen
concentration in the tank atmosphere. In the event of high alarm, the operator initiates air
purge through the tank to dilute the hydrogen gas and maintain it below the flammable limits.

| The tanks vent to the radiologically controlled area ventilation system.

I An effluent holdup tank high level alann alerts the operator that the tank is full and ready for
i processing. The inlet diversion valve automatically directs the influent to the other tank upon
I high-high alann.

To process the contents of the filled tank, the effluent holdup tank pump is started to
recirculate and sample the tank contents. If additional gas stripping is required, the tank
contents may be recirculated through the degasifier. 'Ihe degasifier functions automatically

I as described in subsection 11.2.2.5.1.1.

'Ihe discharge of either effluent holdup tank pump can be aligned to the suction of the
chemical and volume control system makeup pumps. This mode of operatiod is used during
reactor coolant system degassing operations. Reactor coolant from the chemical and volume

control system letdown is degassed in the degasifier, collected in one of the effluent holdup
tanks, and continuously pumped back to the chemical and volume contml system makeup
pumps. 'The pump retums the degassed water to the reactor coolant system.

Revision: 6
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11. Radioactive Waste Management

1

Reactor coolant collected in an effluent holdup tank during reactor coolant system loop dmin
{

operations may also be pumped to the chemical and volume control system makeup pumps
for infill of the reactor coolant system. Before beginning this process, the operator fully
drains the effluent holdup tank receiving the reactor coolant so that the boron concentration
of the reactor coolant system is not significantly affected.

| The effluent inay be transferred to the mobile treatment facility for concentratior, or
I solidification. This disposal method is used only during unusual conditions that restrict the

normal processed waste discharge mode described in the following paragraphs.

|
The normal mode of operation is to process the effluent by ion exchange and filtration to l

I remove the radioactive materials. De ion exchangers operate in series as described in |

| subsection i1.2.2.1.1.

| The last bed provides a polishing function and also prevents radioactivity breakthrough to the
monitor tank when the upstream unit becomes exhausted. This allows the full capacity of the
upstream resin beds to be e,ed reducing the amount of spent resin that is generated.

I When the analysis of samples taken periodically downstream of the ion exchange processing
indicates an increase in radioactivity above prescribed limits, the operator isolates the

I expended unit (s) for resin replacement. Flow continues thmugh the other units until a fresh |

I resin bed is ready. When one of the last two ion exchangers has been replenished, the fresh
I unit is then brought online as the downstream unit. I

I
The after-filter removes resin fines and other particulate matter that may pass through the ion
exchangers. A high differential pressure alarm alerts the operator to the need for filter |

| element replacement. Normally, filter element replacement is initiated on high radioactivity
|determined by periodic survey. ;

| Process discharge is normally aligned to one of the three monitor tanks. When one of the |
| tanks is full, an alarm alerts the operator that the tank is full and ready to be discharged. The
I inlet diversion valve automatically realigns the system to route pmcessed waste to another

I
I tank upon high-high level.

| The operator then starts the monitor tank pump to recirculate the tank contents and samples
the processed waste. Since the ion exchangers operate.in the borated saturated mode, the
water contains boric acid. De radioactivity and chemistry of the processed waste is
determined by sample analysis. In the unlikely event that radioactivity exceeds discharge

i limitations, the tank contents are retumed to a waste holdup tank for reprocessing. !

Once it is confinned that the waste water is within radioactivity discharge limitations, the
i operator prepares the system for discharge. The operator initiates discharge by starting the
I monitor tank pump and opening the remotely operated discharge valve. During controlled |

discharge, grab samples are taken for laboratory analysis and documentation of discharge. !

Revision: 6
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11. Radioactive Waste Management
i

l.

| If the radiation monitor in the discharge line detects high radiation, the valve automatically
I closes. The operator is alerted to this condition by a high radiation alann, and is required to

take corrective action. A manual drain valve is opened to flush the radiation monitor and |
confirm low radiation before re-establishing discharge to the circulating water blowdown.

I Low monitor tank level automatically stops the monitor tank pump.

I 11.2.2.5.2 Floor Drain and Equipment Drain Waste Processing

| Miscellaneous liquid wastes normally include influent from the radioactive floor drains.
I equipment drains and auxiliary building sump and excess water from the solid radwaste

system. These wastes collect in one of two waste holdup tanks.

,1 A high level alarm in the tank alerts the operator that the tank is full and ready to be
i processed. The inlet diversion valve automatically directs influents to the second waste
I holdup tank upon high-high level. The waste holdup tank pump is staned to recirculate and

sample the tank contents. Additives may be introduced to the waste holdup tank to optimize
filtration and ion exchange processes. ;,

1

Floor dmin wastes are also brought into the waste holdup tanks from the containment sump.
I High sump level automatically opens the contamment isolation valves and stans a pump to
I transfer the sump contents. Low level automatically stops the pump and closes the isolation

'

I valves. An alarm is provided to alert the operator to abnormally high containment sump level
;

I and the standby pump is automatically started. Cumulative flow is totalized and indicated to '

I support reactor coolant leakage analysis.

The normal mode of operation is to process.the waste water through the pre-filter, ion
i exchangers, and after-filter to the monitoring tank as described for the reactor coolant system

effluent pmcessing. Under abnormal conditions, the waste may also be transferred directly
I to a mobile treatment facilitv ;

11.2.2.5.3 Detergent Waste Processing

i The de" ~,ent wastes from the plant hot sinks and showers are routed to the chemical waste
I tank. Normally, these wastes are sampled and confirmed suitable for discharge without
I pmcessing.

I When a sufficient quantity of waste has accumulated and processing is necessary, mobile
I processing equipment is brought into one of the truck bays of the mobile systems facility.

11.2.2.5.4 Chemical Waste Processing

| Chemical wastes are collected in the chemical waste tank. Chemicals may be added to the
I tank for pH or other adjustment. The volume of these wastes is expected to be low. When
I combined with detergent wastes, they may be suitable for processing and discharge. When

_
_
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11. Radioactive Waste Manage nent
.

.

I n ble for processing, they can t treated by the u$e of mobile equipment or b

11.2.2.5.5 Steam Generator Blowdown Processing

Nonnal steam generator blowdown processing is accommodated by the steam generator
i blowdown system, which is described in subsection 10.4.8.

If steam generator tube leakage results in levels of radioactivity in the blowdown stream above
what can be accommodated by the secondary-side systems, this stream is directed to the liquid
radwaste system. For this function, the operator aligns the steam generator blowdown system
to the inlet of the waste holdup tank. The blowdown waste is then processed in the same way
as other wastes. |

1
1 11.2.2.5.6 ton Exchange Media Replacement '

I i

| The initial and subsequent fill of ion exchange media is made through a resin fill nozzle on
I the top of the ion exchange vessel. When the media are spent and ready to be transferred to
I the solid radwaste system, the vessel is isolated from the process flow. The flush water line
I is opened to the sluice piping and demineralized water is pumped into the vessel thmugh the
i normal pmcess outlet connection upwant through the media retention screen. The media
I fluidize in the upward, reverse flow. When the bed has been fluidized, the sluice connection
I is openeu and the bed is sluiced to the spent resin tanks in the solid radwaste system (WSS).
I Demineralized water flow continues until the bed has been removed and the sluice lines are
I flushed clean of spent resin.

I
11.2.3 Radioactive Releases

'

Liquid waste is produced both on the primary side (primarily from adjustment of reactor
coolant boron concentration and from reactor coolant leakage) and the secondary side
(primarily from steam generator blowdown processing and from secondary side leakage). |

Primary and secondary coolant activity levels are provided in Section i1.1 for both the design
I case (0.25 percent fuel defect level) and the anticipated case, which is based on operating

plant experience.

I Except for reactor coolant system degasification in anticipation of shutdown, the AP600 does
I not recycle primary side effluents for reuse. Primary effluents are discharged to the
I environment after processing. Fluid recycling is provided for the steam generator blowdown

fluid which is normally retumed to the condensate system.

11.2.3.1 Discharge Requirements

The release of radioactive liquid effluents from the plant may not exceed the concentration
limits specified in Reference i nor may the releases result in the annual offsite dose limits
specified in 10 CFR 50, Appendix ! (Reference 2) being exceeded.
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) 11.2.2.5.3 Detergent Waste Processing I
.

i The detergent wastes from the plant hot sinks and showers are
routed to the chemical waste tank. Normally, these wastes are |;

sampled and confirmed suitable for discharge without processing.
1 If processing prior to discharge is necessary, three courses of
j action are available. The waste water may be transferred to a

waste holdup tank and processed in the same manner.as other
: radioactively contaminated waste water. If the o. ite
! processing capabilites are not suitable for the composition of
! the detergent waste, processing can be performed using mobile
! equipment brought into one of the truck bays of the mobile

systems facility or the waste water can be shipped offsite for
; processing. After processing by mobile equipment the water may
t be trghsferred to a waste holdup tank for further processing by

the on? site equipment or transferred to a monitor tank for
1 sampling and discharge.
8

11.2.2.5.4 Chemical Waste Processing
.

Radioactively contaminated chemical wastes are collected in the i<

'
chemical waste tank. Chemicals may be added to the tank for pH ,

|' or other adjustment. The volume of these wastes is expected to !
be low. The design includes alternatives for processig or,

i discharge of chemical wastes. They may be processed o Q ite
| without being combined with other wastes using mobile equipment. |

! When combined with detergent wastes, they may be a table for 4

i discharge without treatment or for processing by o te l

equipment before discharge. When ot suitable for ite )'

processing, they can be treat " - "-- t aobile equipment or SMpMd,

s by ship;;r.t offsite for process ng. After processing by mobilei e
|

' equipment the water may be tynsferred to a waste holdup tank for<
' further processing by the o ite equipment or transferred to a

monitor tank for sampling a @d discharge.
,

j n

I

;

i

,

!

!

I
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11. Ramsassive Weste blemagumsme,

,

11.2.3.2 Esthmated AmmealRdseses

lhe annual average release of radionuclides from the plant is determined using the PWR-
| GALE code (Reference 3). The PWR-GALE code models seleases which use somte terms
I derived from data obtained from the expenence of operating PWRs. The code input

parameters used in the analysis to model the AP600 plant are hated in Table 11.2 6. The
annual releases for a single-unit site are presented in Table 11.2 7. .

!

In agreement with Reference 3, the total releases include an adjuse=*ae factor of 0.16 curies ;

per year to we<==* for anticipated +-='=' occunences. The adjustment uses the same :
disenbetion of guclides as the eatent=*=<i releases.

11.2.3.3 Destion Facter

The <tilih factor provided for the activity released is site dependsat and is pmvided by the I

] Comtuned I samaa apphcant. If the avadable ddution is low, the discharge raes can be ' I

reduced to maintain acceptable canceatrations.
]

. . . . , , . . , , . . , -4. . , ,-- en . , , ..:...

I tutpt. The required dilutice flow is dependent on the lignid weses discharge race and, whils
,

the monitor tank punps have a design flow raes of 100 spen, the discharge flow is ocotroued |
| to be companbis with the available ddution flow. With a typecal lignid wases selease of I

/4V7 Sede gaBoes per day { .- ,. - _ L. I
' " "

l ' ,---W .fr -.

I .q
I

,

' " "T /N
I '

!/ M '

| -

g, am.
-

, - . . . .

a',:::=-- em- --- y
=. . ,i

o,.r.tio. ..e,s T.o.ths
es d ac.v tr ievei a.d

: -
= .

the dBudos Sow f.

' kJ & M,on*I Hsage. das4*ye ca.ouddek.s asfl 4*Ie~*
11.2.3.4 Ratsass Ceessmeradens

e$$4s,o/ kM"^|**'*'*f|
'

1hs ammmal falsass data ~peovided in Tabis 11.2-7 espaceed selsenes plana.
'

To de.oestnes compliance widi ths Refenece 1 -n = limits,,
' '

1 86 the dischargs evalmsted for ths . leans of typical dusty
'

liquid weses voimme of gallons _ _ f M d : "__ __ and the nominal
-

circulasing water blowdown flow Tabis 11.2-4 lists the nuclide release

acacemmasion g A s 4econcemendons and the fraction of '

,
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11. Radioactive Waste Management
.

I1.2.3.5 E.stimated Doses

Estimated doses are site specific and are the responsibility of the Combined License applicant.

I 11.2.3.6 Quality Assurance
l

| Guidance for the quality assurance program for design fabrication, procurement, and
I installation issues is outlined in Section 17.1.

I 11.2.4 Combined License Information !g by Mob {le Eye ~4| A l'

l 11.2.4.1 Liquid Radwaste@ProcessControl PrograDA g pg p rm;,,I dis m s hoa e y **W '4 f

The Combined License anolicant willMevelop a pmcess control program for the liqu2 ,'A'I"q.
I

i
'

I Fadioacuve wastes which addresses the requirements of 10 CFR Sections 61.55 and 61.56 and "' |

1 OCFR Part "?! and DOT regulations. Process control programs will also be provided by ** d# '" |
I endors providing mobile or portable processing systems. It will be the plant operator's M,

I esponsibility to ensure that the vendors have appropriate process control programs for the
,

'

l icope of work being contracted at any particular time. The pmcess contml pmgram will l
I include a description of the equipment and process to be used_ and identify the noerating)
I pmcedures for processine liquid radioactive w@ mobile systems process contml plan %
l

.EXsill include a discussion of confonnance'7EDRegulatory Guide 1.143.['Ihe Combined License yr icJl
l 2.JrEess control omerab will incdede the planned discharge flow rate for borated wastes eA mfru

'

For lidi;3 ths br;c ac. ige g,,b&n in %.a. u r e.al hg wed e.e .s y:;te. MM
l 11.2.4.2 Cost Benefif'Xnaiysis or ropulauon imm -- -~,

i I

I The analysis performed to determine offsite dose due to liquid effluents is based upon the
i AP600 generic site parameters included in Chapter I and Tables 11.2-5 and i1.2-6. For sites
I outside of the envelope parameters, the Combined License applicant will provide a
l cost-benefit analysis to address the requirements of 10 CFR 50. Appendix 1, reganling
I; population doses due to liquid effluents.
i

'

l 11.2.4J Identification of Ion Exchange and Adsorbent Media
I

i
I 'Ihe Combined License applicant will identify the types of liquid waste ion exchange and
I adsorbent media to be used in the liquid radwaste system (WLS). This determination will be
I based on developments in ion exchange technology and specific characteristics of the liquid
I radwaste to be processed.

II.2.%4 c. dral a f Boeie. A d R bi.r kry,,
u- y.
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| | 11.2.5 Radweness
( .

i l 1. "Anrmal Limits on Intake (ALIs) and Derived Air Concentrances (DACs) ofj Radionuclides for keWM Exposure; Emuent enac. aerations; Concentranons forr
'

Release to Sewerage," 10 CFR Part 20, Appendix B, Issued by 90 FR 38499 @. CliFE /'
| m). St ild[L&r: ILt,If19
,

: 1 2. " Numerical Guides for Design Objectives and Linunng che for Operamon to
i Meet the Criterion 'As low As Is Renannahly Achievable * for Radioactive Masenal in

| Light Water Cooled Nuclear Power Reactor Emusets," 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix 1.
**

,

I 3. " Calculation of Releases of Radioactive Manarials in flamaaan and Liged Emusats from
Pressuriand Water Reactors (PWR-GALE Code)," NUREG.0017. Revnion 1,
March 1945..

,

l 4. ANSI /ANS-55.6, " Liquid Radioactive Wasas Processing Systems for Light Water
Reactor Plants." .

.

.

.

.

e
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11. Radioactive Waste Management

Table 11.21 (Sheet i of 2)

LIQUID INPUTS AND LsSPOSITION

Collection Tank Expected
and Sources Input Rate Activity Basis Disposition

1. Efiluent holdup tanks Filtered,
demineralized,
and discharged

| Chemical and volume 131.000 gpy 100% of reactor AP600jspecific
control system letdown coolant calculations

| Leakage inside containment 6.6 gpd 167% of reactor et'!SL? NS-55.0
(to reactor coolant drain coolant co ic

l Leakage outside 52.6 gpd 100% of reactor -ANS L'AI'S-55.6
I containment (to effluent coolant AP600js &c

holdup tanks) d cnla I N ,s

| Sampling drains 200 gpd 100% of reactor ANSI /ANS-55.6'
I coolant -(;; . A i $-
| 2. Waste holdup tank Filtered,
I demineralized

and discharged

i Reactor containment cooling 329 gpd 0.1% of reactor AN'"" N5-3 a
coolant c@c $I [0

l Spent fuel pool liner 25 gpd 0.1% of reactor ANSI /ANS 55.6 ,

leakage coolant |
J

l Misc. Drains 675 gpd 0.1% of reactor ANSI /ANS 55.6
I coolant

/ &
'l *

-
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11. Radioactive Waste Management

.

Table 11.2-1 (Sheet 2 of 2)

LIQUID INPUTS AND DISPOSITION

Collection Tank Expected
and Sources Input Rate Activity Basis Disposition

3. Detergent waste Filtered,
monitored, and
discharged. If
necessary,
processed with
mobile
equipment.

| Hot shower 0gpd 10-7 pCi/g ANSI /ANS-55.6
,

AP400 to r c.-| Hand wash 131 gpd 10-7 pCi/g AN5iddG-55.5 ,,A,(M%sm
i Equipment and area 26 gpd 0.1% of reactor A+Ci!.^ "S '' ' .A P 6 0< g

decontamination coolant :~f ' d fI' < A al d N
I Laundry Offsite laundry

4. Chemical Wastes % nee $ t- e..cf a r gg. A Processed with
2 3pd cooiaof mobile

_

equipment

\pY N c t e. '. I. A u S1 / A M S - SS. 6 ; len4:le u sny o dra. ins a c.Y o d tt y

o f Slo cf rk cYur G olo n (OO % |3 a$th M, %

ca n.s t rvo$ SAL o mp rt Fo r GALE Cocle aest s; ,y

.

I

- 1
1

[

1

j

1

|
,

j Revision: 6 !
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11. Radioactive Waste Management

I

\ l
l

l Table 11.2-2 (Sheet I of 3)
'

'
-

,,

COMPONE T DATA - LIQUID RADWASTE SYSTEM
Pumps \ [ I

Containment sump pumps /
)

i Number 2 1
Design flow (gpm) 100 |

lReactor coolant drain tank pumps ;

Number 2 l
Design flow (gpm) 100

Standard Waste Processing Pump
Standard waste processing pump used f -
Number Application

|
2 Degasifier discharge pum 1

2 Effluent holdup tank pu s !
2 Waste holdup tank pu s '

| 3 Monitor tank pum
| | Chemical waste pump

,

Number 11

Design flow (gpm) Air-operat double-diaphragm
100 nominal an be varied by varying air
supply conditiok

/
-

j

%Im v;fL c

.
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II. Radioactive Waste Management
.

___

l
Table 11.2 2 (Sheet 2 of 3)

COMPON NT DATA - LIQUID RADWASTE y EM
lon Exchangers \ /
Deep bed filter (WLS-MV03)

Number i
Resin volume (ft') 50

Layered: Activated carbon
on zeolyte resin
(Adjustable for plant
conditions)

Process decontamination factors See Table i1.2-5
Waste ion exchangers (WLS-MV04,
WLS-MV05A/B)

l

Number
3

Resin volume (ft') 30
One cation, Two mixed
(reversing series)
(Adjustable for plant

|
conditions)

Pnxess decorw . ination fa ors See Table 11.2-5g

,

S
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11. Radioactive Waste Management

\ l

|
Table 11.2-2 (Sheet 3 of 3) '

|

COMP %NENT DATA - LIQUID RADWASTF/ SYSTEM
|

k [Tanks

Rextor coolant drain tank (WLS-M I)
Number

1
| Volume (gal)

i

900 |

Containment sump (WLS-hfiU2)
Number i
Volume (gal)

628 |

Effluent holdup tanks (WLS-MT05A/B)
Number

2
| Volume (gal) 28,000

Waste holdup tanks (WLS-hflV6A/S)
,

|

Number l
2

Volume (gal) 15,000

l Monitor tanks (WLS-MT07A/B/C)
I Number

3
Volume (gal)

,
15,000

l Chemical waste tank (WLS ' i1) \Number i
l Volume (gal)

.000

../

I

|

Revision: 6
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Table 11.2-2 (Sheet 1 of 7)

COMPONENT DATA - LIQUID RADWASTE SYSTEM '.

i Punsps |

Containment sump pumps
Number 2
Type Submersible centrifugal
Design pressure (psig) 15 @ 7
Design temperature ('F) 250
Design flow (gpm) 100
Material Stainless steel

*

Reactor coolant drain tank pumps S '"
Number 2 j[
Type Vertical sump type, f8

centrifugg 7
Design pressure (psig)

15(xtO
Design temperature (*F) 250
Design flow (gpm) 100
Material Stainlese steel

Degasifier separator pump
(part of vacuum degasilier )

Number 2
Type Centrifugal '
Design pressure (psig) 125
Design temperature ('F) 200
Design flow (gpm) 7
Material Stainless steel

.

vrb
.

#.

,

|

.

]

.
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Table 11.2 2 (Sheet 2 of 7)
.

COMPONENT DATA - LIQUID RADWASTE SYSTEM
Pumps

Standard )Vastefrocessing ydnp
Standard waste processing pump used for:
Number Application

2 Degasifier discharge pumps
2 Effluent holdup tank pumps
2 Waste holdup tank pumps
3 Monitor tank pumps
1 Chemical waste tari pump

Type Air-operated, double-
diaphragm

Design pressure (psig) 125
Design temperature ('F) 200
Design flow (gpm) 100 (can be varied by

varying air supply flow)
Material Staudess steel body,

Elastomeric diaphragm

Degasifier vacuum pumps
(part of vacuum degasifier package)

Number 2
Type Liquid ring
Design pressure (psig) 125
Design temperature ( F) 200
Design flow (sefm) 0.5 steady 150 hogging
Material Stainless steel

|
1

I

)

-

I

I
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Table 11.2-2 (Sheet 3 of 7)
*

COMPONENT DATA - LIQUID RADWASTE SYSTEM
Filters

Waste pre-filter
Number 1

Type Disposable bag or cartridge
Design pressure (psig) 150
Design temperature ('F) 150
Design flow (gpm) 75
Particle size (micron,98% retention) 25
Materials

Housing Stainless steel
Filter Polypropyle eated

paper

Waste after-filter
Number 1

Type Disposable bag or cartridge
Design pressure (psig) 150
Design temperature ('F) 150
Design flow (gpm) 75
Particle size (micron,98% retention) 0.5
Materials

Housing
Stainless steelfFilter medium Polypropylene / eated
paper

|

|

|

. .

|
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Table 11.2-2 (Sheet 4 of 7)

COMPONENT DATA - LIQUID RADWASTE SYSTEM
Heat Exchangers

Reactor coolant drain tank heat exchanger
Number i
Type Horizontal U-tube

'

Design pressure (psig) 150
Design temperature ('F) 250 tubeside,200 shellside
Design flow (Ib/hr) 48,700 tubeside 62.200

shellside
Heat Transfer Design Case
Temperature inlet ('F) . 175 tubeside,95 shellside
Temperature outlet ( F) 143 Wide,120 shellside
Material SS tubeside, CS shellside

Vapor condenser
Number 1

Type Horizontal U-tube
Design pressure (psig) 150
Design temperature ( F) 150
Design flow (Ib/hr) 100,000 tubeside,1700

shellside
Heat Transfer Design Case #
Temperature inlet ('F) 45 tubeside,% shellside
Temperature outlet ('F) 63 tubeside,60 shellside
Material SS

!
*

|

|

1
|

I
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Table 11.2-2 (Sheet 5 of 7)

COMPONENT DATA - LIQUID RADWASTE SYSTEM

Deep bed fidter
Number

1
Design prescure (psig) 150
Design temperature ( F)

150.

D mign flow (Ib/hr)
75

Nominal resin volume (fh 50
Material

Stairdess steel
Resin type

Layered: Activated charcoal
on zeolyte resin
(Adjustable for plant
c nditions)

Process decontamination factors S Table i1.2-5
Waste ion exchangers

Number
3

Design pressure (psig)
150

Design temperature ('F)
150

Design flow (Ib/hr)
75

Nominal resin volume (ft)) 30
Material

Stainless steel
Resin type

One cation. Two mixed
(Adjustable for plant
c nditions)

Process decontamination factors See Table 11.2-5

.
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Table 11.2-2 (Sheet 6 of 7)

COMPONENT DATA - LIQUID RADWASTE SYSTEM
Tanks

Reactor coolant drain tank
Number i
Nominal volume (gal) 900
Type Hoiizontal ,' _
Design pressure (psig) 10 iat.,15 ext.
Design temperature ('F) 250 -

Material
Stainless steel

Containment sump
Number i
Nominal volume (gal) 220
Type

Rectangular
Design pressure (psig) Atmospheric
Design temperature ( F) 200
Material

Stainless steel

Effluent holdup tanks
Number

2
Nominal volume (gal) 28,000
Type

Horizontal
Design pressure (psig) Atmospheric
Design temperature ('F)

150
Material

Stainless steel

Waste holdup tanks
Number

2
Nominal volume (gal) 15,000
Type

Vertical
Design pressure (psig) Atmospheric ;Design temperature (*F)

150
Material

Stamiess steel

Monitor tanks
Number

3
Nominal volume (gal) 15,000
Type

Vertical
Design pressure (psig) Atmospheric
Design temperature ('F)

150
Manerial

Stalabss steel

.

. _ _ _ _
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Table 11.2-2 (Sheet 7 of 7)

COMPONENT DATA - LIQUID RADWASTE SYSTEM

Chemical waste tank
Number 1-

Nominal volume (gal) 15,000

Type Vertical
Design pressure (psig) Atmospheric
Design temperature (*F) 150
Material Stainless steel

Degasifier separator
(part of vacuum degasifier package)

Number . 1 ,

Nominal volume (gal) 45
Type Vertical
Design pressure (psig) 75
Design temperature ('F) 200
Material Stamless steel

Degasifier column g'.
(part of vacuum degasifier package) [pd

Number i
Nominal volume (gal) 900
Type Ve
Design pressure (psig) 75j t. el5y
Design temperature ('F) IW
Material Stainless steel

-

1

.

4

.
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Table 11.2-3

SUMMARY OF TANK LEVEL INDICATION, LEVEL ANNUNCIATORS,
AND OVERFLOWS

Level Indication Alarm
Tank Location Location Alarm Overflow To

| Effluent holdup MCR MCR LWP High Room drains to /j
l auxiliary building '

I sump which is
I pumped to waste
I holdup tank
I (Note 2)
| Waste holdup MCR MCR, Lw P High Room (Note 2)
| Chemical waste MCR MCR , L W P High Room (Note 2)
| Monitor MCR MCR, L wP High Room (Note 2)

I Notes: l(,

g- I _ l. MCR = main coatrol room * LW P IIPid radwasfc.paae/ \
Room is within auxiliary bufiding (seismic Category 1) and water-tight with curbs or walls of sufficient heightl 2.

I to contain the entire contents of the contained tank.

;

|
!

!

!
4

|
,

|

. |

!

n

!
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Table 11.24

TANK SURGE CAPACITY
l Reactor Coolant Drain Tank

i Sized to accept 10 gpm of saturated reactor coolant for I hour without discharge or overflow..

Reactor coolant drain tank heat exchanger designed to limit the temperature to less than 175 F with this.

input assumed to be at 580*F.

I Containment Sump

Sized to allow collection of 300 gallons of water between pumping cycles..

I Emuent 11oldup Tanks

Sized to allow (together) a back-to-back plant shutdown and restart without delay at any time during the
*

I first 00 percent of com life. This operation aquires nominal processing of the effluent monitor tanks and
I normal discharge with temporary storage of waste fluid in the cask loading pit.

Sized to allow (together) a single plant shutdown and restart without delay at any time during the first
+

1 80 percent of core life. This operation requires nominal processing to the monitor tanks, but no
discharge from the planL

l Other Tanks

Sized based on accommodating maximum input without operator intervention for reasonable lengths of
*

time.

.

O

Revision: 6
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Table 11.2-5
|
1

DECONTAMINATION FACTORS j

Decontamination factors assumed per NUREG-0017. Revision 1 (PWR-GALE code input) to be as follow;

I Resin Type / Component lodine Cs/Rb Other

| Zeolite / deep bed filter (Note 1) I !OO 1

Cation / waste ion exchanger i 1 10 10 |
| Mixed / waste ion exchanger 2 100 2 (Note 2) 100 i
| Mixed / waste ion exchanger 3 10 10 (Note 2) 10 (Note 2) |

1

Other components not directly involved in discharge from the plant- '

Degasifier Column

| Reduce hydrogen by a factor of 40
|

| Assuming inlet flow of 100 gpm at 130 F.

| Notes:
1 1. This component is not included in NUREG-0017. DFs based upon " Reduction of Cesium and Cobalt Activity
I in Liquid Radwaste Processing Using Clinoptilolite Zeolite at Duke Power Company," by O.E. Ekechokwu. l
i et al., Proc. Waste Management '92. Tucson, Arizona, March 1992, University of Arizona, Tucson.
I

I 2. Credit for this decontamination factor not taken in determination of anticipated annual releases.

.

Revision: 6
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Table 11.2-6 (Sheet i of 3)

INPUT PARAMETERS FOR THE GALE CO ''PUTER CODE
|

Thermal power level (MWt) 1933

5 |Mass of primary coolant (Ib) 3.46 x 10

Primary system letdown rate (gpm) 100 l

Letdown cation demineralizer flow rate, annual average (gpm) 10

Number of steam generators 2

Total steam flow (Ib/hr) 8.4 x 106

Mass of liquid in each steam generator (Ib) 1.075 x 105 cY.S
(D /'Total mass of secondary coolant (Ib) 2.15 x 105 ,o

Total blowdown rate (Ib/hr) 8.4 x 10' [ # .,

Blowdown treatment method *[
'

Condensate demineralizer regeneration time N/A

Condensate demineralizer flow fraction 0.33

Primary coolant bleed for boron control

Bleed flow rate (gpd) 658

Decontamination factor for I 10'

Decontamination factor for Cs and Rb 2 x 102

Decontamination factor for others 10' -

Collection time (day) 21

Process and discharge time (day) 0

Fraction discharged 1.0

Equipment Drains and Clean Waste

IEquipment drains flow rate (gpd) 90

Fraction of reactor coolant activity 1.07

Note:
1. A "0" is input to indicate that the blowdown is recycled to the condensate system demineralizers after

treatment in the blowdown system,

5

i
|

Revision: 6 I
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Table 11.2 6 (Sheet 2 of 3) )
|

INPUT PARAMETERS FOR THE GALE COMPUTER CODE !

Decontamination factor for i 10'

{Decontamination factor for Cs and Rb 2 x 102

Decontamination factor for others 102

Couection time (day) 21 )
Process and discharge time (day) 0 i

Fraction discharged 1.0 |

Dirty Waste

Dirty waste input flow rate (gpd) 1400

Fraction of reactor coolant activity 0.012

Decontamination factor for I 10'

Decontamination factor for Cs and Rb 2 x 102

Decontamination factor for others 10'

Couection time (day) 8

Process and discharge time (day) 0 |

Fraction discharged 1.0
,

Blowdown Waste
44

Blowdown fraction procese i

Decontamination factor for I 100

Decontomination factor for Cs and Rb 10

Decontamination factor for others 100

CoUection time N/A

Process and discharge time N/A

Fraction discharged 0 l

|

I
|

|
i

Revision: 6
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11. Radioactive Waste Management

Table 11.2-6 (Sheet 3 of 3)

INPUT PARAMETERS FOR THE GALE COMPUTER CODE

Regenerant ;aste N/A

Gaseous Waste System

Cor.dnuous gas stripping of full letdown purification flow None
_

Holdup time for xenon, normal operation (days) 435
RCS degassing (days) 8.7

Holdup time for krypton, normal operation (days) 24
RCS degassing (days) 0.5

Fill time of decay tanks for gas stripper N/A

Gas waste system: HEPA filter None

Auxiliary building: Charcoal filter None

Auxiliary building: HEPA filter None

3 6Containment volume (ft ) 1.73 x 10

3Containment atmosphere intemal cleanup rate (ft / min) N/A

Containment high volume purge:

Number of purges per year (in addition to two shut. 0
down purges)

,

'

Charcoal filter efficiency (%) 90

HEPA filter efficiency (%) 99

3Containment normal continuous perge rate (ft / min) 500 )
3(based on 20 hrs / week at 4000 ft / min)

'

Charcoal filter efficiency (%) 90

HEPA filter efficiency (%) 99

Fraction of iodme released from blowdown tank vent N/A

Fraction of iodme removed from main condenser air ejector 0.0
release

,

Detergent waste pontamination factor 1.0

i

I

Revision: 6
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Table ll.2-7 (Sheet I of 2)

RELEASES TO DISCHARGE CANAL (Ci/Yr) CALCULATED BY GALE CODE
Adjusted

Shlm Misc. Turbine Combined Combined Detergent
Nuclide Bleed Wastes Building Releases Releases"' W astes Total

Corrosion and Activation Products

Na-24 0.0' 2 > 0.0 0.00014 0.00014 0.00281 0.0 0.00280
P 32 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00018 0.00018

Cr.51 0.0 0.0 0.00002 0.00002 0.00039 0.00470 0.00510
Mn 54 0.0 0.0 0.00001 0.00001 0.00020 0.00380 0.fx400
Fe-55 0.0 0.0 0.00001 0.00001 0.00015 0.00720 0.00740
Fe-59 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00004 0.00220 0.00220
Co-58 0.0 0.0 0.00003 0.00003 0.00059 0.00790 0.00850
Co-60 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00007 0.01400 0.01e.00

Ni-63 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00170 0.00170
Zn-65 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00007 0.0 0.00007

W.I87 0.0 0.0 0.00001 0.00001 0.00019 0.0 0.00019

Np-239 0.0 0.0 0.00001 0.00001 0.00021 0.0 0.00021

Fission Products

Rr-x4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00008 0.0 0.00008

Rb-88 0.00003 0.0 0.0 0.00003 0.00060 0.0 0.00060

Sr-89 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00002 0.00009 0.00011

Sr.90 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00001 0.00002

St-91 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00004 0.0 0.00004

Y-91M 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00003 0.0 0.00003

Y-91 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00008 0.00009

Y-93 0.0 0.0 0.00001 0.00001 0.00019 0.0 0.00019

Zr 95 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00005 0.00110 0.00110

Nb-95 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00003 0.00190 0.00190

Mo-99 0.0 0.0 0.00003 0.00003 0.00065 0.00006 0.0007i

Tc-99M 0.0 0.0 0.00002 0.00002 0.00042 0.0 0.00042

R u-103 0.0 0.0 0.00004 0.00005 0.00095 0.00029 0.00120
,

Rh- 103M 0.0 0.0 0.00004 0.00005 0.00094 0.0 0.00094

Ru.106 0.00005 0.00001 0.00052 0.00058 0.01151 0.00890 0.02000

Rh-106 0.00005 0.00001 0.00052 0.00058 0.0115i LO 0.01200

Revision: 6
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Table 11.2-7 (Sheet 2 of 2)

RELEASES TO DISCHARGE CANAL (Ci/Yr) CALCULATED BY GALE CODE |
Adjusted

Shim Misc. Turbine Combined Combined Detergent
Nuclide Bleed W astes Building Releases Releases * Wastes Total

Ag-110M 0.0 0.0 0.00001 0.00001 0.00016 0.00120 0.00140
Ag-l 10 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00002 0.0 0.00002
Sb-124 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00043 0.00043 1

Te-129M 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00002 0.0 0.00002
Te-129 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00003 0.0 0.00003

j

Te-131M 0.0 0.0 0.00001 0.00001 0.00012 0.0 0.00012
'

1Te-131 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00002 0.0 0.00002 ;

I.I31 0.00121 0.00033 0.00025 0.00180 0.03568 0.00160 0.03700
Te-132 0.0 0.0 0.00001 0.00001 0.00017 0.0 0.00017 )
1-132 0.00016 0.00007 0.00010 0.00033 0.00658 0.0 0.00660 l

I 133 0.00057 0.00026 0.00062 0.00145 0.02889 0.0 0.02900 !
|l 134 0.00009 0.00004 0.0 0.00014 0.00282 0.0 0.00280 l

Cs-134 0.00054 0.00003 0.00007 0.00064 0.01281 0.01100 0.02400
I 135 0.00041 0.00019 0.00060 0.00121 0.02402 0.0 0.02400
Cs-136 0.00004 0.0 0.00001 0.00005 0.00106 0.00037 0.00140
Cs-137 0.00072 0.00005 0.00010 0.00086 0.01709 0.01600 0.03300
Ba-137M 0.00001 0.0 0.00009 0.00010 0.00196 0.0 0.00200
Ba-140 0.0 0.0 0.00007 0.00008 0.00153 0.00091 0.00240
La-140 0.00001 0.0 0.00012 0.00013 0.00249 0.0 0.00250
Ce-141 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00002 0.00023 0.00025 l
Ce-143 0.0 0.0 0.00001 0.00001 0.00023 0.0 0.00023
Ce-144 0.0 0.0 0.00002 0.00003 0.00050 0.00390 0.00440
Pr 144 0.0 0.0 0.00002 0.00003 0.00050 0.0 0.00050

,

All others 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00001 0.0 0.00001
Total 0.00391 0.00101 0.00355 0.00848 0.16848 0.08975 0.26000 |
(except tritium)

Tritium release 690 curies per year
i

| Notes: .

1. An adjustment of 0.16 Ci/yr is added by PWRCALE code to account for anticipated operational occurrences such
g q operator errors that result in unplanned releases.

2. An entry of 0.0 indicates that the value is less than 10' Ci/yr.

Revision: 6
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TaNe 11.2-8 (Sheet I of 2) fjpeg,gggr
AaWaAL MdeA4f

*

COMPARISON OF N LIQUID RELE E CONCENTRATIONS WITH<

10 CFR 20 CONCENTRATIONE 4/4r r.3
| for stricrio At L. Mt
| Discharge permisslMe///4u/ Fractios |

Nuclide Coec. (pCl/unif" C ll f* of MC4sc 6a.'/ |,

S**'
,

Na-24 1 3 M E-09/0 5.0E-05 Y.6 44 E 6906 l
*

N2 ' ""; : ! ?.'" 5 "'''a'

! Cr51 .2.6 9:tE 69/0 5M 04 514:4 E-06 07 |
| Mn ~54 / 9 M E-89 to 3 M -05 61ME-0506 .

'

Fe 55 /.$ ME49/0 1.0E 04 /,4 haE-OS 06.
,

| Fe 59 244:4E 10// 1.0E 05 JM 9:4E 0&de |

1 Co 58 ' (.f M E-09/8 2.0E 05 .,2.5' 6,8E-04 05
l

*

Co40 4.46:0E-09// 3.0E-06 .r.LE:0E454#
t'i ',3 ''3E 10 :.0C " 73C K

j Zn45 (..I M E-Il SM-06 /. 4 6:6 E-06 0S'

{ W 187 /.fe:t E Il 3.0E 05 4.09:1 E46 01

i Np-239 3.1 % E.11 2M-05 /.44J E-06

| Br-84 J 6 keE-H/ L- 4.0E 04 9 0 4:6E-08 01
'

Rb-88 3.13:6E teil 4 M -04 f.f6:4E-07 4f
I Sr-89 /. h -11 8.0E 06 /4 5:9E-06
1 .. , o. - oo _- . .w,4 - , ~ .. . _. ...

Sr-91 J.6M E-14(2. 2.0E-05 /.f 8:6 E-07,

Y 91m f.fHE.M i L 2.0E-03 f.o4,4E49/0

| -- Y ';; 3.X-;; 8.ZO " .CO
,

{ Y 93 /.64:4 E 11 2.0E 05 3.o+:t E-6(ro7

| Zr 95 4!/ M E 10 // 2.0E-05 .2.s E:4 E-0506
,

| Nb-95 J.! 84 E le if 3 E 05 /.34:9E 0506

Mo-99 /.o M E 10 2.0E-05 5.0 46 E-0504
'

j Tc-99m ,t.9M E-te// 1.0E 03 f.1 4* E-SpaI

Ru 103 7.o 4:t E-10 3 M -05 2.3 4:9 E 05

Rh-103m 744:0 E 10 6M-03 41 M E-Oge7

Ru 106 /./ 26 E49et 3 M 06 i.14:9E-03

at.-;% ' : CO .I O .'.; CC
.

.
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Table 11.2-8 (Sheet 2 of 2) /// m F M
% s herded! M ONie

COMPARISON OF "' RELE E CONCENTRATIONS WITH
10 CFR 20 m ONCENTRATIONg amerJ

fit it/tefte R$ssasts
Discharte 4eramissiblelM4td Fraction

Nuclide Conc. (pCl/mit" Conc. 1/mif" of am&c. 4.m./
,

*!Ag 100m I.s 6:9E.10 6.0E-06 J.5 +.6E 64 o ff !

- Ag-:;0 0.0 ;-;2 :.GEG o.6 EG
LM :.00-;0 7.00-00 2.0 C-O'

Te-129m /. 6 -84 E42 // 7.0E 06 .2.1 M E 06
1

Te-129 2. 2.4.8E 11 4.0E450/ t.5 4:tE-9788 |
~

ITe 131m /.3 4:6 E-11 8.0E 06 /.4 4:9 E-06
Te-131 J.6 8 6 E-12 f.0 ME4405 V.s+.3 E 08

! 131 /.1M E40 of 1.0E 06 /,9 h6 E 0203

Te 132 J./M E Il 9.dE-06 3./4:4 E-06
I 132 .t.44:8 E49 /8 1.0E 04 2.I. M E-09 o 6

1133 14h2E-08/* 7.0E-06 /./4:BE4Sof
I 134 1.2 E 69/0 4.0E-04 3.0 E 06 07

Cs-134 /./ h6 E-0809 9.0E-07 /.4 -ht E 020 3

I135 f.0h6E-08to 3.0E 05 1.,7 -3:4 E 04os

Cs-136 f.36:SE40Il 6.0E 06 /./M E-0405
Cs-137 f.9h4 E 08 0f 1.0E 06 /.4 4:4 E4Ro 3
Ce-07a 0.0 C- 0 :.00 0 0.0 CO

Ba-140 7./h6 E 09 /# 8.0E 06 f.3 4.3 E 44of
La 140 f.f M E49/8 9.0E-06 /.I he E 04

Ce 14'l /344E46ff 3.0E-05 p.! 34E 0607
,

/.3 4:9 g 062.$ 9:8 E 11 -05ge14} i ).6NEN !CeN44 (T to

Pr-144 4724 E 10 6.0E-04 7.8as6E07 j
H3 f.2.M E44 1.0E43 f.2444E-01

N* | = l'E 5 ~ * I
| A,umal y ag s.

herge concentrados based on release of average daily E-p - Z-_, _ : with 3500 spm dilution ,

. ,o u. s m % , 3...2. v, are from Reference 1. J

,

|-

|

|

|
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j Table ll.2g(Sheet i of 2) f a c w g g y- ;
'

AdsknAL A 69AA tt |

; COMPARISON OF4mEWWWOUWD LIQUID RELE E CONCENTRATIONS WITH
: 10 CFR 20 CONCENTRATIONg m ars

'd
,

/M ggs.ge gg.r wrx mim i S tL o ffders
) Diecharge Desmissihte I/ Mea / Fracties |

j Nuclide Coac. (pCl/mif
Come.f'"i/salf of EstdLar. B.J/

'

M
j Na 24 1.3 lii>E49/o 5 M -05 K6 4:4 E eS e6 .

i ."42 7.L;; ^ 000 e.eeG.

!

! Cr 51 2 6,4dE 89 /o 5M 04 f.14:+ E 46 0 7 I
'

: Mn 54 /.f +:9E#/0 3.0E 05 4.JME.e5 06 '

|
1

{ Fe 55 j. 74:tEMto 1.0E44 /.f +aE 05 06 l
; Fe-59 2.9 9:4E-te // 1.0E 05 J.94:4E 05 06
i Co 58 f.ts:6 E49Io 2.0E 05 2.5 +:9E 04 o8
! Co-60 4.6 free 09-// 3 M 06 2.A 4:9E-05 8 5

'

j N.O 7.3C-|0 :.00 '" 7.3C '",

| Zn45 6.l+6 E Il 5 M 06 A L-fre E 06 85
W 187 /.fe-tEil 3.0E 05 4.04:9 E 06 0 7; . -

{ Np-239 J.l 99 E 1I 2.0E 05 4 6 4:5 E 06
: Br-84 164.4EitiL 4M 04 f.0Si6E 8809
i Rb-88 .4.64 6E 10 4.0E 04" f.0 (n4E 07

) Sr-89 . /./ 4r7E 6+f a 8.0E46 /. Yt9E 8605
.

' %^^ 0.0 .".20 ^ i.GC, .

| Sr 91 J .4 t:9 E +ti L 2.0E 05 /.f 96 E 07
'

j . Y 9Im t. F +rMi ti(L 2.0E 03 f.0 fn4E-69 /8
'.'en ;.L3 ;.26 ..e6:

| Y-93 l.66:+511 2.0E 05 f.04:+ E 06o"?
.

; Zr-95 4.7 E.96 // ' 2.0E-05 2.4 E 0306

; Nb-95 4.f edE # ff 3M 45 /.64:9E 05 06
Mo 99 2.644 E teC1 2.0E 05 f.3 + + E e5 0 4,

| Tc 99m ,21 lee 1609 1.0E 03 .the E ef o 6:
| Ru 103 7.0 * + E 10 3.0E 05 .2.H:9 E45

| Rh 103m 7.0 4 6 E 10 6M43 f.& -(r;7 E 88e't

| Ru 106 /.l &6 E490f 3 M 06 3 7 44 E-03
."2 "S ' 5 "" :.T '" ' ': "'

:

i

!
!

:
$
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Table ll.2/(Sheet 2 of 2) tr/m4Wr
; adowns Aseren68
; COMPARISON OF LIQUID E CONCENTRATIONS WITH

10 CFR 20 NCENTRATIONEt.ta t 4; AA, A$ t d A.t CS Ws tW AnwMatm 91 Adh. 14,*'ds T*J

Dischange Sermissible ///4M Fraction
; Neelide Coac. (pCl/saly" Cose (pCl/ )* ottac6.sc. 4. ., /,

g
} .4g 100m /.7 6.9E 10 6.0E 06 2.I t:6E-840s

'

j m,m'
.,e.4 . ne ,. o , e ,u
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| (Following figure is revised)
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11.3 Gaseous Waste Management System -

During reactor operation, radioactive isotopes of xenon, krypton, and iodine an: created as
fission products. A portion of these radionuclides is released to the reactor coolant because

I of a small number of fuel cladding defects. Leakage of reactor coolant thus results in a
i release to the containment atmosphere of the noble gases. Airbome releases can be limited

both by restricting reactor coolant leakage and by limiting the concentrations of radioactive
noble gases and iodine in the reactor coolant system.

Iodine is removed by ion exchange in the chemical and volume control system (CVS).
Removal of the noble gases from the reactor coolant system (RCS) is not normally necessary
because the gases will not build up to unacceptable levels when fuel defects are within
nonnally anticipated ranges. If noble gas removal is required because of high reactor coolant
system concentration, the chemical and volume control system can be operated in conjunction
with the liquid radwaste system degasilier, to remove the gases. See Subsection 9.3.6 for a
description of these operations.

The AP600 gaseous radwaste system (WGS) is designed to perfonn the following major
funcdons:

| Collect gaseous wastes that are radioactive or hydrogen tearing.

Pmcess and discharge the waste gas, keeping off-site releases of radioactivity within=

acceptable limits.

11.3.1 Design Basis

Subsection 1.9.1 discusses the conformance of the gaseous radwaste system design with the
criteria of Regulatory Guide 1.143.

11.3.1.1 Safety Design Basis

The gaseous radwaste system serves no safety-related functions and therefore has no nuclear
safety design basis.

J

11.3.1.2 Power Generation Design Basis

11.3.1.2.1 Capacity

11.3.1.2.1.1 Gaseous Waste Collection
l

| The gaseous radwaste system is designed to receive hydrogen bearing and radioactive gases
generated during process operation. The radioactive gas flowing into the gaseous radwaste
system enters as trace contamination in a stream of hydrogen and nitrogen.
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11. Radioactive Waste Management

The design basis period of operation is the last 45 days of a fuel cycle. During this time,
reactor coolant system dilution and subsequent letdown from the chemical and volume control
system into the liquid radwaste system is at a maximum. Gaseous radwaste system inputs are
as follows:

Letdown diversion for dilution, reactor coolant system with maximum hydrogen {
*

concentration. This input is 0.5 standard cubic feet per minute (scfm) on an intermittent
I basis carrying a very small volume of radiogas, yielding 500 scf total hydmgen.

l Letdown diversion for reactor coolant system degassing, assumed to remove gases from*

I the reactor coolant system to a level of I cc/kg beginning with the reactor coolant system
I at the maximum hydrogen concentration of 40 cc/kg. At its maximum this input is 0.5

;
I scfm hydrogen carrying a very small volume of radiogas yielding 199 scf total hydrogen.

Reactor coolant drain tank liquid transfer to maintain proper reactor coolant drain tank |
*

level, assuming 0.25 gallons per minute liquid input from the reactor coolant system, I
I intennittently yielding 0.5 scfm hydrogen and nitrogen carrying a very small volmne of I

radiogas, yielding about 80 scf hydrogen and nitrogen total.

1

1 Reactor coolant drain tank gas venting, conservatively estimated at I scf per day,*

yielding 45 scf total nitrogen and hydrogen. I

1

11.3.1.2.1.2 Waste Gas Processing |

The gaseous radwaste system is designed to reduce the controlled activity releases in support )
of the overall AP600 release goals.

|
|

Given the various inputs to the gaseous radwaste system, with licensing basis assumptions for |
analysis and with normally operating gaseous radwaste system equipment available, the
combined plant releases must be within the limits outlined in 10 CFR 20 and 10 CFR 50

| Appendix I (References I and 2 respectively).

11.3.1.2.2 Failure Tolerance

11.3.1.2.2.1 System Leakage

i The gaseous radwaste system operates at low pressures, slightly above atmospheric pressure,
I thus limiting the potential for leakage. Manual valves are the type which eliminate the
I potential for stem leakage. The system is of welded construction to further limit leakage.

I1.3.1.2.2.2 Water incursion

| A number of features prevent wetting the activated carbon delay beds. These features include
| l controls and alarms in the liquid radwaste system to prevent high degasifier separator water
! level, the gas cooler / vapor condenser moisture separator and traps in the gaseous radwaste

I system, and moisture monitors in the gaseous radwaste system. Additional protection is|
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l

i provided by the activated carbon guard bed, whicli removes residual moisture as well as
I iodine from the gas stream.

I If moisture enters the finit activated carbon delay bed, the operator bypasses that bed and
I either dries it with a nitrogen purge or replaces the activated carbon.

!!.3.1.2.3 Anticipated Operational Occurrences

11.3.1.2.3.1 Prevention of Hydrogen Ignition

| Since the carrier gas for the radiogas inputs to the gaseous radwaste system includes
hydmgen, the gaseous radwaste system is designed to prevent hydrogen ignition both within
its own boundaries and in connected systems (the liquid radwaste system and the nuclear
island radioactive ventilation system).

n
I

The gaseous radwaste system is operated at a slightly positive pressu to prevent air ingress. t
The roonf)Iontaining gaseous radwaste system components incorporat ' hydrogen monitor $|

to detect leakage out of the system before combustible levels are reached. In addition,
I continuous oxygen analysis, using independent, redundant monitors, is provided within the
I gaseous radwaste system. Upon high oxygen level in the system, an alarm alerts the operator, At nn
I the liquid radwaste system vacuum pumps automatically stop to isolate potentially oxygenated \ar *2 I

I inputs to the gaseous radwagtepi and a valve automatically opens to initiate a nitrogen s d uh

purge. TM 4va,J % n rfu.umh:sc%1;.,a.ml:n b W .y pr e wr; v J my ;) s

a.1 L
The gaseou>s radiva. pbsn.4 h rw J o'r,,: t r .,Se - cw is s h few0 r w . , ,,7%d.s. .

ste system also eliminates sources of hydrogen ignition. The system 4%;oe

incorporates spark-proof valves, electrical grounding, and a nitrogen purge. Discharge to the l<_:: ~ '

I heating, ventilating and air-conditioning duct is downstream of the exhaust fans to pmvide '

I additional protection against hydrogen ignition.

11.3.1.2.4 Controlled Release of Radioactivity ,4 g g sp % .

''

11.3.1.2.4.1 Expected Releases
|

The AP600 design prevents the annual average concentration limits established by 10 CFR 20
(Appendix B, table 2. column 1) (Reference 1) for gaseous releases from being exceeded

I during plant operation with design maximum fuel cladding defects (See Table Il.3-4).
Subsection i1.3.3 describes the calculated releases of radioactive materials from the gaseous
radwaste system and other pathways during normal operation.

Subsection 11.3.3 contains an evaluation which demonstrates that the doses t' individuals, ato
or beyond the site boundary, resulting fmm the expected releases from the gaseous waste
management systems are within numerical design objectives of Appendix I of 10 CFR 50
(Reference 2).
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| 1 proiided by the activated carbon guard bed, whicli removes
,

p s., , 1

soologue as well as

| | iodias homi the gas strears. '

i
.

{ l If moisture enters the first activated carbon delay bed, the operator bypasses that bed and
I l either drics it with a nitrogen purge or replaces the activated carboa.
i

,

l
! 11.3.113 Anticipseed Operatiemal Occurremens

|i

11.3.1.2.3.1 Preventies of Hydrogen Ismitise

| | Since the canier gas for the radiogas impets to tbs gaseous radweses system inchades
i bydropea, the gaseous radweste sysissa is designed to pavent hydrogen ignidos both withe
! its own boundaries and in h sysenes (the liquid redweste system and the nuclost
j inland radioactive ventilanon systern).
!

'

|- . I' N saseous radweses sysean is opensed at a slighdy pasidve possue to poves air insroes.
'

I m rooms containins samous radwann synne compossen incorporaes hydmesa monieor
to detect leakage out of the system before c==h==*ih8= levels sus reached. In addition,

I continuous oxygen analysis, using independsat, redmadset smanitors, is psovided within the
I gaseous radwases system. Upon high oxygen level in the syness, an alarm alerts the opensar,
I the liquid radwases system vacuum pumps ==aa *.ny nop to isoisse passatiety oxygsasand
I inputs to the gaseous radwaste system, and a valve amenensicaDy opses to imidsen a nitrogen

purge.

'Ihs gasoons radwases synom also ali=iamane somcas of hydmgan ignition. The system
incorporuses spark-proof valves, electrical gmunding, and a mistogna purgs. Dirsharge to the

I hosting, vesadsang and air + ~ '; does is downsaussa of the ashamst fees to provids
I N preesceios against hydrossa igniden. .

.

11.3.1.2.4 CentreRed Balsass og n%
.

11.3.114.1 Espected Ratnames

'the AP600 desige pavents the ammmel average aaaa==annian limshs esemblished by 10 CFR 20
(Appendia B, ambis 2, colems 1) (Rafennos 1) for gassons seleases hose being onceeded |

| pimmt opuntion. !.

1133 describes the calculseed solemass of adlonceive asenzials Smas the gaseous
redneses system and other pashways duing h opension,

'

an evehmaica which demonstrenes that the doses to individuals, at
hhaareian 1133p'dary sesniting toe the expeceed sensames tous the gaseous weses

.

or beyond the sies twen ,

management synnes as widnis ammarical design objecdves of Appsodix I of 10 CPR 50

(Rafemmes 2).
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11.3.1.2.4.2 Monitoring Releases

Releases from the gaseous radwaste system are continuously monitored by a radiation detector
1 in the discharge line. In addition, the system includes provisions for taking grab samples of

the discharge flow stream for analysis. In this manner, the requirements of General Design
Criterion 64 are met as described in Section 3.1. Section i1.5 discusses radiation monitoring.

11.3.1.2.4.3 Operator Error or Equipment Malfunction

To prevent the release of radioactive gases resulting from equipment failure or operator enur,
a radiation monitor is located in the discharge line. This instmment provides an alarm signal
at a high level setpc, int to alert operators of rising radiation levels. The monitor is also l

interlocked with an isolation valve in the discharge line; the valve closes at a higher level
setpoint.

l

Few operator actions are required during gaseous radwaste system operation since, once
|

aligned for operation. the system operates automatically in response te the control signals from
the instmmentation,

11.3.2 System Description

11.3.2.1 General Description

The AP600 gaseous radwaste system, as shown on Figure i1.3-1 is a once-through, ambient-
I temperature, activated carbon delay system. The system includes a gas cooler, a moisture
I separator, an activated carbon-filled guard bed, and two activated carbon. filled delay beds.

Also included in the system are an oxygen analyzer subsystem and a gas sampling subsystem.

The radioactive fission gases entering the system are carried by hydmgen and nitrogen gas.
The primary influent source is the liquid radwaste system degasifier. The degasifier extracts
both hydrogen and fission gases from the chemical and volume control system letdown flow
which is diverted to the liquid radwaste system or from the reactor coolant drain tank
discharge.

Reactor coolant degassing is not required during power operation with fual defects at or below
the design basis level of 0.25 percent. However, the gaseous radwaste system periodically
receives influent when chemical and volume control system letdown is processed dirough the

I liquid radwaste system degasifier during reactor coolant system dilution and volume control
operations. Since the degasifier is a vacuum type and requires no purge gas, the maximum
gas irifluent rate to the gaseous radwaste system fmm the degasifier equals the rate that
hydrogen enters the degasifier (dissolved in liquid).

The other major source of input to the gaseous radwaste system is the reactor coolant drain
tank. Hydrogen dissolved in the influent to the reactr,r cry;lant drain tank enters the gaseous

I radwaste system either via the tank vent or the liquid radwaste system degasifier discharge.
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The tank vent is nomially closed, but is periodically opened on high pressure to vent the gas
that has come out of solution. The reactor coolant drain tank liquid is normally discharged
to the liquid radwaste system via the degasifier, where the remaining hydrogen is removed.

The reactor coolant drain tank is purged with nitrogen gas to discharge nitrogen and fission
gases to the gaseous radwaste system befon: operations requiring tank access. The reactcr
coolant drain tank is also purged with nitrogen gas to dilute and discharge oxygen after tank
servicing or inspection operations which allow air to enter the tank.

I Influents to the gaseous radwaste system first pass through the gas cooler where they are
cooled to about 45 F by the chilled water system. Moisture formed due to gas cooling is
removed in the moisture separator.

After leaving the moisture separator, the gas flows through a guard bed that protects the delay
beds from abnormal moisture carryover or chemical contaminants. The gas then flows
through two 100-percent capacity delay beds where the fission gases undergo dynamic

l adsorption by the activated carbon and are thereby delayed relative to the hydrogen or
nitmgen carrier gas flow. Radioactive decay of the fission gases during the delay period
significantly reduces the radioactivity of the gas flow leaving the system.

The effluent from the delay bed passes through a radiation monitor and discharges to the ]
ventilation exhaust duct. The radiation monitor is interlocked to close the gaseous radwaste

i

system discharge isolation valve on high radiation. The discharge isolation valve also closes
on low ventilation system exhaust flow rate to prevent the accumulation of hydrogen in the
aerated vent.

j

1

11.3.2.2 System Operation
i

11.3.2.2.1 Normal Operation

The gaseous radwaste system is used intennittently. Most of the time during normal operation
of the AP600, the gaseous radwaste system is inactive. When there is no waste gas inflow

I to the system, a small nitmgen gas flow is injected into the discharge line at the inlet of the
i discharge isolation valve. This nitrogen gas flow maintains the gaseous radwaste system at

a positive pn:ssure, preventing the ingress of air during the periods of low waste gas flow.

When the gaseous radwaste system is in use, its operation is passive, using the pressure
pmvided by the influent sources to drive the waste gas through the system.

The largest input to the gaseous radwaste system is from the liquid radwaste system
degasifier, which processes the chemical and volume control system letdown flow when
diverted to the liquid radwaste system and the liquid effluent from the liquid radwaste system
reactor coolant drain tank.

The chemical and volume control system letdown flow is diverted to the liquid radwaste
system only during dilutions, borations, and reactor coolant system degassing in anticipation
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of shutdown. The design basis influent rate from the liquid radwaste system degasifier is the ;

full diversion of the chemical and volume control system letdown flow, when the reactor |
coolant system is operating with maximum allowable hydrogen concentration. Since the j
liquid radwaste system degasifier is a vacuum type that operates without a purge gas, this |
input rate is very small, about 0.5 scfm. !

The liquid radwaste system degasifier is also used to degas liquid pumped out of the reactor
coolant drain tank. The amount of fluid pumped out, and therefore the gas sent to the gaseous
radwaste system, is dependent upon the input into the reactor coolant drain tank. This is

i smaller than the input from the chemical and volume control system letdown line.

The final input to the gaseous radwaste system is from the reactor coolant drain tank vent.
A nitmgen cover gas is maintained in the reactor coolant drain tank. This input consists of
nitrogen, hydrogen, and radioactive gases. The tank operates at nearly constant level, with !
its vent line normally closed, so this input is minimal. Venting is required only after enough

1

gas has evolved from the input fluid to increase the reactor coolant drain tank pressure. ;
l

| The influent first passes through a gas cooler. Chilled water flows through the gas cooler at ]
a fixed rate to cool the waste gas to about 45 F regardless of waste gas flow rate. Moicure i

formed due to gas cooling is removed in the moisture separator, and collected water is
I periodically discharged automatically. To reduce the potential for waste gas bypass of the gas
I cooler in the event of valve leakage, a float-operated drain trap is pmvided which |automatically closes on low water level. j

l

| The gas leaving the moisture separator is monitored for moisture, and a high alarm alerts the
I operator to an abnormal condition requiring attention. Oxygen concentration is also
I monitored. On a high oxygen alarm, a nitmgen purge is automatically injected into the

influent line.
1

The waste gas then flows through the guard bed, where iodine and chemical (oxidizing)
I contaminants are removed. The guard bed also removes any remaining excessive moisture
I from the waste gas.

The waste gas then flows through the two delay beds where xenon and krypton are delayed
I by a dynamic adsorption process. The discharge line is equipped with a valve that

automatically closes on either high radioactivity in the gaseous radwaste system discharge line
or low ventilation exhaust duct flow.

The adsorption of radioactive gases in the delay bed occurs without reliance on active
components or operator action. Operator error or active component failure does not result in
an uncontrolled release of radioactivity to the environment. Failure to remove moisture prior
to the delay beds (due to loss of chilled water or other causes) results in a gradual reduction
in gaseous radwaste system perfonnance. Reduced performance is indicated by high moisture
and discharge radiation alarms. High-high radiation automati: ally terminates discharge.
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11.3.2.2.2 Purge Operations

| The gaseous radwaste system is purged with nitrogen gas to expel residual oxygen gas after
servicing operations. The system is purged until the effluent frorn the outlet indicates a low

I oxygen concentration. The gaseous radwaste system oxygen analyzer is temporarily aligned
to monitor the flow in the discharge line. Nitrogen connections are also pmvided to the
sample system and to the system discharge line for purge before and after maintenance
operations,

11.3.2.3 Component Description

The general descriptions and summnies of the design basis requirements for the gaseous
radwaste system components follow. Table i1.3 2 lists the key design parameters for the
gaseous radwaste system components.

Section 3.2 provides additional information regarding the applicable codes and classifications.

11.3.2.3.1 Sample Pumps

! Two sample pumps are provided. One sample pump normally operates continuously to
provide flow through the oxygen analyzers. The other sample pump is periodically used to

i provide flow from various sample points through a sample cylinder. It is used as a backup
to provide flow through the oxygen analyzers.

I1.3.2.3.2 Gas Cooler

| The gas cooler heat exchanger is designed to cool the gas flow to near the temperature of the
chilled water supply (45 F) for efficient moisture removal. The pressure of the gas flow
thmugh the gas cooler is less than the chilled water pressure to minimize the potential for
contaminating the chilled water system.

11.3.2.3.3 Gaseous Radwaste System Tanks

Moisture Separator

I The moisture separator is sized for the design basis purge gas flow rate and is oversized for
'

the lower normal flow rate. The unit includes connections for high and low water level
sensors.

Guard Bed

| The activated carbon guard bed protects the delay beds from abnormal moisture or chemical

contaminants. Under normal operating conditions. the guard bed provides increased delay
time for xenon and krypton and removes iodine entering the system.
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| The flow through the activated carbon bed is downward. A retention screen on the outlet of
l the guard bed prevents the loss of activated caition fmm the unit. Activated carbon can be
I added to or vacuumed from the unit via a blind flange port.

Delay Beds

1 Two activated carton delay beds in series are pmvided. Each delay bed is designed to
pmvide 100 percent of the required system capacity under design basis conditions. During

i normal operation a single bed provides adequate performance. This provides operational
flexibility to permit continued operation of the gaseous radwaste system in the event of

I operational upsets in the system that require isolation of one bed.
I

I The waste gas flows venically through columns of activated carbon. The activated carbon
volume is twice the theoretical amount mquired to achieve the holdup times given in

I Table i1.3-1.

No retention screens are required on the delay beds since the flow enters and leaves each
delay bed at its top.

I

I The guard bed and the delay beds, including supports, in the gaseous radwaste system are
I designed for seismic loads in conformance with Regulatory Guide 1.143. These are the only
I AP600 components used to store or delay the release of gaseous radioactive waste. The beds
I are h>cated in the seismic Category I auxiliary building at elevation 66'6".

11.3.2.3.4 Remotely-operated Valves
|

I Moisture Separator Level Control Valve

| This normally closed, fail-closed globe valve is located in the liquid drain line from the
moisture separator outlet line. It maintains the level in the moisture separator by regulating
the flow from the moisture separator to the liquid radwaste system. The valve mceives a
signal to automatically open on a high level in the moisture separatar and to close on low
level. The valve can also be manually controiled fmm the gaseous waste panel,

i

A float-operated drain trap serves as a backup to this valve. This drain trap automatically l
closes on a low water level in the moisture separator to stop drain flow to the liquid radwaste

! system in the event of a valve or instnunent failure. This prevents waste gas bypass around
I the gas cooler due to level control valve failure.

I Gaseous Radwaste System Discharge Isolation Valve

I This nonnally open, fail-closed globe valve is at the outlet of the system. The valve is
interlocked to close on a high-high radiation signal in the gaseous radwaste system discharge |
line to prevent the release of radioactivity in the event of a gaseous radwaste system failure. |
The valve also receives a signal to automatically close in the event of a low ventilation system 1

1

1
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; enhenst flow rees widch prevents accu ==tariam of a flammaNa or explosive concemanion of
! hydmgen in the aereced vent line.

i

| Manual control is provided on the gaseous radwanes panel. *

I
i | Nitrogen Purge Pressure Control Valve
i

! Dis is a self-contained pressure segulating valve in the nitrogen purge line, k is set to
! maintain a small positive pressure in the sneeons radweste system to prevent ingress of air
'

during Periods oflow Dow..

11.3.3 Radleessive Etanamaan
.

N

-

Releases of radioactive effluent by way'of the ^ 7i pathway occur due so:
'

Vesting of the canemiamaar which contains activity as a resuk of leakage of teactor*

coolant and as a result of activation of naturaRy occurring Ar-40 in the atmosphere to
forme radioecove Ar 41

Vaaniariam discharges from the anxiliary building wideli contains activity as a resak of*

leakage thun process stresses

Ventilation discharges ihna the assbine boikEng
.

*

I

rh air sesnovel syneena (gaseous activity emesring the soccadary coolant as a vesuk*-

of prinsary so secondary naskage is seleased via this pathway) |

Geesous redweses system discharges.*
,

Hose selsenes ase en going thsoughout monmal plant opsuusions. Dese is no gaseous wases
hoidup capshaley in the gaseous waste managemmet syssum and thus no criestis are tequired
for d=sarmining the timing of sleeses or the misses raens so be used.

11.3.3.1 Distharge Esgsdrenames -

The misses of radioeceive asseous sad panicaines afassets so the assaspham may not exceed
the concommunion lisaits speciSed in Rafsmoos I nor may the seiseses usuk in the amenal
offsies does lisaits spaciSed in 10 CPR 50, Appendix I(Rafssumes 2) being succeded.

.
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11.3.3.2 Esthanted AmnealRalseems -

.

The annual average airbores releases of radicouclides from the plant am doesnnised using the
PWR-GALE code (Raference 3).1he OALE code models releases using realistic source
terms derived from data aheniaad drorn the experience of many operating pressurized water
reactors. The code input 1)n the analysie to model the AF600 plant are
provided in Table 11.2 6. The fleases for a single sait sies me y 2i in
Table 11.3-3."E"'eero / p A g t

11J.3.3 a.a.h petmas

' Airborne effluents are nonnally released thsough the plant veut or the turbias buikhag vent.
The plant veut provides the releans path for ca=*aia===* venting senseses, ===iliary balding
ventilation releases, annex building soleases, radwasse building relesson, and gaseous redwases
system diacharge. The arbine budding vuots provide the release push for the h air

i removal system, gland seal condenser exheyt and the turbias building voediation rolsenes,
t. V m ra j h g u m a r * 4.'.e t u u aold

11J.3.4 Estimanned Desse f.o w.<44 4 4s/4 r"4 /< 4 #* d -
n'tbordt

3,y f,,,,] M the sies boundary are,With the annual rensases stumble:gious
seed in Table 11.3 3, the Mb seen

.~
.atum, lhees doses are bened on the anomal average annospheric dispersion factor honi
Sectico 23 (2.0 x 10 5 seconds per calde meest).1hese doess me below the 10 CPR 50,

.

ssde.hs
-- Q*** <d /l * **** .11.3.3.5 hs==h===== Ratsene C~ - ^ ^" '

masmo de/sosd
_

1hs amenal seleases of gases and iodies provided in Tvas 11.3 3 supmeest
expected stesses fironi plant and sedoct an expected level of fleet cladding doisces. If the,

plant operassa whh' fbst defect levetM ths selsenes would be
substantiamy senseur.1To desmassernes complismos wth the eineset h lisaits of

, Reference 1, the firous Table 11.3 3 have been agosted to sedisce opension with M

%g aa *d
a ed

sesundasairbonesr aa
aaa., ia==atthesiesboundary

' I me M 11.3 4.auguder with the Radmence I for- j,/g
' *

MadBasmacomousration W
j(itsel dedsat levey e e.81,si.'.4 /8 e4// 4/..e & 4// .a.6/s ,w he , / / 8 -

| 11.3.3.6 Q anEly M 4 # d ' a' # I'd IdIlt // J'I ##* * " d#I
'

* *# '
s

l
I Goldmace for tbs quaEty assurance programa for design fabricasion, psocurement, and
I i==*.n ia= issues is outlined in Section 17.1.

Th n s ,u n .< - d C.J A .( /sfeJ & s. / e.ne r sad, 4 d. is L t d*Mr
& n s.J.:n ud 4/s a nt:Wan ud i. o .t teleJr , A. ad,aky
Jru 4 p./ v/ x../;Au
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| 11J.4.1 Cast BeasSt Aantyees of Popeindse Deens

i
The analysis perfonned so decennine o#sies dose due so gaseous efflusses is based upon the

| AP600 generic sies penunsenrs included in Chapest I and Taides 11.31,11.3-2 and 11.3-4.
I For sites outside of the envelope perunsters, the Combined License applicant will provide a
l cost benent analysis so demonstraes compliance with 10 CPR 50, Appendix I, regarding
i population doses des to gaseous afflosets.
I

I 11.3.4.2 sh of Adsorbent Mean
'

| .

I De Combined License apphcant will idemedy the types of adsorbent media to be used in the
I gaseous radwases system (WOS).
I -

11.3J References

1. " Annual Limmes on Intake (Aus) and Desived Air Concentrations (DACs) of
-

Phlides for C-:-: ;+ ' Exposure; Einsent C= =: Concamerstices for
'

Releses to Sewerage," 10 CPR Part 20, espondia B, Issued by 85 FR 23100
if M 4.f"l,,

2. * Numerical Guides for Desigs Otisceives and usmiting ch for Opension to Meet
the Criesnon 'As Low As Is Raesonably-Achievable' for Radioecdvs Maassiel in Laght-
Waner-Cooled Nuclear Power Rancear Effinnass," 10 CPR Past 50, Appendix L

. .

3. "chlada= cf Releases of Rasoective Maassimis ' Gassoms and Uquid BIBesets fromin
Pressurised Waser Rancears (PWR GAIR Code)," NURBG4017 Revision 1,.

'
Mack 1985. -

*
.

s

,

e
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11. Radioactive Waste Management

Table 11,3-1

l

GASEOUS RADWASTE SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Design operating influent pressure (psig) 2

Design influent flow rate (scfm) 0.5
:

I Activated carbon hed design operating temperature ( F) 77

l Activated carbon bed design operating dew point ('F) 45

| Activated carbon in delay beds (average) (pounds combined total) 4600

l Xenon dynamic adsorption coefficient (cc/gm) 1050

| Krypton dynamic adsorption coefficient (cc/gm) 38

| Xenon holdup time'" 61.2 days at 0.5 scfm

| Krypton holdup time * 2.2 days at 0.5 scfm

| Note:
I a. Holdup times shown are conservatively based on credit for only one half of the activated carton available in the
I delay beds and no credit for the guard bed.

.

I
1

|'

|

|
|

Revision: 6 |
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11. Radioactive Waste Management
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Table 11.3-2

.-

/ / COMPONENT DATA - GASEOIJS RADWASTE SYSTEM !

/
I /,

Tanks

,duard Bed (WGS-MV01)
'

/ Number i

3Volume (ft ) g,2

.

Delay bed (WGS-MV02A/B) <*

|

Number 2

3Volume (ft ) 80

\
.

N
s _

>

. p/ 8

.

1

l

I
. 7,

. . . .

*
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Table 113-2 (Sheet I of 1)

COMPONENT DATA - G ASEOUS RADWASTE SYSTEM

Mechanical Components

Pumps
Sample Pumps

Number 2
Type Diaphragm
Design pressure (psig) 2

,y' Design temperature (*F) 45
%esign flow (scfm) 0.2D

Heat Exchangers
Gas Cooler

Number i
Type Shell and tubes

Tube Side Shell Side
Design pressure (psig) 100 150
Design temperature ('F) 200 150
Design flow 0.7 scfm 2 gpm
Temperature inlet ('F) 175 45
Temperature outlet ('F) 46 51
Material Stainless steel Stainless steel

Tanks
Guard o m '

;4 umber i
3Nominal volume (ft ) 8

Type Vertical pipe
Design pressure (psig) 100
Design temperature (*F) 150
Material Stainless steel

Delay _ bed

' Number 2

Nominal volume (ft') 80
Type Vertical serpentine
Design pressure (psig) 100
Design temperature (*F) 150
Material Carbon steel

Moisturej!pparator
Rumber 1'
Nominal volume (gal) 3

Type Vertical
Design prepsure (psig) 100
Design temperature (*F) 150
Material Stainless steel

._ -



11. Radioactive Waste Management
.

.

>

Table 11.3-3 (Sheet i of 3) ,

EXPECTED ANNUAL AVERAGE RELEASE OF AIRHORNE RADIONUCLIDES
AS DETERMINED BY THE PWR-GALE CODE, REVISION 1

(RELEASE RATES IN Ci/yr)
,

~''
Condenser .- *

Building Ventilation
- Air *

lf, bineWaste Gas Removal.-

Noble Gases"* System Cont. Aux. Bid <Tur System. Total
V ' $ol!410eVl Kr 85m 7.0E+00 2.0E+01 3.0E+00 0. J 1.0E+00 3. lE+01

| Kr-85 8. l E+01 9.8E+01 1.5E+00 0. O. 1.8E+02

Kr-87 0. 6.0E+00 3.0E+00 0. 1.0E+00 1.0EM)!

I Kr-88 4.0E+4X) 2.3 E+01 5.0E+00 0. 3.0E+00 3.5E4)! !

l Xe-131m 7.8EM)1 8.6E4)2 1.5E+01 0. 7.0E+00 1.0E4)3
1

| Xe-133m 1.0E4X) 5.lE+01 1.0E+00 0. O. 5.3Ed)1

1 Xe-133 2.4E4)2 2.6E+03 5.2E+01 0. 2.4E+01 2.9E+03

Xe 135m O. 1.0E4X) 2.0E+00 0. 1.0E4X) 4.0E4X)

I Xe-135 0. 2.0E4)2 1.6E+01 0. 8.0E+00 2.2E+02

Xe 138 0. O. 2.0E+00 0. 1.0E+00 3.0E+44)

|
|Total 4.4E+03

| Additionally: l

H-3 released via gaseous pathway #P 77

C-14 released via gaseous pathway 7.3

Ar-41 released via containment vent 34 j

l
1

-

I
a

I

|
|

|
,

i

A
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|1. Radioactive Waste Management '

..
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.b
~
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'

:; . * 3
Table 11.3-3 (Sheet 2 of 3) -

EXPECTED ANNUAL AVERAGE RELEASE OF AIRBORNE R ADIONUCLIDES
AS DETERMINED BY THE PWR GALE CODE, REVISION 1

(RELEASE RATES IN Ci/yr)

Condenser: Huilding/ Area Ventilation
Fuel Air

flandi Auxiliary Turbine Removal
lodines'"Y Argg# Cont. Huilding Building System Total

*

I-131 2.6E-03 1.2E-03 6.2E-02 1.lE4M 0. 6.6E-(r2

I-133 9.4E-03 3.2E.03 2.3 E-01 3.2E-(M 1.3E4M 2.4E-01

l

4

Revision: 6
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11. Radioactive Waste Management
.

|.

Table 11.3-3 (Sheet 3 of 3)

EXPECTED ANNUAL AVERAGE RELEASE OF AIRBORNE RADIONUCLIDES |

AS DETERMINED BY TIIE PWR-GALE CODE, REVISION 1
(RELEASE RATES IN Ci/yr)

Building / Area Ventilation

Waste Gas Auxiliary Fuel fiandling
iRadionuclide'* System Cont. Building AreaIC) Total '

,

..r
Cr-51 1.4E-05 9.2E-05 3.2E4M 1.8E4M 6. lE-(M

Mn-54 2.lE-06 5.3E-05 7.8E-05 3.0E4M 4.4E4M

Co-57 0. 8.2E-06 C. O. 8.2E-06

Co-58 8.7E-06 2.5E4M 1.9E-03 '2.!E-02 2.3 E-02 I

CO-60 1.4E-05 2.6E-05 5.1 E-(M 8.2E-03 8.7E-03

Fe-59 1.8E-06 2.7E-05 5.0E-05 0. 7.9E-05

Sr-89 4.4E-05 1.3E-(M 7.5E-04 2.lE-03 3.0E-03

Sr-90 1.7E-05 5.2E-05 2.9E4M 8.0E-(M 1.2E-03

Zr-95 4.8E-06 0. 1.0E-03 3.6E-06 1.0E-03

Nb-95 3.7E-06 1.8E-05 3.0E-05 2.4E4)3 2.5E-03

Ru-103 3.2E-06 1.6E-05 2.3E-05 3.8E4)5 8.0E-05

Ru-106 2.7E-06 0. 6.0E-06 6.9E-05 7.8E-05

Sh-125 0. O. 3.9E-06 5.7E-05 6.lE-05

Cs- 134 3.3E-05 2.5E-05 5.4E-04 1.7E-03 2.3E-03

Cs-136 5.3E-06 3.2E-05 4.8E-05 0. 8.5E-05

Cs-137 7.7E4)5 5.5E-05 7.2E-04 2.7E-03 3.6E4)3

Ba-140 2.3E-05 0. 4.0E-04 0. 4.2E4M

Ce 141 2.2E-06 1.3E-05 2.6E-05 4.4E-07 4.2E-05

l Notes:
a. The appearance of 0. in the table indicates less than 1.0 Ci/yr for noble gas or less than 0.0001 Ci/yr for iodine.

h. The Kr-85 values generated by the GALE code totaled 1200 Ci/yr. The Kr-85 release values were corrected to
a total of 184 Ci/yr to agree with projected release rates of Kr-85 from the fuel into the reactor coolant.

c. The fuel handling area is within the auxiliary building but is considered separately.
|

|

|

Revision: 6
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Table 1134
,

'

i

COMPARISON OF CALCULATED OFFSITE
' AIRBORNE CONCENTRA'I10NS WITII le CFR 30 LIMITS 4,, , 4.2 /*

it- d .T G4t
/ Expected F Madeneen F

i Site Beendary'" Site Boundary"

| Radioneellde Caec Faer" Come pCVuel (espected) Ceme. pCFur" (snadenene)

| Kr 85m 1.0E 7 /.# ad E 11 /.3 9dE-4 4.094E 11 4.84484
i Krd5 7.0E 7 /.I ME161 2 694E43 (o ddE 16T 4.7 ME43

'

Kr47 2.0E4 7.9E 12 4.0E4 /.5 ME Il 7.s edE 4

i Kr 88 9.0E 9 2.4GAE-Il J.1 -ME 3 7 5 tele 16(i f./ 4dEq5
l Xe 131m 2.0E4 f."14h0E 10 fY44E4 f.76eE 10 p.y ME4

*

I .Xe-133m 6.0E 7 4.2E Il 7.0E 5 6.3-ME 10 /.I4dE43
| Xe-133 5.0E.7 4.1.4dE 9 p.444E 3 4144E4 /.3.lJE 1

Xe 135m 4.0E4 3.2E 12 8.0E-5 J.45dE 12 f.04AE 5
'

| Xe-135 7.0E4 /.7 +0E 10 J.V4dE 3 f f 68E 10 4.1Gi6E-3

Xe-138 2.0E4 2.4E 12 1.2E4 2.f M E 12 /.V 4dE4
| l-13I 2.0E 10 5.2E 14 2.6E4 1.s4#E-13 3.8 4 IGE 3

I l 133 1.0E-9 1.9E 13 1.9E 4 /.I+dE12 /.5 ME 3 ~
~

l bases E m ul- Ita.i
n. lashoemy - * em;u imm Reference 1.uuh. *

b. Expected site boundary concentration based on annual releases predicted by the PWR GAI.E code (Table 113 3)
and an annual average XM of 2.0 x 10 5 seconde per cubic meter.

c. Maximum site boundary concentranon bened on adjusting the rekases predicted by the PWR GALE code

(Table !!3 3) to reGect operamon widi W(feel defect level ate 3SI6 and an annual average XA of2.0 x 10 5 seconde per cubic sneer. nasia.,e jsj:s
|
|

.

N

|

|

k
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11. Radianceive Waste Managessent
1

' 1.,

\ '.|.,
11.4 Solid Waste Management <

The solid waste management system (WSS) is designed to collect an:1 accumulate spent ion
exchange resins and deep bed filtration media, spent filter cartridges, dry active wastes, and
mixed wastes generated as a result of normal plant operation, including anticipated operational
occurrences. The system is located in the auxiliary and radwaste buildings. Processing and

I packaging of wastes are by mobile systems in the auxiliary building rail car bay and in the
I mobile systems facility part of the radwaste building. The packaged waste is stored in the

auxiliary and radwaste buildings until it is shipped offsite to a licensed disposal facility.

The use of mobile systems for the processing functions permits the use of the latest
technology and avoids the equipment obsolescence problems experienced with installed
radwaste processing equipment. The most appropriate and efficient systems may be used as
they become available.

This system does not handle large, radioactive waste materials such as core components or
radioactive process wastes fmm the plant's secondary cycle. However, the volumes and
activities of the secondary cycle wastes are provided in this section.

11.4.1 Design Basis

11.4.1.1 Safety Design Basis

The solid waste management system performs no function related to the safe shutdown of the
plant. The system's failure does not adversely affect any safety-related system or component;
therefore, the system has no nuclear safety design basis.

There are no safety related systems located near heavy lifts associated with the solid waste
management system. Therefore, a heavy loads analysis is not required.

11.4.1.2 Power Generation Design Basis

The solid waste management system provides temporary onsite storage for wastes prior to
processing and for the packaged wastes. The system has a 60-year design objective and is

I designed for maximum reliability, minimum maintenance, and minimum radiation exposure
to operating and maintenance personnel. 'Ihe system has sufficient temporary waste
accumulation capacity based on normal waste generation rates so that maintenance, repair, or
replacement of the solid waste management system equipment does not impact power |

generation.

i

!

1
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11. Radioactive Waste Management

11.4.1.3 Functional Design Basis

The solid waste management system is designed to meet the following objectives:

Provide for the transfer and retention of spent radioactive ion exchange resins and deep
.

bed filtration media from the various ion exchangers and filters in the liquid waste
processing, chemical and volume contml, and spent fuel cooling systems

|

Provide the means to mix, sample, and transfer spent resins and filtration media to high
=

integrity containers or liners for dewatering or solidification as required

I Provide the means to change out, transport, sample, and accumulate filter cartridges from
.

liquid systems in a manner that minimizes radiation exposure of personnel and spread
of contamination

|
Provide the means to accumulate spent filters from the plant heating, ventilation, and air-=

'

conditioning systems

! Provide the means ;o segregate solid wastes (trash) by radioactivity level and to*

temporarily store the wastes

l
Provide the means to accumulate radioactive hazardous (mixed) wastes |

.

Pmvide the means to segregate clean wastes originating in the radiologically controlled*

area (RCA)

I Provide the means to store packaged wastes for at least 6 months in the event of delay=

or disruption of offsite shipping

Provide the space and support services required for mobile pmcessing systems that will=

reduce the volume of and package radioactive solid wastes for offsite shipment and
disposal according to applicable regulations, including Ap%e of Treweiaimu
sgutatsen 49 CFR 173 (Reference 1) and NRC .1;.:_mu 10 CFR 71 (Reference 2)

Pmvide the means to retum liquid radwaste to the liquid radwaste system (WLS) for.

subsequent processing and monitored discharge

The solid waste management system is designed according to NRC Regulatory Guide I.l43
I to meet the requirements of General Design Criterion (GDC) 60 as discussed in Sections 1.9
I and 3A. The seismic design classifications of the radwaste building and system components

are provided in Section 3.2.

Pmvisions are made in the auxiliary and radwaste buildings to use mobile radwaste processing
systems for pmcessing and packaging each waste stream including concentration and
solidification of chemical wastes from the liquid waste management system, spent resin
dewatering, spent filter cartridge encapsulation and dry active waste sorting and compaction.
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11. Radioactive Waste Managensent

1
1

The radioactivities of influents to the solid waste management system are based on estimated
radionuclide concentrations and volumes. 'Ihese estimates are based on operating plant
experience, adjusted for the size and design differences of AP600. The influent source terms
are consistent with Section i1.1.

The solid waste management system airbome process effluents are released through the |
l monitored plant vent as described as pan of the 10 CFR 50 (Reference 3), Appendix I, l

analysis presented in subsection 11.3.3. j

The solid waste management system collects and stores radioxtive wastes within shielding
,

to maintain radiation exposure to plant operation and maintenance personnel as law as is I

reasonably achievable (ALARA) according to General Design Criteria 60 as discussed in
Section 3.1 and Regulatory Guide 8.8. Personnel exposures will be maintained well below
the limits of 10 CFR 20 (Reference 4). Design features incorporated to maintain exposures 1

lALARA include remote and semi-remote operations, automatic resin transpon line flushing,
Iand shielding of components, piping and containers holding radioactive materials. Access to

the solid waste storage areas is controlled, to minimize inadvenent personnel exposure, by
suitable baniers such as heavy storage cask covers and locked or key-card-operated doors or
gates (see Section 12.1).

The solid waste management system confonns with the design criteria of NRC Branch Techni-
cal Position ETSB 1l-3. Suitable fire protection systems are provided as described in
subsection 9.5.1,

Waste disposal containers are to be selected fmm available designs that meet the requirements
of the DOT and NRC. The solid waste management system does not require source-specific

I waste containers. Waste containers must meet the regulatory requirements for radioactive
waste transponation in 49 CFR 173 and for radioactive waste disposal in 10 CFR 61
(Reference 5) as well as specific disposal facility requirements. [

l \
l1.4.2 System Description

,

11.4.2.1 General Description

| The solid waste management system includes the spent resin system. The flows of wastes
I thmugh the solid waste management system are shown on Figure i1.4-1. The radioactivity

of influents to the system are dependent on reactor coolant activities and the decontamination
factors of the processes in the chemical and volume control system, spent fuel cooling system,
and the liquid waste processing system.

1

'The parameters used to calculate the estimated activity of the influents to the solid waste i

management system are listed in Table 11,4-1. The estimated expected isotopic curie content
of the primary spent resin and filter cantidge wastes to be processed on an annual basis is
listed on Table 11.4-2. Table 11.4-3 provides the same information for the estimated maxi-
mum annual activities.
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11. Radioactive Waste Management

The radioactivity of the dry active waste is expected to normally range from 0.1 curies per
year to 8 curies per year with a maximum of about 16 ' curies per year. This waste includes
spent HVAC filters, compressible trash, non-compressible components, mixed wastes and
solidified chemical wastes. These activities are produced by relatively long lived
radionuclides (such as Cr-51. Fe-55, Co-58, Co-60, Nb-95, Cs-134 and Cs-137), and therefore,
radioactivity decay during pmcessing and storage is minimal. These activities thus apply to
the waste as generated and to the waste as shipped.

The estimated expected and maximum annual quantities of waste influents by source and fonn
are listed in Table 11.4-1 with disposal volumes. The influent volumes are conservatively

I based on an 18-month refueling cycle. Annual quantities based on a 24-month refueling cycle
I are less than those for an 18-month cycle. The estimated expected isotopic curie content of

the primary spent resin and filter canridge wastes to be shipped offsite are presented in Table
'

i1.4-4 based on 90 days of decay befort shipment. The same information is presented in
Table 11.4-5 for the estimated maximum activities based on 30 days of decay before
shipment.

Section i1.1 provides the bases for determination of liquid source terms used to calculate
several of the solid waste management system influent source terms. The influent data
presented in Tables 11.4-2 and i1.4-3 are conservatively based on Section i1.1.

I Shipped volumes of radwaste for disposal are estimated in Table i1.4-1 from the estimated
expected or maximum influent volumes by making adjustments for volume reduction
processing by mobile systems and the expected container filling efficiencies. For drum
compaction, the overall volume reduction factor, including packaging efficiency, is 3.6. For
box compaction, the overall volume reduction factor is 5.4. These adjustments result in a
packaged intemal waste volume for each waste source, and the number of containers required
to hold this volume is based on the container's intemal volume. The disposal volume is based
on the number of containers and the extemal (disposal) volume of the containers.

388 377 #254
I The disposal volumes of wet and dry wastes approximatelyhand@ cubic feet per |

I year, respectively. The wet wastes include cubic feet per year of spent ion exchange j
i resins and deep bed filter carbon, which fills two 158 cubic feet high-integrity containers. The

|
1 spent resin waste container fill station at the west end of the rail car bay of the auxili
i building nuides about 5 months of storage. Solidified chemical wastes fill about thre 5-
I gallon drums per year (about 20 cubic feet per year) and are stored in the packaged waste
I storage room of the radwaste building for up to 3 years as evaluated below. The mixed liquid
I wastes fill less than three drums per year (about 17 cubic feet per year) and are stored on
I contamment pallets in the waste accumulation room of the radwaste buildin,g until shipped
I _ offsite'for processing. One four-dmm containment pallet provides nearly 2 years of storage
I capacity for the liquid mixed wastes as well as for the 7.5 cubic feet per year (one drum per
i year) of solid mixed wastes.
I

I High)ctivity filter cartridges fill three dnuns per year (22.5 cubic feet per year) and are stored
I in portable processing or storage casks in the rail car bay of the auxiliary building. One three-
I drum cask pmvides storage for 1 year. TM_ o7hAr spenf F; /f te ur 6 My
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.

60
l The other dry wastes are packaged in drums or steel xes and are stored in the packaged
I waste storage room of the radwaste heilding. About cubic feet per year ofcrTiwer acunty> L
I ,( (filter cartridie's'; activated carborghnd higher;,ctivity compactible and noncompxtible wastesa
I fill about eight dnuns per year, and i 186 cutii'c feet per year oflowe(activity compactible and
I noncompactible waste and HVAC exhaust filters fill about 12 boxef(90 cubic feet) per year.
I Together with the solidified chemical wastes,. the total volume to be stored in the packaged
I waste storage room is 1268 cubic feet per yeaQre useful storage volume in the packaged
I waste storage room is approximately 3900 cubic feet 10 feet deep,30 feet long, and 13 feet
I high), providing a storage duration of up to 3 years. a n .d. f M l o y,ef ad: n1 O // tr

fI c.ar tr o dy ,s
Based on continuous operation of the steam generator blowdown purification system, with
leakage from the primary to secondary cycles, the volume of radioactively contaminated

i material is estimated to be 540 cubic feet per year. Provisions for processing and disposal of
I radioactive steam generator blowdown resins and membranes are described in

subsection 10.4.8. .

A4
The condensate polishing system | includes mixed bed ion exchanger vessels for purification
of the condensate as described ingection 10.4.6. Should the resins become radioactive, the

I resins are transferred from the condensate polishing vessel directly to a temporary processing
unit. The processing unit, located outside of the turbine building, dewaters and processes the
resins as required for offsite disposala Based on a typical condensate polishing system

m>peration of 30 days per refueling cycle with leakage from the primary system to the
secondary system, the volume of radioactively contaminatgd resin is estimated to be 206 cubic
feet per year (one 309 cubic foot bed per refueling cycle) rans ondensate polishing

i system resins <totomcessme ani disoosai>is described in subsection 10.4.
! L.-

~

erm,dcli:pOA *-
I !

The parameters used to calculate the activities of the steam generator blowdown solid waste #%'"
and condensate polishing resins are given in Table i1.4-1. Based on the above volumes, the rM

| | disposal volume is estimated to be 939 cubic feet per year. The expected and maximum %,M 4
I activities of the resins as generated are given in Tables 11.4-6 and i1.4-7, respectively. The '

f
I

'
expected and maximum activities of resins as shipped, based on 90 days decay prior to
shipment, are given in Tables i1.4-8 and i1.4-9, respectively.

11.4.2.2 Component Description

Section 3.2 lists the codes and standants applicable to the solid waste management system.
I Table 11.4-10 lists the solid waste management system equipment design parameters. The

following subsections provide a functional description of the major system components.

% <<.
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11. Radioactive Waste Management

11.4.2.2.1 Src/. Resin Tanks

The spent resin tanks provide holdup capacity for spent resin and filter bed media decay
before pmcess..:g. One spent resin tank can hold high-activity chemical and volume control
system resins for 59 and 29 months at expected and maximum generation rates, respectively. I

The other tank can hold other spent resin and bed media for 14 and 2 mondts at expected and
I maximum generation rates, respectively. When higljand low activity resins must be mixedto limit the radioactivity concentration in the waste containers [to 10 Ci/ft' in accordance withI.

'

I the USNRC Technical Position on Waste Fong the maximum spent resin holdup times prior
i to pmcessing are estimated to be appmximately 11.8 months and 1.7 months for expected and

J

I maximum generation rates, respectively.
| G (Referenu? $)
i Resin mixing capability is pmvided by mixing eductors in each tank. and resin dewatering,
I air sparging and complete draining capabilities are also provided. The ultrasonic level sensors
1 and dewatering screens are arranged for remote removal. The vent and overflow connections

|
| have screens to prevent the inadvenent discharge of spent resm. '

)

11.4.2.2.2 Resin Mixing Pump
i

The resin mixing pump provides the motive force to fluidize and mix the resins in the spent
resin tanks, to transfer water between spent resin tanks, to discharge excess water from the
spent resin tanks to the liquid waste processing system, and to flush the resin transfer lines. i

11.4.2.2.3 Resin Fines Filter |

The resin fines filter minimizes the spread of high-activity resin fines and dislodged crud
panicles by filtering the water used for line flushing or discharged fmm the spent resin tanks
to the liquid waste processing system.

11.4.2.2.4 Resin Transfer Pump

The resin transfer pump provides the motive force for recirculation of spent resins via cither
one of the spent resin tanks for mixing and sampling, for transfening spent resin between

I

disposal. The resin transfer p{ ump is also used to transfer spent resins to a waste container intanks, and for blending higl and low [ activity resins to meet the specific activity limit for
I the fi!! station or in its shipping cask located in the auxiliary building rail car bay.

I 1.4.2.2.5 Resin Sampling Device

The resin sampling device collects a representative sample of the spent resin either during
spent resin recirculation or during spent resin waste container filling operations. A portable
shielded cask is provided for sample jar transfer.
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11. Radioactive Waste Management
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11.4.2.2.6 Filter Transfer Cask

i The filter transfer cask permits remote changing of filter cartridges, dripless transpon to the
i storage area in the auxiliary building, transfer of the filter canridges into and out of the litter
I storage, and loading of the filter cantidges into disposal containers.
I

11.4.2.3 System Operation

11.4.2.3.1 Spent Resin llandling Operations

Demineralized water is used to transfer spent resins from the various ion exchangers to the
spent resin tanks. A demineralized water transfer pump provides the pressurized water flow
to transfer the spent resins as described in subsection 9.2.4. Before the transfer operation it
is verified that the selected spent resin tank is aligned as a receiver and has the capacity to
accept the bed. It is also verified that the resin mixing pump is aligned to discharge excess

I transfer water through the resin fines filter to the liquid waste processing system.

During the transfer operation the tank level is monitored and the resin mixing pump is
operatest, if required, to limit tank water level. He operator stops the transfer when the
CCTV camera viewing the sight flow glass indicates on a control panel monitor that the sluice
water is clear and the transfer line is, therefore, flushed of resins.

After the bed transfer, the tank solids level can be checked by operating the resin mixing
pump to lower the water level below the solids level. The solids level can be detennined by
the ultrasonic surface detector.

I Between bed transfer operations the water level in the spent resin tanks is maintained aN>ve
!

the solids level. Demineralized water is supplied for water level adjustment as well as a |
backup water source for Hushing resin handling lines after resin recirculation and waste l
disposal container tilling operations.

|

ne solids bed can be agitated and mixed at any time by using compressed air or by operating )
the resin mixing pump in the resin mixing mode. In the resin mixing mode, water is drawn |
from the spent resin tank via resin retention screens. The water is returned via tank mixing
eductors that genente a resin slurry recirculation within the tank equivalent to ah>ut four
times the flow rate generated by the resin mixing pump. The solids bed is locally fluidized |

during this operation.
I

I The resin mixing mode is established to fluidize and mix the solids bed in the spent resin tank
before' waste disposal container filling. The resin transfer pump is then started in the
recirculation mode. A resin slurry is drawn from the spent resin tank and returned to the
same tank. A representative resin sample may be obtained during recirculation or container
filling modes by operating the sampling device.

The portable system's container fill valve is opened to initiate the filling operation. The resin
dewatering pump of the ponable dewatering system is staned to dewater the resin as it
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11. Radioactive Waste Management

.

accumulates in the container. The resin dewatering pump discharges the water to the
recirculation line. De water flows back to the spent resin tank, thereby preserving the water
inventory in the system and retaining any resin fines or dislodged crud within the system.

De resin mixing pump can be stopped at any time during the filling operation. When the
solids level nears the top of the container, as detected by level sensors and observed by a I

television camera, the fill valve is closed and cycled to top off the container. Excessive water
or solids level automatically closes the fill valve.

1

When the filling operation is complete, the line flushing sequence controller is manually |
initiated to automatically operate the pumps and valves to flush the resin transfer lines back '

to the spent resin tank. The container fill valve is opened for a short time period to flush the
|'

remaining resin to the waste container. The resin mixing pump supplies filtered flush water j
fmm the spent resin tank. The ponable dewatering system's dewatering pump is operated '

periodically until no further dewatering flow is detected by the pump discharge pressure
indicator and/or audible indications from the pump.

I.

11.4.2.3.2 Spent Filter Processing Operations

A filter transfer cask is used to change the higher-activity filters of the chemical and volume
control system and spent fuel cooling system. The filter vessel is drained, and the filter cover

|
is opened remotely. The shield plug of the pon over the filter is removed and the transfer !
cask, without its bottom shield cover, is lifted and positioned on the port directly over the l

canridge in the filter vessel.,

1

l A grapple inside the transfer cask is remotely lowered and connected to the filter cartridge.
The cantidge is lifted into the transfer cask, and the cask is transferred over plastic sheeting |
to the bottom shield cover. The dose rate of the cantidge is measured with a long probe, and {
the cask is lowered onto and connected to the bottom shield cover. The transfer cask is then j

; I moved to the auxiliary building rail car bay. 4 y

If recent applicable sample analysis results are av 'lable, the filter cantid can be loaded.

directly_into a disposal container as described the following parag If analysis is
required'orTf storage is required pnor to processing]pe filter danridge i placed in a@I

'
j (tube high-acuvnv niter storage $Rn ammng_and temporary'onrPuntil sample

analysis results are available. 'Tiie' transfer cask bottom cover is disconnected, the transfer
I cask is lifted by the crane and transferred to a position over one of the temporary storage

-

l away, and the spent filter canridge is lowered into the tube. After moving the transfer cask
tubes

, the crane is used to install a shield plug onto the storage tube. Any water draining
I from the filter during storage collects in the storage tube which may be drained to a floor
| drain for subsequent transfer to the liquid radwaste system.fR safiiple of the filter media isl i

| 1obtaineTthrough a port in the shielded storage tube.
..

~ E
~

l
When sample analysis is complete and packaging requirements are established, the transfer,

'

cask is used to retrieve the spent cartridges from storage and deposit them into a waste
I container via a port in the top of a portable processing and storage cask. Plastic coverings

n+cu,aK thr4 m po ur$ |s g eeV % F,Itu maia i .s~ m
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are removed and the container is capped, smear-surveyed, and decontaminated as required,
using reach rod tools thmugh a cask port. The dose rate survey is also made through a cask

I port. Transfer of the filled waste container to the shipping cask, including cask cover handling,
I is then performed using the rail car bay crane under remote control.

Filters with dose rates less than 15 R/hr on contact may be changed from outside of filter
-gyld vessel shielding by using reach rod tools. De filter vessel is drained, and the cover is

|
l

t
-

removedj i
|

The drum covers am manually installed, and the drums are smear surveyed, decontaminated
I by wiping, if required, weighed, stacked on pallets, and placed in the packaged waste storage

room. |

|
When a truck-load quantity of waste containers accumulates, shipment to a low-level waste |
disposal facility is initiated by loading pallets of drums and other low-level waste containers 1

I into a closed van using the scissor lift or onto a flat-bed trailer using the crane. If the activity
I level is too high for unshielded shipment, the drums are loaded onto a cask pallet and into a
l shielded shipping cask using the mobile systems facility crane.

|

|

Radioactive filters from ventilation exhaust filtration units are bagged and transported to the
radwaste building, where they are temporarily stored. The filters are compacted along with
other dry active wastes by a mobile system as described in the following subsection.

11.4.2.3.3 Dry Waste Processing Operistions
.

I Dry wastes are segregated by measuring the contact dose rate of the wastes to determine the
appropriate processing method. The contact dose rates for initial waste segregation are as
follows:

Low activity <5 mR/hr
Moderate activity 5 mR/hr to 100 mR/hr
High activity >100 mR/hr

Rese activity levels may be adjusted by the operator to minimize exposures while
maximizing processing efficiency.

I Wastes from surface contamination areas in the radiologically contmiled area are placed in
bags or containers and tagged at the point of origin with information on radi ion levels, wastem

type, and destination. De bags or containers are transported to the radw.tste building, where
they se placed into low , moderate , or high-activity storage, segrega8 by portable shielding
as appropriate.

I The high-activity wastes (greater than 100mR/hr) are normally expected to be compacted in
drums using a mobile compactor system in the same manner as lower-activity filter canridges.
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1

Then the spent filter cartridge is grappled and lifted out and
into a filter transfer cask.

At the radwaste building, low and moderate activity filter
cartridges are deposited into disposal or storage drums. The
drums are stored within portable shield casks in the shielded
accumulation room which is serviced by the mobile systemsj
facility crane. Depending on dose rates and analysis results,
stabilization may or may not be required. cartridges not
requiring stabilization are loaded into standard, 55 gallon
shipping drums with absorbent and are compacted using a mobile
system. When stabilization is required, the cartridges may be
loaded into either high integrity containers or standard drums.
If standard drums are used, mobile equipment is used to
encapsulate the contents of the drums.

.

I

I
i

,
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Moderate-activity wastes (5 mR/hr to 100 mR/hr) are expected to be sorted in a mobile system
to remove reusable items such as protective clothing articles and tools, hazardous wastes, and
larger noncompressible items. The remaining wastes are normally compacted by mobile
equipment. The packaged wastes may be loaded directly onto a truck for shipment or may

|

be stored in the packaged waste storage room until a truck load quantity accumulates. I

Low-activity, dry active waste (less than 5 mR/hr) generally contains a large amount of
I

nonradioactive material. It is expected that these wastes normally will be pmcessed through
a mobile radiation monitoring and sorting system to remove non-radioactive items for reuse
or local disposal. A radiation survey allows identification and removal of potentially clean
items for the clean waste verification. The remaining radioactive wastes are nonnally
compacted or packaged for disposal as appmpriate.

|

|

Materials that enter the radiologically controlled area are verified as nonradioxtive before
I

being released for reuse or disposal. Tools and equipment belonging to personnel and '

contractors are surveyed at the radiologically controlled area exit in the annex building. If
these items cannot be released or decontaminated, they become plant inventory or dry active
waste and are handled as described previously.

Other wastes generated in the radiologically controlled area but outside of surface
I contamination areas are collected in bags or containers and are de!ivered to the temporary
I storage location in the radwaste building. These wastes nonnally are pmcessed through a
i mobile radiation monitoring system to verify that they are nonradioactive and suitable for

disposal in a local waste landfill.

11.4.2.3.4 Mixed Waste Processing Operations
i

Mixed wastes fmm the radiologically controlled area are collected in suitable containers and
brought to the radwaste building, where separate containment pallets and accumulation drums
are provided for solid and liquid mixed wastes. Mixed wastes are normally sent to an offsite
facility having mixed-waste pmcessing and disposal capabilities.

11.4.2.4 Waste Processing and Disposal Alternatives |

11.4.2.4.1 Portable and Mobile Radwaste Systems Capabilities

Portable or mobile processing and packaging systems can be located in the auxiliary building
I rail car bay or the radwaste building mobile systems facility. Chemical wastes are normally

pmcessed in the radwaste building by a mobile concentration and/or solidification system
when h batch accumulates in the chemical waste tank. Mobile systems are also used to I

encapsulate higQtivity filters, to sort, decontaminate and compact dry active wastes, and to
verify nonradioacuve wastes.

I The spent resin system includes connections in the fill station and rail car bay to allow spent |
1 resins to be delivered to a disposal container in either location for dewatering using portable

|

equipment.
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.

Branch Technical Position ETSB 11-3 provides guidance for portable solid waste systems in
i Section IV. Compliance with the four guidance items is achieved as follows:

IV.I The spent resin tanks are the only tanks that contain a significant volume of wet
wastes, and these tanks are pennanently installed. Concentrates that may be produced
by mobile evaporation systems will be produced and stored by the mobile systems only
in small batches prior to being solidified by the mobile systems. As described in
subsection 1.2.7, the radwaste building is designed to retain spillage from mobile or
portable systems.

}- L
Permanently installe/IV.2
systems is routed @ piping for trrt of radioactive wastes to mobile or portable

close @ ofactic@to the mobile or portable systems thereby
minimizing the use of flexible interfacing hose. He hydmstatic test requirements of
Regulatory Guide 1.143 will be applied to the flexible interfacing hose.

I IV.3 Portable or mobile systems will be located in either the rail car bay of the auxiliary
building or in the mobile systems facility in the radwaste building. The spent resin

I waste container fill station or the shipping cask in the auxiliary building collects
spillage of spent resin during waste container filling operations. The radwaste and

I auxiliary buildings contain and drain spillage to the liquid radwaste system via the
radioactive waste drain system as described in subsection 1.2.7 and Section i1.2.
Portable or mobile systems will, when required, have their own HEPA filtered exhaust

|ventilation system., The mobile systems facility has connections on the exhaust '

ventilation ~ifu~cisTor connecting exhaust duct from mobile or portable processing-

systems to the building's exhaust ventilation system.

I IV.4 Although the seismic criteria of Regulatory Guide 1.143 are not applicable to structures
housing mobile or portable solid radwaste systems, the portable equipment used for

i
spent resin container filling and dewatering and hig{ activity filter cartridge packaging
will be housed within the Seismic Category I auxiliary building. The radwaste

i building. which provides shelter for mobile or portable radwaste systems, is non-
seismic in accordance with Branch Technical Posim i ETSB 11-3.

11.4.2N.2 Central Radwaste Processing Facility

I As an attemative to the mobile or portable processes for lower-activity wastes (generally
I wastes reading below 200 mR/hr), the wastes may be sent to a licensed central radwaste

processing facility for processing and disposal. This option requires minimal onsite processing
i to remove hazardous materials from the waste streams. he wastes are loaded into a cargo
I container. De mobile systems facility includes a designated laydown area, and the mobile.

I } systems facility crane may be used to handle a cargo container.
t
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11.4.2.5 Facilities U '
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,

11.4.2.5.1 Auxiliary Building / '

Resin and filtration media transfer, lines from the various ion exchangers are routed to the
spent resin tanks on olevation 100f- 0 lin the southwest comer of the auxiliary building. TheF

spent resin system pumps, valves, and piping are located in shielded rooms near the spent
resin tanks.

1

Liquid radwaste system transfer lines to and from the radwaste building are routed to the
I south wall of the auxiliary building where they penetrate and enter into a shielded pipe pit in

the base mat of the radwaste building. |

Accessways in the auxiliary building are used to move the filter transfer casks. This includes
filter transfer cask handling from the containment, where the chemical and volume control

i

i filters are located, to the auxiliary building rail car bay, where the filter cartridges are stored |
and subsequently packaged using mobile equipment. These accessways are also used to move ;
dry active waste from various collection locations to the radwaste building. An enclosed |
accessway is pmvided between the auxiliary building and the radwaste building on elevation
10(f-0' (grade level).3

11.4.2.5.2 Radwaste Building j

l The radwaste building, described in Section 1.2, houses the mobile systems facility. It also |
1 includes the waste accumulation room and the packaged waste storage room. These moms !

are serviced by the mobile systems facility crane.
|

| In the mobile systems facility, three truck bays pmvide for mobile or portable processing
I systems and for waste disposal container shipping and receiving. A shielded pipe trench to
I each of the tmck bays is used to route liquid radwaste supply and retum lines fmm the
I connections in the shielded pipe pit at the auxiliary building wall. Separate areas are reserved
I for empty (new) waste disposal container storage, container laydown, and foddift charging.
I An area is reserved near the door to the auxiliary building for protective clothing dropoff and
I frisking.

'

I

I The waste accumulation mom (pre-processing) is divided as needed, using partitions and
portable shielding to adjust the storage areas for different waste categories as needed to
complement the radioactivity levels and volumes of generated wastes. The accumulation room
has lockable doors to minimize unauthorized entry and inadveitent exposure.

The packaged waste storage room may be separated into high- and low activity areas. using
portable shielding to minimize exposure while providing operational flexibility. A lockable

I door is provided to minimize unauthorized entry and radiation exposure.
1

The heating and ventilating system for the radwaste building is described in subsection 9.4.8.

Revision: 6
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!!. Radioactive Waste Management

,

__

11.4.3 System Safety Evaluation

The solid waste management system has no safety related function and therefore requires no
nuclear safety evaluation.

11.4.4 Tests and Inspections

Preoperational tests are conducted as described in subsection 14.2.8. Tests are perfomted to
demonstrate the capability to transfer lon exchange resins and deep bed filtration media from
the ion exchangers and filters to the spent resin tanks or directly to a waste disposal container.
Preoperational tests of the solid waste management system components are performed to
prepare the system for operation.

After plant operations begin, the operability and functional perfonnance of the solid waste

management system is periodically evaluated according to Regulatory Guide 1.143 by
monitoring for abnormal or deteriorating perfomiance during routine operations. Instruments
and setpoints are also calibrated on a scheduled basis. The preventive maintenance program
includes periodic inspection and maintenance of active components.

I 11.4.5 Quality Assurance

I
Guidance for the quality assurance program for design. installation, procurement, and

I
fabrication issues is outlined in Section 17.1.

I 11.4.6 Combined License Information for Solid Waste Management System Process Control
l Program
|

p. . g sy M u t e

p.,I g ,e The Combined License applicant will develop a process ontrol program fuLtue soM wm[g j,3 in compliance with 10 CFR Sections 61.55 and 61.56 and 10 CFR Part 71 and DOT
.,r,A w.J u

regulations.& Process control programs will also be provided by vendors providing mobile or.

portable processing systems. It will be the plant operators responsibility to assure that the ,

vendors have appmpriate process control programs for the scope of work being contracted at
any particular time. The pmcess control program will identify the operating procedures for

i
processing wet solid wastes. The mobile systems pmcess contml program will include a
discussion of conformance to Regulatory Guide 1.143.

l

-
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11. Radioactive Waste Management
.

h

1 11.4.7 References

1. " Shippers-General Requirements for Shipments and Packagings," 49 CFR 173 /g

2.
" Packaging and Transportation of Radioactive Material," 10 CFR 71;;

3. " Domestic Licensing of Pmduction and Utilization Facilities," 10 CFR 50 '.

4. " Standards for Protection Against Radiation," 10 CFR 20 {

5.
" Licensing Requirements for Land Disposal of Radioactive Waste," 10 CFR 61y'

I

l 6. "USNRC Technical Position on Waste Form " Rev 1 January 991., . ,

.
.

e
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11. Radioactive Waste Management

Table 11.4-1 *
,

ESTIMATED INFLUENT ACTIVITY PARAMETERS ',.'

I Expected Expected Maximum Maximum' -

I Generation Shipped Solid Generation Shipped Solid
i Source (Ft'/yr) , Ft'/yr) (Ft'/yr) (Ft'/yr)(

i Primary Resins 250* 314.8 1060 ' 1334
d

i Primary Filters 3.6'') 24.5 6.5 * 48.1
i Compactible Dry Waste 4101 872.7 6265 1336
I Non-Compactible Solid 233.7 373.2 910 567.3| Waste

i Mixed Liquid n Chemical 370 44.3 740 88.3I Waste

i Condensate Polishing 0 0 206* 259.4i Resin'"

| Steam Generator 0 0 540* 680
l Blowdown'"
l Material (Resin and
i Membrane)
I

ory
J. _l Notes; 1[' Radioactive secondary resins and membranes result from primary to second systems[#

l ./ leakage (e.g., SG tube leak),

, ,

. 2f, Estimated activity basis is ANSI 18.1 source terms in reactor coolant!
,*

I
>

l
3). Estimated activity basis is breakdown and transfer of 10% of resin from upstream ion*

I exchangers
!

I
' -- 4[. Reactor coolant source tenns corresponding to 0.25% fuel defectsI

I
.. 5) Estimated activity basis from Table 11.1-5, i1.1-7 and i1.1-8 and a typical 30 day,~

I process run time, once per refueling cycle

.
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11. Radioactive Was*e Management-

1
s :y

p Table 11.4-2 (Sheet i of 2) |

,

,0" EXPECTED ANNUAL CURIE CONTENT OF PRIMARY INFLUENTS.,

,

Primary Resin Primary Filter
i Isotope Total Ci/yr Total Ci/yr

| Br-83 - - 1

I Br-84 1.51E-01 1.51E-02
l Br-85 - -

I l-129 . -

| 1-130 - -

| 1-131 8.31EM)1 8.31E+00
l I-132 7.65E+00 7.65E-01
| I 133 3.30E+01 3.30E+00
I l-134 5.29E+00 5.29E 01
I I-135 2.36E+01 2.36E+00
l Rb-86 - -

| Rb-88 7.69E4)1 7.69E-02
l Rb-89 - -

| Cs-134 1.68E+02 1.68E+01
| Cs-136 1.79E+00 1.79E-01
| Cs-137 2.66EM)2 2.66EM)1
l Cs-138 - -

1 Ba-137m 2.47E+02 2.47E+01
| Cr-51 1.79E+01 1.79E+00
i Mn-54 5.85E4)1 5.85E+00
l Mn-56 - -

| Fe 55 5.66E 41 5.66E+00
l Fe-59 2.83E+00 2.83E 01
1 Co-58 8.39EM)1 8.39E+00
l Co40 1.27E+02 1.27E+01

| Zn45 1.70E+01 1.70E4X)
i Sr-89 1.52E+00 1.52E4)1

l Sr-90 6.33E4)1 6.33E-02
| Sr-91 1.14E4)1 1.14E4)2

| Sr-92 - -

| Ba-140 3.62E+01 3.62E+00
I Y-90 - -

| Y-91'm - -

I Y-91 3.70E-06 3.70E4)7

r
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11. Radioactive Waste Management

|

Table 11.4-2 (Sheet 2 of 2)

EXPECTED ANNUAL CURIE CONTENT OF PRIMARY INFLUENTS

Primary Resin Primary Filter
Isotope Total Ci/yr Total Ci/yr

i Y-92 - -

| Y-9' - -

I L.el40 - -

I Zr-95 1.39E-04 1.39E45
l Nb-95 - -

1 Mo-99 - -

| Tc-99m - -

| Ru-103 2.69E-03 2.69E-04
| Ru-106 3.21E-02 3.21E-03
| Rh-103m -

-

| Rh-106 - -

1 Te-132 - -

| Te-125m - -

| Te-127m -
-

| Te-127 - - |

| Te-129m 6.82E-05 6.82E46
i Te-129 - -

1 Te-131m - -

II Total: 1.24E+03 1.24E+02
J
l

1

Note:

| Values shown as " " Ci/yr are those calculated to be lower than 1.0E-10 Ci/yr, and.thus considered to h.we
insignificant contributions to total.

1

.
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_ 11. Radioactive Waste Management
*

1

Table 11.4-3 (Sheet I of 2)

MAXIMUM ANNUAL CURIE CONTENT OF PRIMARY INFLUENTS

Primary Resin Primary Filter
Isotope Total Ci/yr Total Ci/yr

i Br 83 3.00E4)0 3.00E-01
l Br-84 9.17E-02 9.17E4)3
I Br-85 1.02E-03 1.02E 04
I l129 1.23E-03 1.23E-04
| I-130 ' 2.75E+00 2.75E-01
l I 131 1.43E+03 1.43E+02 |
| 1-132 9.58E+0! 9.58E+00
| I 133 6.67E+02 6.67E+01
I I-134 1.99E+00 1.99E-01
I l-135 1.39E+02 1.39E+01 |

| Rb-86 7.14E+00 7.14E-01 I
I Rb-88 6.74E+00 6.74E-01
i Rb-89 3.53E4)! 3.53E4)2
| Cs-134 3.40E+03 3.40E+02 |
| Cs-136 6.31E4)2 6.31E+01 ;

I Cs-137 4.25E4)3 4.25E+02
| Cs-138 3.81E+00 3.81E-01

<

l Ba 137m 4.01EM)3 4.01E+02
I Cr 51 2.20EM)1 2.20E+00

'

I Mn-54 6.49E+01 6.49E+00
| Mn-56 4.07E+01 4.07E+00
l Fe 55 6.27E+01 6.27E+00
1 Fe-59 3.24E+00 3.24E4)1

)
| Co-58 9.34E+01 9.34E4X)
i Co-60 1.81E+02 1.81E+01 {
l Zn-65 - -

| Sr89 1.09EM)1 1.09E4X) !

| Sr-90 4.37E+00 4.37E411
| St-9I 5.52E-01 5.52E-02
i Sr-92 . 4.51E-02 4.SiE4)3
| Ba 140 3.08E4X) 3.08E411
I Y-90 4.30E4X) 4.30E4)!
l Y-91m 1.16E4)1 1.16E-02
I Y-91 1.96E-01 1.96E412

.
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11. Radioactive Waste Management

.

.

Table 11.4-3 (Sheet 2 of 2)

|

MAXIMUM ANNUAL CURIE CONTENT OF PRIMARY INFLUENTS |

Primary Resin Primary Filter
Isotope Total Ci/yr Total Ci/yr

i Y-92 1.50E-02 1.50E-03
I Y-93 6.19E-05 6.19E4)6

)i La-140 2.70E+00 2.70E-01 I
l Zr-95 - - j
l Nb-95 -

-
'

l Mo-99 -
-

| Tc-99m - -

| Ru-103 -
-

| Ru-106 - -

| Rh-103m - -

| Rh-106 -
-

| Te-132 - -

| Te-125m - -

| Te-127m - -

| Te 127 - -

I Te-129m - -

| Te-129 - -

| Te 131m - -

| Total: 1.51E+04 1.51E+03

Note:

| Values shown as " " Ci/yr are those calculated to be lower than 1.0E-10 Ci/yr and thus considered to have
insignificant contributions to total.

*

|

|

|

1

|
|
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11. Radioactive Waste Management

. Table 11.4-4 (Sheet I of 2)

,' EXPECTED ANNUAL CURIE CONTENT OF SHIPPED PRIMARY WASTES
!

'

'Primary Resin Primary Filter
s Isotope Total Ci/yr Total Ci/yr

| Br-83 - -

I Br-84 - - '

l Br-85 - -

| 1-129 - -

I l-130 - -

I l-131 3.56E4)2 3.56E4)3
I I-132 - -

I l-133 - -

1 I-134 - -

I l-135 - -

| Rb-86 - -

| Rb-88 - -

I Rb-89 - -

1 Cs-134 1.54E4)2 1.54E+01

| Cs-136 1.48E-02 1.48E4)3

| Cs-137 2.63E+02 2.63E+01
1 Cs- 138 - -

| Ba 137m 2.50E+02 2.50E+01
| Cr-51 1.89E+00 1.89E-01

| Mn-54 4.79E+01 4.79E+4X)

| Mn-56 - -

| Fe-55 5.31EM)1 5.31E+00
i Fe 59 6.98E-01 6.98E-02
l Co-58 3.48E+01 3.48E+00
I Co-60 1.23E+02 1.23E+01

I Zn-65 1.32E+01 1.32E+00
| Sr-89 4.59E-01 4.59E-02
i Sr-90 6.30E4)1 6.30E4)2
| Sr-91 - -

| Sr-92 - -

| Ba-140 2.75E4)I 2.75E4)2
I Y-90 - -

| Y-9 | m - -

I Y-91 2.67E-04 2.67E-05
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11. Radioactive Waste Management
,

_ _ _

Table 11.44 (Sheet 2 of 2)
l

EXPECTED ANNUAL CURIE CONTENT OF SHIPPED PRIMARY WASTES

Primary Resin Primary Filter
Isotope Total Ci/yr Total Ci/yr

l Y-92 - -

! Y-93 - -

| La-140 3.17E Ol 3.17E-02

I Zr-95 - -

I Nb-95 - -

| Mo-99 - -

| Tc-99m - -

| Ru-103 - -

| Ru-1(6 - -

| Rh-103m - -

I Rh 106 - -

1 Te-132 - -

| Te-125m - -

1 Te 127m - -

;

1 Te-127 - -

| Te-129m - -

| Te-129 - -

| Te-131m - -

| Total: 9.43E+02 9.43E+01

e
Note:

| Values shown as * * Ci/yr are those calculated to be lower than 1.0E 10 CVyr and thus conside:ed to have insignificant contnbutions to total.

. ,49'

,'I
-j
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11. Radioactive Waste Management

.

Table 11.4-5 (Sheet I of 2)

MAXIMUM ANNUAL CURIE CONTENT OF SHIPPED PRIMARY WASTES

Primary Resin Primary Filter
' isotope Total Ci/yr Total Ci/yr

i Br-83 -
-

| Br-84 -
-

| Br 85 - -

1 I-129 1.23E-03 1.23E4M
l 1-130 -

-

| 1-131 1.08E+02 l.08E+01
| l-132 -

-

| 1133 -
-

| 1134 - -

1 I-135 -
-

| Rh-86 2.35E+00 2.35E-01
I Rh-88 - -

I Rh-89 -
-

| Cs-134 3.30E+4)3 3.30E+02
| Cs-136 1.27E+4)2 1.27E4)1
| Cs-137 4.21E+03 4.21E+02
i Cs 138 - -

| Ba 137m 3.98E4)3 3.98E4)2
l Cr-51 1.04E+01 1.(ME4X)
l Mn-54 6.08E+01 6.08E+00
| Mn-56 - -

1 Fe-55 6.14E+01 6.14 E+4X)
i Fe-59 2.03E+00 2.03E4)1 |
| Co-58 6.96E+01 6.96E+4X)
I Co-60 1.79E+02 l.79E+411
l Zn45 - -

| Sr-89 7.29E+00 7.29E411
i Sr-90 4.37EMX) 4.37E4)I
1 Sr91 - -

1 Sr 92 - -

1
i Ba-140 6.06E4)I 6.06E4)2 |

*

| Y-90 4.34E+4X) 4.34E4)! |
| Y-91m - -

1 Y-91 1.40E411 1.40E4)2
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11. Radioactive Waste Management
i

Table 11.4-5 (Sheet 2 of 2)

. MAXIMUM ANNUAL CURIE CONTENT OF SHIPPED PRIMARY WASTES
l

Primary Resin Primary Filter*

Isotope Total Ci/yr Total Ci/yr
| Y-92 - -

| Y-93 - -

I La-140 6.l lE4)1 6.l lE4)2
! l Zr-95 - -

| Nb-95 - -

|
| Mo-99 - -

| Tc-99m - -

| Ru 103 - -

| Ru-106 - -

| Rh-103m - -

I Rh- 106 - -

| Te-132 - -

I Te-125m - -

| Te-127m - -

| Te-127 - -

| Te-129m - -

| Te-129 - -

| Te-131m - -

I Total: 1.21E+4M 1.21E+03 |

Note:
I Values shown as " " Ci/yr are those calculated to be lower than 1.0E-10 Ci/yr, and thus considered to have

insignificant contributions to total.

| |
r

!

l
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11. Radiaar*ive Waste Management
.

Table i1.4-6 (Sheet i of 2)

EXPECTED ANNUAL CURIE CONTENT OF SECONDARY WASTE AS GENERATED

Secondary Resin
,

Isotope Total Ci/yr
| NA-24 1.73E-02
l CR 51 3.81E-02
I MN-54 2.62E4)2
l FE-55 2.01E4)2
| FE-59 3.94E-03
i CO-58 6.75E4)2
| CO-60 9.10E4)3
I ZN-65 8.27E4)3
| BR-84 2.59E4)5
I RB-88 1. ole 4M
l SR-89 1.96E4)3
| SR-90 2.03E4M
l S R-91 2.01E-04
I Y-90 1.80E4M
| Y-91 2.19E4M
l Y-91 M 1.98E4M
l Y-93 9.10E4M
l ZR 95 5.66E4)3
i NB-95 4.52E4)3
| NB-95M 4.74E4)3
| M O-99 1.36E4)2
l TC-99M 1.35E 02
i RU- 103 1.00E-01

1 RU 106 1.48E4)0
l RH-103M 9.68E4)2
l RH 106 1.44E4X)
| AG-llo 2.12E4)2
l AG-110M 2.12E4)2
i TE- 129 2.52E-03
i TE-129M 2.41E-03
I TE- 131 1.28E4)3
I TE-131 M l.32E4)3
I TE- 132 4.21E44
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11. Radioactive Waste Management

. --

;

Table !!.4-6 (Sheet 2 of 2)

EXPECTED ANNUAL CURIE CONTENT OF SECONDARY WASTE AS GENERATED

Secondary Resin
Isotope Total Ci/yr

i 1-131 1.45E-01'

I I-132 8.39E-03
l 1133 4.88E-02<

I I-134 1.30E-03
I l-135 2.56E-02
l XE-131M
l XE-133 -

I XE-135 -

I CS-134 2.17E4)1
I CS-135 4.70E-10
l CS-136 1.30E4)2
I CS-137 2.88E4)I
l B A-136M l.39E412
i B A-137M 2.88E4)!
| B A-140 1.09E-01
| L A- 140 1.35E4)1
| CE-14 i 1.88E4)3
I CE-143 2.58E4)3
I CE-144 6.37E4)2
l PR-143 2.04E4)3
| PR-144 6.37E-02

l Total: 4.83
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11. Radioactive Waste Management {

.

Table l' ' 7 (Sheet I of 2)

MAXIMUM ANNUAL CURIE CONTENT OF SECONDARY WASTE AS GENERATED

Secondary Resin
*

Isotope Total Ci/yr
| NA-24 4.62E-04
l CR-51 5.17E-01
| MN 54 3.55E-01
| MN 56 2.75E-01
i FE-55 2.78E4)1
i FE-59 5.88E-02
i CO-58 9.25E-01
i CO-60 1.23E4)1
| BR-83 2.27E-02
l BR-84 1.03E4)3
i BR-85 1.30E-06
l KR-83M -

1 KR-85 -

I KR-85M -

I RB-88 3.57E4)2
i RB-89 1.24E-03
1 SR-89 3.59E-01
| SR-90 2.50E412
| SR-91 1.42E-02
| SR-92 4.805-04
| Y-90 2.22E-02
I Y-91 1.75E-02
I Y-91 M l.29E4)2
I Y-92 1.09E-03
I Y-93 4.77E4)3
I ZR-95 3.15E-02
i NB-95 3.36E4)2
l NB-95M 5.52E4)2
i M O-99 5.80E44X)
l TC-99M 6.30E+(X)
! RU-103 2.51E4)2
I RU 103M 3.87E-02
i RH 103M 2.54E4)2
I R H- 106 4.32E4)2
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11. Radioactive Waste Management

.
"

Table 11.4-7 (Sheet 2 of 2)

MAXIMUM ANNUAL CURIE CONTENT OF SECONDARY WASTE AS GENERATED

Secondary Resia
Isotope Total Ci/yr

| AG-il0 1.34E-02
i AG-!!OM 1.01E4)1
l TE-129 5.34E-01
l TE-129M 4.24E4)I
I TE-131 1. ole 4X)
i TE-131M 8.65E-02
l TE-132 2.65E4X)
l TE-134 1.03E4)3
I l 130 4.91E4)2

;
I l-131 5.74EM)1 1

l 1 132 4.26E+(X)
l 1 133 1.23EM)1 {
l 1-134 3.32E4)2

|| l 135 1.88E4X) |
| XE-131 M - i
l XE-133 -

I XE-135 -

| CS 134 2.27EM)2
|

| CS-135 6.16E4)8 {
l CS-136 2.75E+02
l CS-137 2.10E+02
| CS-138 2.62E4)2
l B A-136M 6.35E+02
i B A-137M 2.17E4)2
I B A-140 l.13E-O L
I LA 140 8.28E4)!
I CE 141 2.72E4)2
| CE-143 1.89E4)3
l CE-144 2.67E412
i PR-143

, l.83E-02
i PR- 144 2.67E412

l Total: 1660
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11. Radioactive Waste Management

Table 11.4-8 (Sheet I of 2)

EXPEC.TED ANNUAL CURIE CONTENT OF SHIPPED SECONDARY WASTES

Secondary Resin
Isotope Total Ci/yr

i NA 24 -

| CR 51 4.04E4)3
i MN-54 2.13E-02
i FE-55 1.88E-02
l FE-59 1.01E-03
i CO-58 2.82E-02
l CO-60 8.81E-03
| ZN-65 6.41E-03
| B R-84 -

| RB 88 -

I SR-89 6.00E4M
l SR-90 2.02E4M
l SR-91 -

| Y-90 2.02E4M
l Y-91 5.80E4)9
i Y-91 M -

I Y-93 -

I ZR-95 2.18E-03
| NB-95 3.54E-03
I NB-95M 2.32E-03
i M O-99 2.43E-12
l TC-99M 2.56E-12
l RU-103 2.07E4)2
l RU 106 1.25E4X)
| RH-103M 2.00E4)2
l RH 106 1.21E4)0
| AG ilo 1.66E4)2
| AG-110M 1.66E4)2
l TE 129 3.79E4M
I TE 129M 3.87E414
1 TE-131 2.77E-25
l TE-131M 2.83E 25
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II. Radioactive Waste Management
____

Table 11.4-8 (Sheet 2 of 2)

EXPECTED ANNUAL CURIE CONTENT OF SHIPPED SECONDARY WASTES
.

Secondary Resin
Isotope Total Ci/yr

1 TE-132 1.81E-i l
I l 131 6.24E4)5
i 1-132 1.84E-I l
I l-133 4.62E-34
1 1-134 .

I l135 -

I XE-131M -

| XE-133 -

! XE-135 -

| CS-134 2.(X)E-01
| CS-135 .4.86E-10
l CS-136 1.38E4M
| CS-137 2,86E4)1

| B A-136M 1.47E4M
i BA 137M 2.86E-01
| B A-140 8.33E4M
l L A-140 9.58E4M
l CE-141 2.76E4M
l CE 143 5.15E-23
I CE-144 5.12E-02
l PR-143 2.38E415

l PR 144 5.12E412

l Total: 3.50

.

9
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.

Table 11.4-9 (Sheet I of 2)

MAXIMUM ANNUAL CURIE CONTENT OF SHIPPED SECONDARY WASTES

Secondary Resin
Isotope Total Ci/yr

i NA-24
1

--

| CR-51 5.47E4)2
l MN-54 2.89E-01

j
| MN-56 - 1

4

| FE-55 2.60E4)!
l FE 59 1.50E4)2

'

l CO 58 3.87E-01
| CO-60 1.19E4)1
| BR-83 -

| BR-84 -

1 BR-85 -

| KR-83M - '
|

I KR 85 -

1 KR-85M -

I RB-88 -

I RB-89 -

| SR.89 1.10E-01 |'

l SR-90 2.48E4)2
l SR-91 -

I SR-92 -

i Y-90 2.46E4)2
I Y 91 4.52E-07
I Y-91 M -

I Y-92 -

1
I Y-93 -

| ZR-95 1.21E-02a

I NB-95 2.llE4)2
I NB-95M 2.70E4)2
| M O-99 1.NE4N
l TC-99M 1.14E4)9
1 RU-103M 3.27E4)2
i RU-103 5.20E4)3

4

'
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11. Radioacthe Waste Management
.

Table 11.4-9 (Sheet 2 of 2)

MAXIMUM ANNUAL CURIE CONTENT OF SHIPPED SECONDARY WASTES

Secondary Resin
isotope Total Ci/yr

| RH-103M 5.25E-03
I RH-106 3.65E-02
| AG il0 1.05E-02
| AG-! !OM 7.88E4)2
l TE-129 8.60E-02
l TE-129M 6.83E-02
l TE-131 2.I8E-22
l TE-131M 1.85E-23
I TE-132 1.14E-08
i TE-134 -

I l-130 -

| 1-131 2.48E412
I l 132 1.49E4)8
I l-133 1.16E-31
1 1 134 -

I l-135 -

| XE-131M -

I XE 133 -

I XE-135 -

I CS-134 2.09EM)2
| CS-135 6.36E418
I CS-| 36 2.89E+00
l CS-137 2.09E+02
l CS-138 -

| BA 136M 6.69E+00
l B A-137M 2.15E+02 l
| B A-140 8.70E4)4 I
| L A-140 7.17E413
I CE141 3.98E4)3
I CE 143 3.77E-23
I CE-144 2.14E4)2

|
| PR- 143 1.88E4)4
l PR 144 2.14E-02

l Total: 644

Revision: 6
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Table ll,4-10 (Sheet 1 of 2) I
*

COMPONENT DATA - SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 1

(NOMINAL) '

Tanks

Spent resin tank
Number . . . . . . . . . .2......... ........ ...... .... ..... . . ..... .. ....

Total volume (ft') . . . . . 300........ ....... ... ..... ..... ... ........ .......
Type . . . Vertical. conical bottom. dished top........ ................... .. . .. ..

Design pressure (psig) ..................15................... ..... ... .. .

Design temperature foF) . . . . . . . . . . . .... 150-... ..... ....... . . .. .. . ......

Material . ......i............... .......... . Stainless steel.fSS)... ...... ......

Pumps -.
, . ..

Resin mixing pump
'

Number . . 1. .. ...... ...... ............. .. . ... ......... .. ........

Type . . . . . . . . Pneumatic diaphragm.. . . .. . ............. . ..... ... ...

Design pressure (psig) . . . . . 125.. .. . ... . . ........ . .. . ...... ..

Design temperature (oF) . . . ... 150.. . .... ........... ... .. ... ........

Design flow rate (gpm) . 120. .. .. . ...... . . .. ... ... ...... . .... ....

Design head (ft) 160....... . .. .. ............ .. . ......... .......

Air supply pressure (psig) . . 100.. . ... ..... .. . ... ..... . .. . ....

Air consumption (scfm) ..... 130.. . .... .... .. . . . ........ ..

Material . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stainless, steel housing. Buna N diaphragms. ....... .... .....

Resin transfer pump I+
Number . . . ........... 1.. . . .. ... .... ... .. ...... . . ... ..,

Type .
.

. . . Progressing cavity.. .... .. .. .. . .. . ... .. . ........ ..

Design pressure (psig) ... 150.. . .. .... . .... . .. .. . . ..........

Design temperature foF) . . . .. 150.. . . .............. .. .... ........ . .....

Design flow rate (gpm) ........ 100. ..... ... . ..... . ........ ..........

Material . Stainless steel housing, internals and rotor. Buna N stator liner... ........ . .

Filters

Resin fines filter
Number . . . . . ...... 1. .. .. .... . ... .... .. .. . ...... ........ ..

Type ............ Filter cartridge for inside to outside flow. .. .. ....... .........

Design pressure (psig) . ... 150.. ............... ....... .......... . . .. ...

Design temperature (oF) . . . . 150. .. .. .. . ............. ............. . ..

Design flowrate (gpm) . . . . . . . . . . . ...... 120....... . ...... ...... .........

Filtration rating . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 microns...... .. ..... ...............

Material . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stainless steel housing and pleated polypropylene cartridge with f'-..

stainless steel screen outer jacket

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ a _ _ .-
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Table i1.410

.

COMPONENT DATA - SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
(NOMINAL)

Tanks

Spent resin tank
Number 2.. .. . . . . .. . . . . . .

l Total volume (ft') 3(M).. . . . . . . . .. . ... . . .

Pumps

Resin mixing pump
Number 1. . . ..

I Design flow rate (gpm) 120. . . .. . . .

I

Resin transfer pump
Number . 1.. . . .

I Design flow rate (gpm) 100. . . .. . .

I

Filters

Resin fines filter
Number I.. . .. . . . . . . . . . .

i Design flowrate (gpm) 120. ... ....... . . . . . ..

~ ~ ~
_ _ _ _ ,

-

I

/ f
/ r
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Table 11.412 (Sheet 2 of 2)

COMPONENT DATA - SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
(NOMINAL)

Sampler

Resin sampling device

N u m be r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... . ............ .... .1
Type . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Inline sampler, positive displxement... .................

sample collection and portable pig for sample jar
Material . . . . . . Stainless steel and EPDM wetted p uts... ............... ........ .....

Cask

Filter transfer cask and can
Num ber . . . . . . . . . . . . .. |.......... ................. . .......................
Type . . . Annular shield body with removable top and bottom shield covers.. ............ .

Filter handling . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . Power wine) lead nominal
and gmpple. .. .. .... .... ...... .....

Shielding . . . . . . . 4-............. ........ ........ ...... .........

Material . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stainless steel and lead. ... ..... .. ..... .. ..... ....

\-

L*
it\

i

'l

i

i

<

l

.

|
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11. Radioactive Waste Mhnagement

.

11.5 Radiation Monitoring ,

The radiation monitoring system (RMS) provides plant effluent monitoring, process fluid
I monitoring, airbome monitoring, and continuous indication of the radiation envirotunent in

plant areas where such infonnation is needed. Radiation monitors that have a safety-related
I function are qualified environmentally, seismically, or both. Class IE radiation monitors

conform to the separation criteria described in subsection 8.3.2 and to the fire protection
criteria described in subsection 9.5.1.

The radiation monitoring system is installed permanently and operates in conjunction with
regular and special radiation survey programs to assist in meeting applicable regulatory
requirements. The radiation monitoring system is designed in accordance with ANSI N13.l.

The radiation monitoring system is divided functionally into two subsystems:

I Process, airbome, and effluent radiological monitoring and sampling*

Area radiation monitoring*

11.5.1 Design Basis

11.5.1.1 Safety Design Basis
I

While the radiation monitoring system is primarily a surveillance system, certain detector
channels perform safety-related functions. The components used in these channels meet the
qualification requirements for safety-related equipment as described in subsection 7.1.4.

Channel and equipment redundancy is provided for safety-related monitors to maintain the
safety-related function in case of a single failure.

The design objectives of the radiation monitoring system during postulated accidents are:

I Initiate containment air filtration isolation in the event of abnormally high radiation*

inside the containment (High-1)

| . initiate normal residual heat removal system suction line containment isolation in the*

event of abnormally high radiation inside the containment (High-2)

Initiate main control mom supplemental tiltration in the event of abnormally high*

I gaseous radioactivity in the main control room supply air

Initiate main control room ventilation isolation and actuate the main control mom*

I emergency habitability system in the event of abnormally high particulate or iodine
I radioactivity in the main contml room supply air

Revision: 6
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11. Radioactive Waste Management

1

I
| Pmvide long-term post-accident monitoring (using both safety-related and nonsafety- )

.

I related monitors)

| The sqope of the radiation monitoring system for post-accident monitoring is set forth in
|I General Design Criterion 64 and in the provisions of Regulatory Guide 1.97. '

11.5.1.2 Power Generation Design Basis

The radiation monitoring system is designed to suppon the requirements of 10 CFR 20 and
to provide:

Equipment to meet the applicable regulatory requirements for both normal operation and
-

transient events

'

Data la aid plant health physics personnel in limiting release of radioactivity to the.

environment and limiting exposure of operation and maintenance personnel to meet
| ALARA (as-low-as-reasonably-achievable) guidance

Early indication of a system or equi vnent malfunction that could result in excessive.
!

radiation dose to plant personnel or lead to plant damage

Data collection and data storage to suppon compliance reponing for the applicable NRC.

requirements and guidelines, such as General Design Criterion 64 and Regulatory
"

5 rofqr g
11.5.2 System Description N
11.5.2.1 Radiation Monitoring System

The radiation monitoring system uses distributed radiation monitors, where each radiation
i monitor consists of one or more radiation detectors and a dedicated radiation processor.

I Each radiation processor receives, averages and stores radiation data and transmits alarms and
I data to the plant contml system (protection and safety monitoring system for safety-related
I monitors) for control (as required), display and recording. These alarms include: low (fail),
I alen, and high. Selected channels have a mte-of-rise alarm. Storage of radiation readings is
I provided.

I Each radiation detector, except the in-duct radiation detectors and the containment high range
ion charnbers, has a check source that is actuated from the associated local radiation processor.

I The check source is used to verify detector and monitor operation. The check source is
shicided to meet ALARA requirements. and retums to its fully retracted / shielded position

I upon loss of actuator power. Check sources on detectors can be actuated from the main
I control room. The in-duct radiation detector operation may be checked using an intemal LED
I to simulate light pulses emitted in response to radiation. The containment high range monitors

Revision: 6
March 29,1996
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Exhausts to thin environment from the personnel areas in the*

Annex. building, electrical'and mechanical equipment rooms in
'the Annex and auxiliary buildings, and the diesel generator
room's will not be radioactive because they contain no
radioactive materials and, therefore, need not be monitored,

i
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II. Radioactive Waste Management
.

|

|

I have an internal source that provides a minimum reading; loss of signal from the detector,

l I indicates detector inoperability.
'

|

Radiation monitoring data, including alarm status, are provided to AP600 operators via the
I plant control system (and the protection and safety monitoring system for Class IE monitors).

The information is available in either ccunts per minute (count rate), microCuries/cc (activity
| | concentration), or R/hr (radiation dose rate).
!

| | Safety-related channels are environmentally qualified and are powered from the Class IE de
j i and uninterruptible power supply system. Nonsafety-related channels are powered from the

I non-Class IE de and uninterruptible power supply system.
I

11.5.2.2 Monitor Functional Description

| The process and effluent radiological monitoring and sampling subsystem provides radiation
'

I monitoring for the four functional classifications listed below. Individual monitors may
| | pmvide functionality in more than one of these classifications.

Fluid process monitors determine concentrations of radioactive material in plant fluid.

systems

| I Airbome monitors provide operators with information on concentrations of radioactivity.

I at various points in the ventilation system, pmviding information on airtume
I concentrations in the plant

Liquid and gaseous effluent monitors measure radioactive materials discharged to the| .

environs

Post-accident monitors monitor potential pathways for release of radioactive materials.

during accident conditions

The area radiation monitoring subsystem provides plant personnel information on radiation
I at fixed locations in AP600. Post-accident monitoring functions are also performed by cenain
I area monitors.

)

| 11.5.2.3 Monitor Descriptions

| For offline gaseous monitors, the radiation monitor includes a low pressure drop flow sensor
I suitable for measuring the sample flow. The radiation processor receives an analog cignal
I input from this flow sensor. This signal is used by the radiation processor to control sample
I flow. The analog signal is transmitted to the plant contml system (protection and safety
I monitoring system for safety-related monitors). For offline liquid monitors, a flow indicator
I is provided for manual adjustment of the flow.

lRevision: 6
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.

11.5.2.3.1 Fluid Process Monitors

I Steam Generator Blowdown Radiation Monitors

| The steam generator blowdown radiation monitors (BDS-JE-RE010. RE011) measure the
I concentration of radioactive material in the blowdown from the steam generators. One
i measures radiation in the purification process effluent before it is retumed to the condensate
I system. The other measures radioactivity in the blowdown system electrodeionization waste
I brine before it is discharged to the waste water system. The presence of radioactive material

in the steam generator blowdown indicates a leak between the primary side and the secondary
s.ide of the steam generator. Refer to subsection 5.2.5 for details of leakage monitoring and

I to subsections 10.4.8 and i1.2 for process system details. The steam generator blowdown
I radiation monitors meet the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.97 as discussed in Appendix I A
| and Section 7.5.

AP600 has two steam generators, each of which has a blowdown line. Each blowdown line
has a heat exchanger upstream of the blowdown flow control valve. The staam generator

I blowdown radiation detectors are located in the lines downstream of these helt exchangers.
| Therefore, the radiation monitors do not require a sample cooler.

| When its predetermined setpoint is exceeded, each steam generarm blowdown radiation
|

| monitor initiates an alann in the main control room, initiates closure of the steam generator
blowdown containment isolation valves and the steam generator blowdown flow control

I valves, and diverts flow to the liquid radwaste system.

| The steam generator blowdown radiation monitors use inline gamma-sensitive, thallium.
I activated. sodium iodide scintillation detectors. The steam generator blowdown radiation

monitor detector range and principal isotopes are listed in Table 11.5-1.

I

The arrangement for the steam generator blowdown radiation monitor is showT1 in
,

Figure 11.5-1. |

Component Cooling Water System Radiation Monitor |
|

| The gomponent cooling water system radiation monitor (CCS-JE-RE001) measures the )
concentration of radioactive material in the component cooling water system. Radioactive |
material in the component cooling water system provides indication of leakage. Refer to |

subsection 5.2.5 for details of leakage monitoring and to subsection 9.2.2 for process system
details.

I If the concentration of radioactive materials exceeds a predetermined setpoint, the component |

cooling water system radiation monitor initiates an alann in the main control mom.

I The component cooling water system radiation monitor is an offline monitor that uses a
I gamma sensitive, thallium activated, sodium iodide scintillation detector. The range and
I principal isotopes are listed in Table i1.5-1.

Revision: 6
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11. Radioactive Waste Management

|

|

The arrangement for the component cooling water system radiation monitor is shown in |
l Figure 11.5-7, |
|

Main Steam Line Radiation Monitors

I The main steam line radiation monitors (SGS-JE-RE026 and SGS-JE-RE027) measure the
concentration of radioactive materials in the two main steam lines. Additionally, the main I
steam line radioisotope concentration data are used to calculate releases to the environment

|
| if the steam generator safety relief or power operated relief valves release steam to the ;

atmosphere. Each main steam line radiation monitor meets the guidelines of Regulatory j
l Guide 1.97 as discussed in Appendix 1 A and Section 7.5. If the concentration of radioactive l
I materials exceeds a predetermined setpoint, the main steam line radiation monitors initiate

|
l alanns in the main control room. i

| The main steam line radiation monitors are positioned adjacent to the steam lines. Each
I monitor detector shield is arranged so that the detector sensitive volume is exposed to the

radiation criginating inside the steam line on which it is located, and is shielded from
I radiation originating in the other steam line. Radioactive material in the main steam line

provides early indication of leakage in the form of a steam generator tube leak. Refer to
I subsection 5.2.5 for details of leakage monitoring and to Section 10.3 for process system

,

details. '

I The main steam line radiation monitor detectors use gamma-sensitive detectors.

Each main steam line radiation monitor range and principal isotopes are listed in Tab!: I l.5-1.

| The arrangement for a main steam line radiation monitor is shown in Figum i1.5-8.

Service Water Blowdown Radiation Monitor |

| The service water blowdown radiation monitor (SWS-JE-RE008) measures the concentration
I of radioactive materials in the blowdown flow from the service water system. Upstream of !

the radiation monitor, local grab sampling is available. |

'The service water blowdown radiation monitor initiates an alarm in the main control room if
the concentration of radioactive materials exceeds a predetermined setpoint. Following the
alann, the operator can manually isolate the blowdown flow. Refer to subsection 9.2.1 for
system details.

1
l The service water blowdown monitor is an offline monitor using a gamma-sensitive, thalbum-
! activated, sodium iodide scintillation detector that views the liquid sample volume. The range I

and principai isotopes are listed in Table i1.5-1.

| The arrangement for the service water blowdown radiation monitor is shown in Figure i 1.5-7.

|

|
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11. Radioactive Waste Management

Primary Sampling System Liquid Sample Radiation Monitor

The primary sampling system (PSS) liquid sample radiation monitor (PSS-JE-RE050)
measures and indicates the concentration of radioactive materials in the samples fmm the
reactor coolant system. The liquid sample radiation monitor's primary function is to indicate

I
elevated sample radiation levels following a design basis or severe accident. High radiation
levels show the need for sample dilution to limit operator exposure during sampling and
sample transport for analysis. The monitor may also be used to provide early indication of
a significant increase in the radioactivity of the reactor coolant indicating a possible fuel
cladding breach. When a predetermined setpoint is exceeded, the primary sampling system

i liquid sample radiation monitor isolates the sample flow by closing the outside contairunent
I

isolation valve and initiates an alann in the main control room and locally to alert the
l

q operator Refer to subsection 9.3.3 for system details.

| The primary sampling system liquid sample radiation monitor utilizes a gamma-sensitive
I

radiation detector that is adjacent to the sampling line immediately downstream of the sample
cooler. The range and principal isotopes are listed in Table I!.5-1.

The arrangement for the primary sampling system liquid sample radiation monitor is shown
I in Figure 11.5-8.

I Primary Sampling System Gaseous Sample Radiation Monitor
I

l
The primary sampling system gaseous sample radiation monitor (PSS-JE-RE052) measures

I
the concentration of radioactive materials in the gaseous samples taken frum containment

I
atmosphere. The gaseous sample radiation monitoris used to provide indication of significant

I
radioactivity in the gaseous sample being take'n and the need for dilution of the sampla to

i
limit operator exposure during sampling and transport for analysis. When a predetermined

I
serpoint is exceeded, the primary sampling system gaseous sample radiation monitor initiates

I
an alann locally and in the main control room ta alert the operator. Refer to subsection 9.3.3

| for system details.
I

l
The primary sampling system gaseous sample radiation monitor utilizes a gamma-sensitive

I
radiation detector that is adjxent to the sampling line immediately upstream of the sample

i bottle, The range and principal isotopes are listed in Table i1.5-1.
I ,

l
The arrangement for the primary sampling system gaseous sample radiation monitor is shown

I in Figure 11.5-8.

I Main' Control Room Supply Air Duct Radiation Monitors '

l

I The main control room supply air duct radiation monitors (particulate detectors
|

VBS JE-RE001 A and VBS-JE-RE001B. iodine detectors VBS.JE-RE002A and VBS-JE-I
RE002B, and noble gas detectors VBS-JE-RE003A and VBS-JE-RE003B) are offline monitors

I
that continuously measure the concentration of radioactive materials in the air that is supplied

I
to the main control room by the nuclear island nonradioactive ventilation system air handling

.
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.

I units. The rechnical support center ventilation is also part of this air supply system. The air
l supply is partially outside air. Refer to subsection 9.4.1 for system details. The main control
I roorn supply air duct radiation mordtors receive safety-related power. When predetermined
I setpoints are exceeded. the monitors provide signals to initiate the supplemental air filtration
I system on high gaseous concentration. and to isolate the main control room air intake and
I exhaust ducts and activate the main control room emergency habitability system on high
I particulate or iodine concentrations. Alarms are also provided in the main control room for
I these high concentrations.
I

l 'The main control room supply air duct radiation monitor components are qualified
I environmentally and seismically in accordance with the guidelines of Regulatory Guides 1.89
I and 1.100. mspectively. Exh monitor meets the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.97 as
i discussed in Appendix I A and Section 7.5.
1

I The particulate detectors are beta-sensitive scintillation detectors that view a fixed filter. The
I iodine detectors are gamma-sensitive. thallium-activated. sodium iodide scintillation detectors
I that view a fixed charcoal filter. The gas detectors are beta-sensitive scintillation detectors.
I The range and principal radioisotopes are listed in Table i1.51.
|

| The arrangement for a main control room supply air duct radiation monitor is shown in
| Figure i1.5-6.
I

l Containment Air Filtration Exhaust Radiation Monitor
I

l
The containment air filtration exhaust radiation monitor (VFS-JE-RE001) measures the

| concentration of radioactive materials in the contairunent purge exhaust air.
I

l The monitor provides an alarm in the main control room when the concentration of
| radioactive gases in the exhaust exceeds a predetermined setpoint. Refer to subsection 9.4.7
I for system details.
|

|
The containment air filtration exhaust radiation monitor is an inline monitor that uses a beta-

I
sensitive scintillation detector. It is located downstream of the containment air filtration units

I
with its sensitive volume inside the duct. The detector range and principal radioisotopes are

I listed.in Table 11.5-1.
I

I
The arrangement of the containment air filtration exhaust radiation monitor is shown in Figure

I i1.5-5.
I

I Gaseous Radwaste Discharge Radiation Monitor
I

I The gaseous radwaste discharge radiation monitor (WGS-JE-RE017) measures the
I

concentration of radioactive materials in the releases from the gaseous radwaste system to the
l

plant vent. The measurement is made before the discharge reaches the plant vent or is diluted
I by any other flows.

Revision: 6
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11. Radioactive Waste Management
.

I The gaseous radwaste discharge radiation monitor provides an alarm in the main control room
I

and terminates the release of radioactive gas to the plant vent by closing the discharge
l

isolation valve when a predetermined setpoint is exceeded. Refer to Section 11.3 for system
I details.
I

l The inonitor is an inline monitor using a beta-sensitive scintillation detector with its sensidve
I volume inside the piping. The range and pnncipal isotcpes are listed in Table 11.5-1.
1

I The arrangement for the gaseous radwaste discharge radiation monitor is shown in
I Figure 11.5-1.
1

I Containment Atmosphere Radiation Monitor
I

l The containment atmosphere radiation monitor measures the radioactive gaseous (PSS-JE-
I

RE026) and N"/F" (PSS-JE-RE027) concentrations in the containment atmosphere. The
I

containment atmosphere radiation monitor is a part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary
I leak detection system described in subsection 5.2.5. The presence of gaseous or N"
I

radioactivity in the containment atmosphere is an indication of reactor coolant pressure
|

boundary leakage. Refer to subsection 5.2.5 for further details. Confonnance with Regulatory
l Guide 1.45 is discussed in Appendix 1 A.
I

l
The containment atmosphere radiation monitor accepts analog signal inputs for sample flow

I and temperature. These signals are used to calculate concentrations at standard conditions.
|

I The radiogas detector is a beta-sensitive scintillation detector. The N"/F" detector is a
l ganuna-sensitive, thallium-activated, sodium iodide scintillation detector with a window at the
I N"/F" 0.511 MeV decay energy. The ranges and principal isotopes are listed in Table i 1.5-1.
|

I
The anangement for the containment atmosphere radiation monitor is shown in Figure i 1.5-3.

I 11.5.2 3.2 Airborne Monitors

| Fuel Handling Area Exhaust Radiation Monitor

l The fuel handling area exhaust radiation monitor (VAS-JE-RE001) measures the concentration
I of radioactive materials in the exhaust air from the fuel handling area. This radiation monitor
i is located upstream of the exhaust air isolation damper.

I When a predetermined serpoint is exceeded, the fuel handling area exhaust radiation monitor
provides signals to alarm in the main control room, to initiate closure of the fuel handling area
s'upply and exhaust air isolation dampers, to open the fuel handling area exhaust air isolation

l damper to the containment air filtration exhaust units, and to start a contairunent air filtration

exhaust unit. These actions provide a filtered air path from the fuel handling area to the plant
vent. Refer to subsection 9.4.3 for system details.
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11. Radioactive Waste Management

I The fuel handling area exhaust radiation monitor is an inline monitor diat uses a beta-sensitive
I scintillation detector. It is located with the sensitive volume inside the exhaust duct. The

range and principal isotopes are listed in Table i1.51.

| The arrangement for the fuel handling area exhaust radiation monitor is shown in
Figure 11.5-5.

I Auxiliary Building Exhaust Radiation Monitor
o3. cef <.o.dre g g 93% g,,.

r osH o
I! The auxiliary building exhaust radiation monitor (VAS-JE-RE002) measures the concentration

Pof radioactive materials in the exhaust air from the auxiliary building. The auxiliary building
I radiation monitor detector is upstream of the exhaust air isolation damper.

When a predetennined setpoint is exceeded, indicating abnonnal airbome radiation, the
I auxiliary building exhaust radiation monitor provides signals to alann in the main control

room, to initiate closure of the auxiliary building supply and exhaust air isolation dampers.
I to open the auxiliary building exhaust air isolation damper to the containment air tiltration

exhaust units, and to start a containment air tiltration exhaust unit. These actions provide a
filtered air path from the auxiliary building to the plant vent. Refer to subsection 9.4.3 for
system details.

| The auxiliary building exhaust radiatien monitor is an inline monitor that uses a beta-sensitive
I scintillation detector. It is located with the sensitive volume inside the exhaust duct. The

range and principal isotopes are listed in Table i1.5-1.

| The arrangement for the auxiliary building exhaust radiation monitor is shown in
Figure 11.5-5.

|
Annex Building Exhaust Radiation Modnit rly cedt, de 2 ar e.a Ve n.s,,d e*u s ys d4 i2 e

r cAo gt
I The annex building exhaust iation monitor (VAS-JE-RE003) measures the concentration

of radioactive materials in the exhaust air from the annex building. The annex building
i exhaust radiation monitor is located upstream of the annex building exhaust air isolation

damper.

When a predetermined setpoint is exceeded, indicating abnormal airbome radiation, the annex
! building exhaust radiation monitor provides signals to alarm in the main control room, to

initiate closure of the annex building supply and exhaust air isolation dampers, to open the
I annex building exhaust air isolation damper to the containment air filtration units, and to start
I a cont'ainment air filtration exhaust unit. 'These actions provide a filtered air path from the
I annex building to the plant vent. Refer to subsection 9.4.3 for syst'm details.

| The annex building monitor is an inline monitor that uses a beta-sensitive scintillation
I detector, it is located with the sensitive volume inside the exhaust duct. The range atxl

principal isotopes are listed in Table i1.5-1.
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.

| The arrangement for the annex building exhaust radiation monitor is shown in Figure 11.5-5.
I

Health Physics and Hot Machine Shop Exhaust Radiation Monitor

The health physics and hot machine shop exhaust radiation monitor (detector VHS4E-RE001)
I measures the concentration of radioactive materials in the exhaust air from the health physics
I area and the hot machine shop. The monitor provides an alann in the main contml room

when the concentration of radioactive gases in the exhaust exceeds a predetennined setpoint.
Refer to subsection 9.4.11 for system details.

I The monitor is an offline monitor, located downstream of the exhaust fans, that uses a beta-
| sensitive scintillation detector viewing a fixed particulate filter. The range and principal

isotopes are listed in Table 11.5-1.

The arrangement for the health physics and hot machine shop exhaust radiation monitor is
I shown in Figure 11.5-9. |

|

Radwaste Building Exhaust Radiation Monitor

i The radwaste building exhaust radiation monitor (VRSJE-RE023) measures the concentration
|

| of radioactive materials in the exhaust air fmm the radwaste building. The monitor provides
an alann in the main contrul room when radioactive material concentrations in the exhaust
duct exceed a predetermined setpoint. Refer to subsection 9.4.8 for system details.

| The monitor is an offline monitor, located downstream of the exhaust fans, that uses a beta-
I sensitive scintillation detector viewing a fixed particylate filter. The range and principal

isotopes are listed in Table i1.5-1.

The arrangement for the radwaste building exhaust radiation monitor is shown in
| Figure i 1.5-9.

11.5.2.3.3 Liquid and Gaseous Emuent Monitors

Plant Vent Radiation Monitor

| The plant vent radiation monitor measures the concentration of radioactive airbome con-
I tamination being released through the plant vent, which is the only design pathway for the
I release of radioactive materials to the atmosphere. The plant vent radiation monitor sample
I is provided using an isokinetic sampling nozzle assembly that has flow sensors. Heat tracing
| is provided for the sample line. The monitor also provides particulate, iodine, and gaseous

grab sampling capability.

| The plant vent is sampled continuously for the full range of concentrations between normal
l conditions and those postulated in Regulatory Guide 1.97. The plant vent radiation monitor
I is a post-accident monitor and meets the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.97 and NUREG-
| 0737 as discussed in Appendix I A and Section 7.5. Alarms are provided in the main control
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I room if radioactivity concentrations exceed predetermined setpoints. The plant vent radiation
monitor also provides data for plant effluent release repons identified in Regulatory

| Guide 1.21. For further process details, refer to subsection 11.3.3.

| The normal range paniculate detector, VFS-JE-RE101, uses a beta-sensitive scintillation
I; detector that views a fixed filter. The accident range paniculate filter is fixed and identical
I to the normal range filter. The accident range particulate filter is analyzed in glaboratory. ('n o W , P.,
| The normal range iodine detector, VFS-JE-RE102, is a gamma-sensitive, thallimn-activated,
I sodium iodide, scintillation detector that views a fixed charcoal filter, The accident range

iodine filter is a fixed silver zeolite filter. The accident range iodine filter is analyzed in a n
laboratory. 3g

| The three radiogas channels measure the entire specified range, with overlap in the detector
I ranges. The normal range radiogas detector, VFS-JE-RE103, is a beta-sensitive scintillation
I detector. The accident range radiogas detectors, VFS-JE-RE104A (high range) and VFS-JE-
| RE104B (mid-range), are beta / gamma-sensitive detectors with small sensitive volumes

compared to the nonnal range radiogas detector.

| The plant vent radiation monitor detector ranges and principal radioisotopes am listed in
I Table i 1.5-1. The arrangement for the plant vent radiation monitor is shown in Figum i1.5-4.

| The plant vent radiation monitor accepts analog signal inputs from process and sample sensors
I for plant vent effluent flow and temperature. These signals are used to control the sample
I flow to maintain isokinetic extraction at the sample nozzles, and to calculate concentrations,
I releases and flow rates at standard conditions. These analog signals are also used to calculate
I total process llow, total sample flow, and total discharge for an operator-selected period.

I The normal range particulate, iodine, and radiogas detectors are deactivated automatically
I when the gas channel concentration exceeds the normal range. The sample flow bypasses the ;

normal range detectors and a small portion is extracted for the accident range particulate and
I iodine sample filters and radiogas detectors. This prevents nonnal range detector damage and
I allows these detectors to be used to measure the concentrations after they decrease again to 1

I within the normal range detector ranges.
|

Turbine Island Vent Discharge Radiation Monitor l

| The turbine island vent discharge radiation monitor (TDS-JE-RE001) measures the
concentration of radioactive gases in the steam and non-condensable gases that are discharged
by the condenser vacuum pumps and the gland seal steam condenser. Tliis measurement i

'pmvides early indication of leakage between the primary and secondary sides of the steam
I generato s. The monitor provides an alann in the main control room if concentrations exceed
I a predetermined setpoint. Refer to subsection 5.2.5 for leakage monitoring details and to
I subsections 10.4.2 and 10.4.3 for process system details. The turbine island vent discharge

i l radiation monitor m* Ns the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.97 as discussed in Appendix 1 A
i

| | and Section 7.5. |
i

|
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|

| The ttabine island vent discharge radiation monitor provides data for reports of gaseaus
I releases of radioactive materials in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.21. The monitor is
I an inline monitor that uses two beta / gamma-sensitive Geiger-Mueller tubes with overlap in
I the detector rang:s. The range and principal isotopes are listed in Table i1,5-1.

| The arrangement for the turbine island vent discharge radiation monitor is shown in
Figure 11.5-1.

Liquid Radwaste Discharge Radiation Monitor

| The liquid radwaste discharge radiation monitor (WLS-JE-RE229) measures the concentration
of radioactive materials in liquids released to the environment. The liquid releases are made
in batches that are mixed thoroughly and sampled. The samples are analyzed on site before
discharge to determine that the discharge is within allowable concentration limits and within
allowable totals. I

The liquid radwaste discharge radiation monitor provides data for reports of liquid releases
i

of radioactive materials in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.21.
|

| The liquid radwaste discharge radiation monitor is an offline monitor that provides signals to |

| isolate the discharge of liquid radwaste, stop the liquid radwaste system discharge pumps and ;

l alarms in the main control room if the concentrations exceed a predetermined setpoint. For |
| process system details refer to Section i1.2. |

| The range and principal isotopes are listed in Table 11.5-1. The detector is a gamma-
I sensitive, thallium activated, sodium iodide scintillation detector that views the liquid sample |

volume.

I The arrangement for the liquid radwaste discharge radiation monitoring channel is shown in
I Figure i 1.5-7.

Waste Water Discharge Radiation Monitor

| The viaste water discharge radiation monitor (WWS-JE-RE021) measures the concentration
I of radioactive materials in the discharge from the waste water system. The waste water

discharge radiation monitor provides data for repons ofliquid releases of radioactive materials
in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.21.

! | The w'aste water discharge radiation monitor is an offline monitor. It stops the turbine drain

| I tank pumps and the basin transfer pumps and initiates an alarm in the main control room if
the concentration of radioactive materials exceeds a predetermined setpoint. Following an'

alarm, the operator can manually realign the discharge to the liquid radwaste system for
pmcessmg. For process system details refer to subsection 9.2.9.

!

|
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.

i The range and principal isotopes are listed in Table i1.5-1. The detector is a gamma-
I sensitive, thallium-activated, sodium iodide scintillation detector that views the liquid sample

volume.

| The arrangement for the waste water discharge radiation monitor is shown in Figure 11.5-7.

11.5.2.4 Inservice Inspection, Calibration, and Maintenance

The operability of each radiation monitoring system channel is checked periodically.

I Test and inspection requimments for safety-related channels and cenain nonsafety-related
I channels are provided in the Technical Specifications, Chapter 16.

11.5.3 Emuent Monitoring and Sampling
on y f.%

The primary means of uantitatively evaluating the isotopic activities in effluent paths is a
program of sampling and ahoratory measurements. Gross activity measurements provided /
by the radiation monitors described in subsection i1.5.2.3 are used to determine the activities N
released in effluent paths by calibrating the monitors against normalized laboratory results.

I Sample points are located on the gaseous effluent radiation monitor skids.

The requirements of General Design Criterion 64 are satisfied by the sampling program and
I the effluent radiation monitors described in subsection 11.5.2.3.

I 11.5.4 Process and Airborne Monitoring and Sampling

| Radiation monitors are used to initiate automatic closure of isolation valves and dampers in
I liquid and gaseous process systems as described in subsection i1.5.2.3. These radiation

monitors address the requirement of General Design Criterion 60 to suitably control the
release of radioactive materials in gaseous and liquid effluents.

I Radiation monitors are used in the radioactive waste processing systems as described in
subsection i1.5.2.3. These radiation monitors address the requirement of General Design
Criterion 63 to monitor radiation levels in radioactive waste systems.

I Radiation monitors are used in the ventilation systems as described in subsection i1.5.2.3 to
I ensure that airborne concentrations within the plant are within the limits of 10 CFR 20.
I

| |
' Post Accident Radiation Monitoring11.5.5,

The radiation monitors listed below meet the guide' lines of Regulatory Guide 1.97 and are
I described in subsections i 1.5.2.3 and i1.5.6.2. For forther Regulatory Guide 1.97 information
I refer to Appendix 7A and Section 7.5.

Main steam line radiation monitors*

|
|
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.

l Steam generator blowdown radiation monitor.

| Main control room supply air duct radiation monitors.

|

Plant vent radiation monitor*

| Turt>ine island vent discharge radiation monitor*

| Containment high range radiation monitors=

| Primary sampling room area monitor.

l

l Technical support center area monitor-

| The post-accident sampling system is described in subsection 9.3.3 and is used to obtain
i samples for laboratory analysis, including radioisotopic analysis, after a postulated accident. /

. d s;te, \
11.5.6 Area Radiation Monitors

} The area radiation monitors are provided to supplement the personnel and area radiation
survey provisions of the AP600 health physics program described in Section 12.5 and to
comply with the personnel radiation protection guidelines of 10 CFR 20, 10 CFR 50,
10 CFR 70, and Regulatory Guides 1.97, 8.2, 8.8, and 8.12.

During refueling operations in containment and the fuel handling area, criticality monitoring
functions, as stated in 10 CFR 70.24 and Regulatory Guide 8.12, are performed by the area

,

radiation monitors in combination with portable bridge monitors. !

11.5.6.1 Design Objectives j

l

| The design objectives of the area radiation monitors during nonnal operating plant conditions
and anticipated operational occurrences are to: j

| Measure the radiation intensities in specific areas of AP600
'

*

Warn of uncontrolled or inadvertent movement of radioactive material in '. NX).

Provide local and remote indication of ambient gamma radiation and local and remote*

alarms at key points where substantial changes in radiation flux might be of immediate
importance to personnel

Annunciate and wam of possible equipment malfunctions and leaks in specific areas of.

AP600

Fumish information for radiation surveys*
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Minimize the time, effort, and radiation received by operating personnel during routine*

maintenance and calibration

Incorporate modular design concepts throughout, to provide easy maintenance*

By meeting the above objectives, the radiation monitoring system aids health physics
I personnel in keeping radiation exposures as-low-as-reasonably-achievable (ALARA).

I Locations of area monitor detectors are based on the following criteria:

I Area monitors are located in areas that are normally accessible and where changes in*

normal plant operating conditions can cause significant increases in exposure rates
above those expected for the areas.

| Area monitors are located in areas that are normally or occasionally accessible where*

significant increases in exposure rates might occur because of operational transients or
maintenance activities.

| Area monitors are located to best measure the increase in exposure rates within a*

specific area and to avoid shielding of the detector by equipment or structural materials.

| In the selection of area monitors, consideration is given to the envimnmental conditions*

I under which the monitor operates.

| Area monitors are located to provide access so that minimal maintenance equipment is*

required and to provide an uncluttered area near the detector and local pmcessing
electronics to allow for field alignment and calibration,

l

The area radiation monitors are listed in Table 11.5-2.

I 11.5.6.2 Post Accident Area Monitors

! The following area monitors are provided to meet Regulatory Guide 1.97 guidelines as
I discussed in Appendix l A and Section 7.5.

I Containment High Range Radiation Monitor
I !
| The containment high range radiation monitors (PXS-JE-RE160, PXS-JE-RE161, |
l PXS-JE-RE162, and PXS-JE-REl63) measure the radiation from the radioactive gases in the |
| contaihment atmosphere. The monitors receive safety-related power. The detectors are ion

'

I chambers, designed to measure the mdiation from the radioactive gases inside the containment
I in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.97 and NUREG-0737. The monitors are qualified
I environmentally and seismically in accordance with the guidelines of Regulatory Guides 1.89
I and 1.100, respectively.
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| The containment high range radiation data are displayed in the main contml mom. When
I predetermined serpoints are exceeded, the containment high range radiation monitors provide
I main control room alanns and signals to the protection and safety monitoring system for
I containment air filtration isolation and nonnal residual heat removal system valve closure
I (refer to Section 7.3 for further details). The containment high range radiation monitors
| provide data for maintaining a record of the gamma radiation intensities after a postulated
I accident as a function of time, so that the inventory of radioactive materials in the
I containtnent volume can be estimated.
|

I The range and principal isotopes are listed in Table i1.5-1.
I

i The high range radiation detectors are mounted inside the containment on the contairunent
I wall in widely separated locations. The locations allo v the detectors to be exposed to a
I significant volume of containment atmosphere without obstruction so that the readouts are
I representative of the containment atmosphere. 'Ihe arrangement for a containment high range
I monitor is shown in Figure 11.5-2.
|

| Primary Sampling Room Area Monitor

| The primary sampling station is the location where samples are collected and/or analyzed after
I a postulated accident. The primary sampling room area radiation monitor (RAMS-JE-RE008)

j
is located so that its readout is representative of the radiation to which the operating personnel I

l are exposed. A local readout, an audible alarm, and visual alanns are provided in the primary |
l sampling room to alert operating personnel to increasing exposure rates. A local readout, an '

I audible alarm, and visual alarms are pmvided outside of the primary sampling room and are
I visible to operating personnel prior to entry. Indication and alarms are also provided in the
I main control room.

I The monitor is an extended range monitor that uses a gamma-sensitive ion chamber. The
monitor range and principal isotopes are listed in Table 11.5 2.

| Technical Support Center Area Monitor
I

| The Technical Suppon Center is the location from which engineering support will be provided
I to the operators following a postulated accident. The Technical Suppon Center area radiation
I monitor (RAMS-JE-RE016) is located so that its readout is representative of the radiation to
I which the suppon personnel are exposed. A local readout, an audible alarm, and visual
l alanns are provided locally to alen personnel to increasing exposure rates. A local readout,
I an audible alarm, and visual alanns are provided outside of the room and are visible to
I personnel prior to entry. Indication and alarms are also pruvided in the mai'n control room.
1

I The monitor is a normal range monitor that uses a gamma-sensitive Geiger-Mueller tube. The
I monitor range and principal isotopes are listed in Table i1.5-2.
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| 11.5.6.3 Normal Range Area Monitors

! Normal range area radiation monitors are located in accordance with the location criteria given
in subsection i1.5.6.1. A local readout, an audible alarm, and visual alarms are provided in

I each monitored area to alert operating personnel to increasing exposure rates. Visual alarms
are pmvided outside of each monitored area so that they are visible to operating personnel

I prior to entry. Indication and alarms are also provided in the main contml room.
na L

v
The monitor detectors are gamma-sensitive Geiger-Mueller tubes. The monitorsg their ranges.

,q, (Iful pnnetpal isotongsare listed in Table 11.5-2. A

I 11.5.6.4 Quality Assurance l
I ;

I Guidance for the quality assurance program for design, pmcurement, fabrication and
I installation issues is outlined in Section 17.1. |

whi,.h 4.h m, nok T /s |
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Table 11.5-1 (Sheet i of 2)

RADIATION MONITOR DETECTOR PARAMETERS

Detector Type Service isotopes Nominal Range
BDS-JE-RE010 y Steam Generator Blowdown Cs 137 1.0E-6 to 1.0E-l pCi/cc

I Electrodeionization Effluent

I BDS-JE-RE0ll y Steam Generator Blowdown Cs 137 1.0E-6 to 1.0E-1 pCi/cc
| Electrodeionization Brine

| CCS-JE-RE001 y Component Cooling Water System Cs 137 1.0E-7 to 1.0E-2 pCi/cc
| VFS-JE-RE 101 Plant Vent Particulate Sr-90 Cs-137 1.0E-12 to 1.0E-7 pCi/cc
| VFS JE-RE102 y Plant Vent hxline I-131 1.0E-Il to 1.0E-6 pCi/cc

VFS-JE-RE103 Plant Vent Gas (Normal Range) Kr-85 Xe-133 1.0E-7 to 1.0E-2 pCi/cc I

| VFS-JE-RE 104 A /y P.V. Extended Range Gas Kr-85 Xe-133 1.0E-1 to 1.0E+5 pCi/cc
(Accident High Range)

| VFS-JE RE104B p/y P.V. Extended Range Gas Kr-85 Xe-133 1.0E-4 to 1.0E+2 pCi/cc
(Accident Mid Range)

| PSS JE-RE026 Containment Atmosphere Gas Kr-85 Xe-133 1.0E-7 to 1.0E-2 pCi/cc
| (Note 2)

| PSS JE-RE027 y Containment Atmosphere N"/F" N-13 F-18 1.0E-7 to 1.0E-2 pCi/cc
| (Note 2) i

3

I

| PSS JE-050 y Primary Sampling Liquid 1131 Cs 137 1.0E4 to 1.0E+2 pCi/cc
| PSS JE 052 y Primary Sampling Gaseous Kr-85 Xe-133 1.0E-7 to 1.0E-2 pCi/cc

SGS-JE RE026 y Main Steam Line Cs-137 1.0E-1 to 1.0E+3 pCi/cc

SGS-JE-RE027 y Main Steam Line Cs 137 1.0E-1 to 1.0E+3 pCi/cc ;
I SWS-JE RE008 y Service Water Blowdown Cs-137 1.0E 7 to 1.0E-2 pCi/cc

'

q'l TDS-JE-RE001 Btr Turbine Island Vent DischargeV Kr-85 Xe-133 1.0E-6 to 1.0E+5 pCi/cc v

VAS-JE-R E001 p Fuel Handling Area Exhaust Kr-85 Xe 133 1.0E-6 to 1.0E-l pct /cc

VAS JE RE002 Auxiliary Building Exhaust Kr-85 Xe-133 1.0E-6 to 1.0E-1 pCi/cc

VAS-JE RE003 Annex Building Exhaust Kr-85 Xe-133 1.0E-6 to 1.0E l pCi/cc

| VBS-JE-RE001 A Main Control Room Supply Air St 90 Cs-137 1.0E-12 to 1.0E 7 pCi/cc
Duct (Particulate) (Note 1)

| VBS JE-RE001B p Main Control Room Supply Air Sr 90 Cs-137 1.0E 12 to 1.0E-7 pCi/cc
Duct (Particulate)(Note 1)

VBS JE RE002A y MCR Supply Air Duct (lodine) 1 131 1.0E Il to 1.0E-5 pCi/cc|

j (Note 1)

VBS JE RE0028 y MCM %prN Air Duct (laime) 1 131 1.0E-11 to 1.0E-5 pCi/cc
3, ii

-- - ~ - - . .
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Table 11.5-1 (Sheet 2 of 2)

RADIATION MONITOR DETECTOR PARAMETERS

Detector Type Service isotopes Nominal Range

| VBS-JE-RE003A MCR Supply Air Duct (Gas) Kr-85 Xe-133 1.0E-7 to 1.0E-2 pCi/cc
(Note 1)

| VBS JE-RE003B MCR Supply Air Duct (Gas) Kr 85 Xe-133 1.0E-7 to 1.0E-2 pCi/cc
(Note 1)

VFS-JE-RE001 Containment Air FJ: ration Kr-85 Xe-133 1.0E-6 to 1.0E-1 pCi/cc
Exhaust

VHS-JE RE001 H.P. & Hot Machine Shop Sr-90 Cs-137 1.0E-13 to 1.0E-7 pCi/cc
Exhaust i

VRS-JE RE023 Radwaste Building Exhaust Sr-90 Cs-137 1.0E-13 to 1.0E-7 pCi/cc

WGS JE-RE017 Gaseous Radwaste Discharge Kr-85 Xe 133 1.0E-5 to 1.0E+1 pCi/cc

WLS-JE-RE229 y Liquid Radwaste Discharge Cs-137 1.0E 7 to 1.0E-2 pCi/c

| WWS JE-RE021 y Waste Water Discharge Cs-137 1.0E-7 to 1.0E-2 pCi/cc >'
'

| Notes: ,

'

&' .l. Safety related |'

' . ,2. Seismic Category 1
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j
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.

Table 11.5-2
,-

\

AREA RADIATION MONITOR DETECTOR PARAMETERS
|

Detector Type Service Nominal Range
| PXS-JE-RE160 y Containment High Range (Note 3) 1.0E-0 to 1.0E+7 R/hr
| PXS-JE-RE161 y Containment High Range (Note 3) 1.0E-0 to 1.0E+7 R/hr
| PXS JE-RE162 y Containment High Range (Note 3) 1.0E-0 to 1.0E+7 R/hr
| PXS JE-RE163 y Containment High Range (Note 3) 1.0E-0 to 1.0E+7 R/hri

| RMS-JE RE008 y Primary Sampling Room 1.0E-l to 1.0E+7 mR/hr
RMS-JE-RE009 y Containment Area - Persennel Hatch 1.0E-l to 1.0E+4 mR/hr (Note 1)
RMS-JE-RE010 y Main Control Room 1.0E-1 to 1.0E+4 mR/hr
RMS-JE-RE0l l y Chemistry Laboratory Area 1.0E-1 to 1.0E+4 mR/hr
RMS JE-RE012 y Fuel Handling Area 1.0E-1 to 1.0E+4 mR/hr (Note 2)
RMS-JE-RE013 y Rail Car Bay Area / Auxiliary Bldg. 1.0E-1 to 1.0E+4 mR/hr

Loatting Bay ( N e7t 4) (,
RMS-JE-RE014 y Liquid and Gaseous Radwaste Area 1.0E-1 to 1.0E+4 mR/hr
RMS JE-RE016 y Technical Support Center 1.0E-1 to 1.0E+4 mR/hr

RMS-JE RE017 y Radwaste Bldg. Mobile Systems 1.0E 1 to 1.0E+4 mR/hr y
Facility ( N#L 4 ) ' -

RMS-JE-RE018 Hot Machine Shop 1.0E-1 to 1.0E+4 mR/hr
v *

RMS-JE-RE019 Y Annex Staging & Storage Area 1.0E-1 to 1.0E+4 mR.hr

I Notes:
I 1. Radiation levels are monitored by the permanent containment area radiation monitor and by a portable
| bridge monitor during refu ling operations. The containment area radiation monitor is located to best

measure the increase in exposure rates for this area and to provide an alarm locally and in the main control
room.

| 2. Radiation levels are monitored by the permanent fuel handling area radiation monitor and by a portable
I bridge monitor during fuel handling operations. The fuel handling area radiation monitor is located to best

measure the increase in exposure rates for this area and to provide an alarm locally and in the main control
room.

I 3. Safety-related
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9. Auxiliary Systemas

processed in the demineralized water transfer and storage system to remove dissolved oxygen.
In addition to supplying water for makeup of systems which require pure water, the
demineralized water is used to sluice spent radioactive resins from the ion exchange vessels
in the chemical and volume control system (as described in subsection 9.3.6), the spent fuel
pool cooling system (as described in subsection 9.1.3), and the liquid radwaste system (as
described in section 11.2) to the solid radwaste system.

The demineralized water treatment system is described in subsection 9.2.3.

9.2.4.1 Design Basis

9.2.4.1.1 Safety Design Basis

The demineralized water transfer and storage system serves no safety-related function other
than containment isolation, and therefore has no nuclear safety-related design basis except for
containment irolation. See subsection 6.2.3 for the containment isolation system.

9.2.4.1.2 Power Generation Design Basis

The demineralized water transfer and storage system pmvides demineralized water.

tiuuugh the demineralized water storage tank to fill the condensate storage tank and to
meet required demands and usages of demineralized water in other plant systems. i

The demineralized water transfer pumps provide adequate capacity and head for the !
+

distribution of demineralized water.
;

The demineralized water storage tank supplies a source of demineralized water to the |
-

chemical and volume control makeup pumps during startup and required boron dilution
i

evolutions. The demineralized water transfer and storage system supplies the required |

amount of water to the chemical and volume control system for reactor water makeup.
i

The oxygen content of water supplied to the demineralized water distribution system |'
to 1 -

l from the demineralized water storage tank is 100 ppb or less,

g# Sufficient storage capacity is provided in the condensate storage tank to ' satisfy condenser-

o makeup demand based on maximum steam generator blowdown operation during a plant
startup duration.

The condensate storage tank provides the water supply for the startup feedwater pumps.

during startup, hot standby, and shutdown conditions. I

The condensate storage tank pmvides a sufficient supply of water to the startup feedwater.

system to permit 8 hours of hot standby operation, followed by an orderly plant j
cooldown from nonnal operating temperature to conditions which pennit operation of the

{
normal residual heat removal system over a period of approximately 6 hours. !

l
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''Ihe piping from the condensate storage tank to the stanup feedwater pumps allows.

adequate net positive suction head (NPSH) at maximum tank water temperature and
minimum water level.

The condensate storage tank serves as a reservoir to supply or receive condensate as.

required by the condenser hotwell level control system.
gdesg

-f h3 Ng The oxygen content of water stored in the condensate storage tank is 100 ppb or less..

cr (wM V.( g. p9.2.4.2 System Description

' 9.' .4.2.1. General Description2

Component and equipment classification for the demineralized water transfer and storage
system is given in Section 3.2.

.

9.2.4.2.2 Component Description

! Demineralized Water Storage Tank

The demineralized water storage tank has a capacity of approximately 100,000 gallons. The
tank is a venical cylindrical tank constructed of stainless steel. The tank is pmvided with
level and temperature instrumentation; level controls the operation of the demineralized water
treatment system and sends a signal to the reverse osmosis feed pumps to stan and stop, thus
supplying water to the storage tank. Tank temperature is monitored and controls an
immersion type electric heater to keep the tank contents fmm freezing.

Demineralized Water Transfer Pump

Two motor-driven, centrifugal, horizontal pumps, located near the demineralized water storage
tank, provide the plant demineralized water distribution system pressure and capacity. Each
pump provides full flow recirculation through the catalytic oxygen reduction unit as well as
pmviding the required system demand.

Catalytic Oxygen Reduction Units

Oxygen contml of the demineralized water is performed by catalytic oxygen reduction units.
Two catalytic oxygen reduction units are used in the AP600 plant. One unit is provided for
the demineralized water distribution system as water is pumped from die tank to die
distribution system. . The second unit is provided at the condensate storage tank to maintain
a low oxygen content within the tank and is used in a recirrulation path around the tank.

Each catalytic oxygen reduction unit consists of a mixing chamber, a catalytic resin vessel, !
and a resin trap. The mixing chamber is a stainless steel, in-line, static mixer where
dissolution of the reducing agent occurs. Dissolved oxygen is removed chemically by mixing
the effluent from the storage tank with hydrogen gas. Hydrogen is supplied from the plant

|
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9. Austlery Systeens !

I

gas system. The resin vessel is a rubber lined, carbon steel vessel containing catalytic resin.
1

The stainless steel resin trap contains a cartridge filter to collect resin fines discharged from - |
the resin vessel.

Condensate Storage Tank

The condensate storage tank has a capacity of 300,000 gallons and is a vertical cylindrical
tank constructed of stainless steel. Level and temperature instrumentation are provided with
the tank level controlled by the makeup valve. Freeze protection is supplied by immersion-
type electric heaters.

9.2.4.3 System Operation *
f

9.2.4.3.1 Normal Operation

The water level in the demineralized water storage tank controls the demineralized water
7. treatment system. When the level in the demineralized water storage tank falls to a preset

i

level, the pumps in the demineralized water treatment system start automatically. High water
level in the tank stops opera: ion of the demiaeralized water treatment system. This action, !

along with the capacitance in the tank, maintains the desired volume to supply the expected
demands for demineralized water during nonnal plant operation.

y The demineralized water transfer pumps, taking suction from the demineralized water storage

| h g;.E 5
tank, supply water through a catalytic oxygen reduction unit to the demineralized water

L

distribution header. From this header, demineralized water is supplied to the condensate |he storage tank, is supplied as makeup to the chemical and volume contml system pumps, and
'

O. ;,

| ? M is distributed throughout the plant. The demineralized water distribution header pressure is

[Y / g[8,
i ( maintained by the operation of one transfer pump. 'Ihis pump recirculates water that exceeds !

[' system demand to the demineralized water storage tank. Contmis are provided to
$ (

automatically start the second pump upon failure of the first to maintain system pressure and
g y [' ' demand. A low level alarm on the demineralized water storage tank signals the plant operator

|

F
p , to isolate demands on the tank other than chemical and volume control system supply.e .': p

.Q 4 Demineralized water is distributed to the containment, auxiliary, radwaste, annex, and turbine
jf buildings for system usage.

D
The condensate storage tank level is maintained by a. level contml valve in the tank supplyo

;p / line. The valve opens when the water level in the tank drops to a specified level and closes

|Q" when the level increases to a specified setpoint. When high oxygen levels exist in the
|0' # condensate storage tank, an oxygen analyzer signal starts the catalytic oxygen reduction unit -M pump. 'The pump is shut off when low levels of oxygen are detected. Low oxygen
| demineralized water is circulated from the tank outlet connection, through the catalytic oxygen
j reduction unit, and is retumed to the tank via the normal inlet supply line of the tank. An
; orifice controls the recirculation pressure and flow retuming to the tank.
i

| Changes in the condensate system inventory are controlled by the condenser hotwell level
} system. As level falls in the hotwell, makeup from the condensate storage tank is supplied

i
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9. Auxiliary Systems,

:
'

l !

j to the hotwell by the makeup control valve. As level rises in the hotwell, condensate is
! rejected to the condensate storage tank via the condensate pump's discharge control valve.

Subsection 10.4.1 describes the function of the condenser hotwell level system.

In the event the main feedwater system is unavailable to supply water to the steam generators
during startup, hot standby, or shutdown, the startup feedwater pumps may be activated and

; require water fmm the condensate storage tank. Subsection 10.4.9 describes the startup
feedwater system function and operation.

Water supplied from the condensate storage tank to the auxiliary steam supply system is
described in subsection 10.4.10,

9.2.4.4 Safety Evaluation

The demineralized water transfer and storage syttem has no safety-related function other than
for containment isolation, and therefom requires no nuclear safety evaluation, other than

| containment isolation which is described in subsection 6.2.3.
,

^

j - Failure of system components has no impact on safety-related systems, structures, or
| components. Flooding due to demineralized water transfer and storage system componer.t ~
: failures which may affect safe shutdown equipment are described in Section 3.4.
1

The condensate storage tank normally contains no significant radioactive contaminants.

A check valve or atmospheric gap, in conjunction with a block valve or contml valve, is used
to prevent backflow of fluids from systems that interfxe with the demineralized water transfer
and storage system. For interfacing systems that have a higher operating pressure than the

, demineralized water transfer and storage system and that normally do not require a supply of
.

)
-

| dernineralized water during plant operations, a check valve with a normally closed block valve ;

| is used. For interfacing systems that have a higher operating pmssure than the demineralized I

water transfer and storage system and that nonnally require demineralized water during plant -
! operations, a check valve is used to prevent backflow into the demineralized water transfer

and storage system. For interfacing systems with a lower operating pressure than the
demineralized water transfer and storage system, system operating pressure prevents backflow,

| into the demineralized water transfer and storage system; when the deminemlized water
j transfer and storage system is shut down for maintenance, the check valve, closed block or

contml valve, or atmospheric gap is relied upon to prevent backflow into the demineralized
water transfer and storage system.

9.2.4.5 Tests and Inspections

, Pmper system performance and integrity during normal plant operation are confirmed by
L system operation and visual inspections.

; Grab samples may be taken from the demineralized water storage tank or the condensate
storage tank to verify water chemistry is maintained within acceptable limits. Grab samples

< .

r
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'

are taken to the secondary sampling laboratory for analysis. Water chemistry specifications
for demineralized water supplied to the demineralized water transfer and storage system are
described in subsection 9.2.3.

9.2.4.6 Instrumentation Applications

Water level is measured and automatically controlled and alanned in the demineralized water
' and condensate storage tanks.

@
: Instrumentation is provided to control the recirculation and distribution of demineralized water
from the storage tank through the pumps and to the supply header and condensate storage
tank. Controls are provided for automatic starting of the demineralized water transfer and
storage system pumps,

~N g An oxygen analyzer signal starts and stops the condensate storage tank catalytic oxygen
reduction unit pump on low and high oxygen levels.

@ =
9.2.5 Potable Water System

: 9.2.5.1 Design Basis

The potable water system (PWS) is designed to furnish water for domestic use and human |
consumption. 'It complies with the following standards:

Bacteriological and chemical quality requirements as referenced in EPA " National.

Primary Drinking Water Standards," 40 CFR Part 141.

The distribution of water by the system is in compliance with 29 CFR 1910,.

Occupational Safety and Health Standards, Part 141.

9.2.5.1.1 Safety Design Basis

The potable water system serves no safety-related function and therefore has no nuclear safety
design basis.

9.2.5.1.2 Power Generation Design Basis

Potable water is supplied to provide a quantity of 100 gallons / person / day for the largest
.

number of persons expected to be at the station during a 24-hour period during normal
plant power generation or outages.

Water heaters provide a storage capacity equal to the probable hourly demand for potable
.

hot water usage and provide hot water for the main lavatory, shower areas, and other
locations where needed.
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Monitoring of the demineralized water transfer and storage system is perfonned thmugh tie data display
and processing system. Control functions are performed by the plant control system. Appropriate alanns'

and displays are available in the control room. See Giapter 7,
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9. Auxiliary Systeens

A minimmn pressure of 20 psig is maintained at the furthermost point in the distribution
.

system.
~

No interconnections exist between die potable water system and any potentially
*

radioactive system or any system using water for purposes other than domestic water
service.

9.2.5.2 System Description

9.2.5.2.1 General Description '

Classification of components and equipment for the potable water system is given in
Section 3.2.

The source of water for the potable water system is the raw water system. The potable water
system consists of a potable water storage tank, two potable water pumps, a jockey pump, a
distribution header around the power block, hot water storage heaters, and necessary
interconnecting piping and valves. Disinfection is by a liquid sodium hypochlorite
chlorination system (see subsection 10.4.11, turbine island chemical feed system for details)
provided upstream of the potable water storage tank.

9.2.5.2.2 Component Description gg;. Abo"
6

Potable Water Storage Tank j
The potable water storage facility consists of a carbon steel tank with coated interior which
stores water for distribution throughout the plant.

Potable Water Pumps

Each of the two motor-driven potable water pumps takes suction from the potable water
storage tank and discharges to the domestic water distribution header. The pumps are
operated as required to meet the potable water demand in the plant at a minimum supply
pressure of 20 psig.

Jockey Pump

A continuously operated jockey pump is used to supply potable water to the distribution
header and maintains the pressure of the system during low-flow requirement periods. 'Ihis
motor-driven pump takes suction fmm the potable water system storage tank and pumps water
through the distribution system. A recirculation line to the potable water system storage tank
is provided to allow continuous running of the jockey pump when the system demand is low.

!
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Hot Water Heaters

Electric immersion heating elements located inside the potable water hot water tank are used
to produce hot water. This hot water is routed to the shower and toilet areas and to other
plumbing fixtures and equipment requiring domestic hot water service. Point of use, inline
electric water heating elements are used to generate hot water for the main contml room and
the turbine building secondary sampling laboratory.

9.2.5.3 System Operation

Filtered water fmm the raw water system is stored in the top portion of one of the two fire
water tanks which act as a clearwell for the raw water. This filtered water is pumped to the
potable water system. Low water level instrumentation in the potable water storage tank
generates a signal to activate the clearwell pumps supplying makeup to the potable water
system storage tank. High water levels in the potable water system storage tank produce a
signal which stops the clearwell pumps.

Prior to entering the potable water system storage tank, supply water is disinfected by
injection of liquid sodium hypochlorite. A minimum residual chlorine level of 0.5 ppm is
maintained in the system prior to entering the potable water system storage tank. The
chlorination system is activated and deactivated by a flow signal generated by the fill valve

,located upstream of the potable wates system storage tank. I

Two potable water pumps and a system jockey pump are used to supply potable water
thmughout the plant. The potable water system pumps are activated sequentially to maintain
an appropriate pressure throughout the distribution system. A pressure transmitteris provided
downstream of the potable water system pumps to control their start /stop sequences. The
jockey pump operates continuously to maintain system pressure.

Potable water is supplied to areas that have the potential to be contaminated radioactively.
Where this potential for contamination exists, the potable water system is pmtected by a
reduced pressure zone type backflow prevention device.

includ;tg an3 Potenhd raSoedMjh.f
h No interconnections exist between the pot >le water system and any system using water for

purposes other than domestic water servicer The common supply from the onsite raw water
system is designed to use an air gap to prevent contamination of the potable water system
from other systems supplied by the raw water system.

9.2.5.4 Safety Evaluation

The potable water system has no safety-related functions and therefore requires no nuclear
safety evaluation.
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9.2.5.5 Tests and Inspections

The potable water system is hydrostatically tested for leak-tightness in accordance with the
Unifonn Plumbing Code. Inspection of the system is in compliance with the Unifonn
Plumbing Code or goveming codes having jurisdiction. The system is then disinfected,
flushed with potable water, and placed in service. The pmsence of residual chlorine can be
confinned thmugh labomtory tests of samples at the potable water storage tank and at other
sampling points as mquired. Tests for microbiological and bacteria presence in potable water
are conducted periodically.

9.2.5.6 Instrumentation Applications

Thermostats, high-temperature limit contmis, and temperature indication are installed on the
potable water system hot water tank. Thermostats and high-temperature limit controls are
installed on the inline water heateri Pressure regulators are employed in those parts of the
distribution system where pressure restrictions are imposed.

I

!

Control signals for the chlorinator (located in the turbine island chemical feed system) are I

pmvided by flow instrumentation associated with the potable water system tank fill valve.

Instrumentation on the potable water system storage tank pmvides level indication for die
tank, alarm signals, and contml signals for the fill valve and the potable water system pumps.
Should the potable water system storage tank become depleted, the potable water system
pumps are tripped.

A pressure transmitter located downstream of the potable water systern pumps controls the
stop/ start sequence of the pumps. The jockey pump runs continuously to maintain system
pressure. If the jockey pump is unable to maintain system pressure, a potable water system
pump is started. The second potable water system pump starts if the distribution system flow
rates are such that all three pumps are required to maintain an acceptable system pressure.

9.2.6 Sanitary Drainage System

| The sanitary drainage system (SDS) is designed to collect the site sanitary waste for treatment,
'

dilution and discharge.
j

9.2.6.1 Design Basis,

|
;

| 9.2.6.1.1 Safety Design Basis

The sanitary drainage system serves no safety-related function and therefore has no nuclear
| safety design basis.
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9.2.6.1.2 Power Generation Design Basis
orpa)*Ielf

Q The sanitary drainage system is designed to accommodate 25 gallons / person / day forf.- L. ga e
e :.r.kr d persons erm!d P M c.: :M s - during a 24-hour period..

Rsao

9.2.6.2 System Description

9.2.6.2.1 General Description '

The sanitary drainage system collects sanitary waste from plant restrooms and locker room
facilities in the turbine building, auxiliary building, and annex building, and carries this waste
to the treatment plant where it is processed.

The sanitary drainage system does not service facilities in radiologically controlled areas
(RCA).

'Although this sanitary drainage system transports sanitary waste to the waste treatment plant,
the waste tmatment plant is site specific and is addressed in the Combined License application.
This system description provides a conceptual basis for the site interface design.

9.2.6.2.2 Component Description

Trunk Line

The trunk line is the primary line that the sanitary drainage system piping connects into for
transport of the sanitary drainage to the site treatment plant.

Branch Lines

Branch lines are the sanitary drainage lines that connect the restroom facilities to the tmnk
line.

Manholes

Manholes are required in the trunk line at the connection of the branch lines into the tmnk
line, at the change in direction of the trunk line, or at the change in slope or direction of the
trunk line. Quantity and location are site specific.

Lift Stations

Lift stations am required in the trunk line when the uniform slope of the trunk line results in
excessively deep and costly excavation. Quantity and location are site specific.

:

!
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9.2.6.3 Safety Evaluation

'Ihe sanitary drainage system has no safety-related function and therefore requires no nuclear
safety evaluation. There are no interconnections between this system and systems having the
potential for containing radioactive material. Potentially radioactive drains are addressed in
subsection 9.3.5 dealing with the radioactive waste drain system.

9.2.6.4 Test and Inspection

The sanitary drainage system is tested by water or air and established to be warenight in
accordance with the Uniform Plumbing Code Section 318. System inspection is performed
in compliance with the Uniform Plumbing Code Section 318 or goveming codes specific to
the site.

,

'

9.2.6.5 Instrument Application
)

!

| The instruments associated with this system are part of the waste treatment plant which is site
specific. Sufficient instrumentation for operation is pmvided with the treatment plant. '

l

9.2.7 Central Chilled Water System

.

The plant heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems require chilled water as I

a cooling medium to satisfy the ambient air temperature requirements for the plant. The I
central chilled water system (VWS) supplies chilled water to the HVAC systems and is
functional during reactor full-power and shutdown operation.

9.2.7.1 Design Basis

9.2.7.1.1 Safety Design Basis

The central chilled water system serves no safety-related function other than containment
isolation. and therefore has no nuclear safety design basis except for containment isolation.
See subsection 6.2.3 for the containment isolation system. ;

|
9.2.7.1.2 Power Generation Design Basis

!
The central chilled water system provides chilled water to the cooling coils of the supply air

'

hs:viling units and unit coolers of the plant HVAC systems. It also supplies chilled water to
the liquid radwaste system, gaseous radwaste system, secondary sampling system, and the

| temporary air supply units of the containment leak rate test system.

9.2.7.1.3 Codes and Standards
t

The central chilled water system is designed to the applicable codes and standards listed in.

Section 3.2..

,

|
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|

A radiation monitor located on the common turbine building drain tank pump discharge piping
initiates an alarm and trips the drain tank and waste water retention basin pumps when

|
radioactivity above a preset high level point is detected in the waste stream, i

|

9.2.10 Hot Water Heating System l

The hot water heating system (VYS) supplies heated water to selected nonsafety-related air
handling units and unit heaters in the plant during cold weather operation and to the
containment recirculating fans coil units during cold weather plant outages.

9.2.10.1 Design Basis

9.2.10.1.1 Safety Design Basis

The hot water heating system serves no safety-related function and therefore has no nuclear
safety design basis.

9.2.10.1.2 Power Generation Design Basis
;

During normal plant operation, the hot water heating system maintains acceptable design
-

ambient air temperatures in various areas throughout the AP600.

During plant outages in cold weather, the hot water heating system supplies hot water
.

to the plant chilled water piping serving the contairunent building recirculation fan coli
units to maintain acceptable ambient air temperatures inside containment.

9.2.10.2 System Description

in c kedt [' fc9.2.10.2.1 General Descripti
o4 gO g e a -

t%jor ceponeo s acog. h n
(Component and equipment classification for the hot water heating system is given in

Section 3.2. Tae hot water heating system consists of a heat transfer package for theg
production of hot water and a distribution system to the various HVAC systems and unit
heaters. The hot water heating system is a nonsafety-related system. ;

i

During cold weather plant operation, the hot water heating system supplies hot water
throughout the plant to protect equipment from freezing and for personnel comfort. During
cold weather plant outages, the hot water heating system supplies hot water to the containment 1

building recirculation fan coil units to maintain acceptable ambient air temperatures inside
containment. During a loss of nonnal ac power, provisions are made to power the hot water
heating system from the onsite diesel generators as an investment protection load. In this .l
mode of operation, heating steam is supplied from the auxiliary steam supply system.

The hot water heating system, using a steam source from high-pressure turbine crossunder
piping or the auxiliary boiler, extracts heat energy from the steam through a heat exchanger j
and transfers this energy to heat water. The heated water is pumped in a closed loop system I

i
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j

.

j . to hot water coils in the air conditioning systems. Condensate from the heat exchanger is
4

level controlled and drained to the main condenser or auxiliary boiler feedwater system.
3

Two 50-percent capacity system pumps take suction from the retum main of the closed loop
4

system, pump water through two 50-percent capacity system heat exchangers, and supply
hot water to the heating system main header. To match system heat load and maintain fluid,

system temperature, part of the water passes through the heater while the remainder is diverted,

'
through the heater bypass. To prevent flashing of the heated water into steam, the pump in
combination with the system surge tank keeps the system pressure above saturation conditions.;

i 'Ihe surge tank uses both elevation and nitrogen overpressure to keep the minimum system
-

pressure above saturation conditions at the pump suction. Demineralized water is supplied
to the system for surge tank makeup.

k During plant outages in cold weather, . hot water flows to the contairunent building
recirculation fan coil units to heat the containment atmosphere. The recirculation fan coil
units, containment supply and retum piping to these units, and the containment isolation
valves are part of the central chilled water system as described in subsection 9.2.7. During
normal plant operation the hot water heating system is isolated from the containment
recirculation fan coils.

The hot water heating system is a manually actuated system and may operate when the site
ambient temperature is 73*F or below.

9.2.10.2.2 Component Description

Major component design data of the hot water heating system are listed in Table 9.2.10-1.

Heat Exchanger

Each heat exchanger is a horizontal, shell-and-tube type, with an integral drain cooler, arxl
uses the heat of vaporization of low-pressure steam for the heating of water. The heat
exchanger is located in the closed loop hot water heating system downstream of the system
pumps m the turbine building. This heat exchanger provides heated water for selected air
handling unit and unit heater hot water coils.

Pumps

Two pumps distribute hot water to the various HVAC and unit heater systems. They are
motor driven centrifugal pumps.

Surge Tank

The surge tank maintains system pressure by allowing the water to expand when the water
temperature increases and provides a volume to accept makeup water to the hot water heating
system.
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.

;. The tank is a carbon steel, vielded, pressure vessel with nitmgen supply, tank recirculation,
j and instrument connections. -

!

{ Chemical Feed Tank
:

.
,

The chemical feed tank provides a means of chemical mixing in the system. Addition ofe

,

chemicals provides contml of cormsion. il kch '*

The tank is a vertical. cylinder of carbon steel construction with top 'nged opening for
'

' introducing the chemicals and side connectioris for transporting water through the chemical
mixing tank from the pump discharge or the dcmineralized water transfer and storage system
supply,

i-
j 9.2.10.2.3 System Operation '
e

; As the system is filled with demineralized water. samples are taken and the closed loop water- .

chemistry adjusted with chemicals recirculated thicq'h the chemical mixing tank with the use
of a single pump. A pump is started and steam is admitted to a hot water system heat i
exchanger and the system is gradually heated.

The three-way diverting valve modulates hot water heating flow through each hot water
heating system heat exchanger maintaining a constant heat exchanger outlet temperature,
measured at the heat exchanger outlet. .

A condensate level is maintained in each system heat exchanger by thruttling the heat
exchanger discharge flow to the condenser. During a plant outage when extraction steam is i

,

shutdown and auxiliary steam is used from the auxiliary boiler, a manual block valve is '

opened to establish flow of condensate from each heat exchanger to the auxiliary steam supply
system deacrator.

Hot water flowing to individual heating coils is controlled either by flow balancing fixed
orifices or by temperature controlled solenoid valves, according to the requirements of the

~ heating system. Area temperatures are controlled by cycling the fans in unit heaters, by use !
of integral face / bypass dampers in air handling units, or by thennostats controlling hot water '

solenoids in heating coils of HVAC ducts. Further detail of hot water heating of the
individual unit heaters, air handling units, and duct heating coils is provided in Section 9.4.
In the radwaste building, normally isolated hot water supply and retum connections are

i

provided for a mobile radwaste system. l

9.2.10.3 Safety Evaluation

The hot water heating system has no safety-related function and therefore requires no nuclear
.

safety evaluation.

The hot water heating system interfaces with only nonsafety-related systems. Hot water
heating is used in the containment to keep piping and components from freezing during cold
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.

weather when the plant is not operating. A hot water heating system interface with the (
chilled water system is outside containment and in nonsafety-related piping of the chtheu
water system. Piping is shared inside the containment between hot water heating and central
chilled water. During normal plant operation, the hot water system is isolated from the central
chilled water system and containment. Containment isolation by the central chilled water
system is described in subsection 6.2.3.

The hot water heating system is a high energy system. Hot water heating piping is generally
excluded from safety-related plant areas outside the containment. Piping of this system routed
in safety-related areas is I inch and smaller and is not evaluated for pipe ruptures.- Design
bases for routing high energy pipe in safety-related areas and protection against the dynamic
effects associated with the postulated rupture of piping are given in Section 3.6. 'Ihe effects
of flooding on the safe shutdown capability of the plant are described in Section 3.4.

The temperature contml range for areas serviced by the hot water heating system is described
in Section 9.4 with the ventilation systems.

t

9.2.10.4 Tests and Inspections

;

The hot water heating piping circuits art hydrostatically tested and balanced to provide
- designed flowrates and temperatures. Active component performance _ is monitored by ;

; instrumentation on the system. System perfonnance and integrity during normal plant
,! operation are verified by system operation and visual inspections. '

'9.2.10.5 Instrument Applications

Instruments are pmvided for monitoring system parameters. Essential system parameters are
monitored in the main control room.

Total system flow is monitored and displayed in the main control room. The system heati

exchangers are level controlled with the instrument signals controlling the level control valve
as well as sending level indication and low- and high-level alarms to the data system.
Temperature measured downstream of the heat exchangers controls fluid flow to, and amund, f
the heat exchangers and indicates the temperature of heated water being sent to the hot water '

heating coils. Also temperature is monitored in the system retum main.
-

|- ,

I
!

Pressure is measured in the pump suction and at the pump discharge. )
t

|
'

Level instrumentation on the surge tank provides both high- and low-level alarms. At tank
1

low-level, makeup is provided from the demineralized transfer and storage system. ' At a low- |
low level point in the tank, a signal is sent to stop the hot water heating system pumps. )

1

9.2.11 Combined License Information
i 1

! This section has no requirement for infonnation to be provided in support of the Combined
i License application.
, ,

I.

l
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10. Steam and Power Conversion System

10.4.4.5 Inspection and Testing Requirements

Before the system is placed in service, turbine bypass v'alves are tested to verify they function
properly. The steam lines am hydmstatically tested to confirm leaktightness. 'Ihe bypass
valves may be tested while the unit is in operation. System piping and valves are accessible
for inspection. No inservice inspection and testing is required.

;
-

Instrumentation Applications10.4.4.6
s

Turbine bypass contmis are described in Section 7.7. Contmis in the main control room are
provided for selection of the system operating mode. Pmssure indication and valve position
indication are also provided in the main control room.

10.4.5 Circulating Water System

10.4.5.1 Design Basis
,

10.4.5.1.1 Safety Design Basis

4 The circulating water system (CWS) serves no safety-related function and therefore has no
nuclear safety design basis.

10.4.5.1.2 Power Generation Design Basis
.

The circulating water system supplies cooling water to remove heat fmm the main condensers,
the turbine building closed cooling water system (TCS) heat exchangers, and the condenser

i vacuum pump seal water heat exchangers under varying conditions of power plant loading and
design weather conditions.

,

10.4.5.2 System Description

; 10.4.5.2.1 General Description

Classification of components and equipment in the circulating water system is given in
Section 3.2. The circulating water system and cooling tower are subject to site specific
modification or optimization. The system described here is applicabic to a broad range of
sites. The Combined License applicant will determine the final system configuration.

The circulating water system consists of two 50-percent-capacity circulating water pumps, one
hyperbolic natural draft cooling tower, and associated piping, valves, and instrumentation.

Makeup water to the CWS is provided by the raw water system (RWS). In addition, water
chemistry is controlled by the turbine island chemical feed system (CFS)..
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10.4.5.2.2 Component Description

Circulating Water Pumps

The two circulating water pumps are veitical, wet pit, single-stage, mixed-flow pumps driven
by electric motors. The pumps are mounted in an intake structure, which is connected to the

,

cooling tower by a canal. The two pump discharge lines connect to a common header which
connects to the two inlet water boxes of the condenser as well as supplies cooling water to
the TCS and condenser vacuum pump seal water heat exchangers. Each pump discharge line

_

- has a motor-operated butterfly valve located between the pump discharge and the main header.
This permits isolation of one pump for maintenance and allows single-pump operation.-.

Cooling Tower

The cooling tower is site specific with this description pmvided as a reference design using .
a hyperbolic natural draft structure. Operation of the cooling tower during conditions that are
reore restrictive than design conditions may result in higher condenser back piessuse.

.

The cooling tower has a basin which serves as storage for the circulating water inventory and I
allows bypassing of. the cooling tower during cold weather operations. This basin is
connected to the intake of the circulating water pumps by a canal.

Cooling Tower Makeup and Blowdown |
|

The circulating water system makeup is provided by the raw water system. Makeup to and
blowdown from the circulating water system is controlled by the makeup and blowdown
control valves. These valves, along with the turbine island chenical feed system provide
chemistry control in the circulating water in order to maintain a noncorrosive, nonscale-
forming condition and limit biological growth in circulating water syrtem components.

Piping and Valves

The underground portions of the circulating water system piping are constructed of concrete
3

pressure piping. The remainder is carbon steel, with an intemal coating of a corrosion- !
resistant compound. Motor-operated butterfly valves are provided in each of the circulating '

water lines at their inlet to and exit from the condenser shell to allow isolation of postions of
the condenser. Control valves provide regulation of cooling tower blowdown and makeup. |

The circulating water system is designed to withstand the maximum operating discharge

O pressure of the circulating water pumps. Piping includes the expansionjoints, butterfly valves,
condenser water boxes, and tube bundles. T he pipirg desgo
and therdore. du be. ponded h the. COL appl.cack. (pessure. s s;fe spec;fk.,

'

Cee.to 4.I2 0
A TCS heat exchanger can be taken out of service by closing the inlet isolation valve. Water
chemistry in the isolated heat exchanger train is maintained by a continuous flow of
circulating water through a small bypass valve around the inlet isolation valve.
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.

Backwashable strainers are provided upstream of each TCS heat exchanger. They are actuated
by a timer and have a backup starting sequence initiated by a high differential pressure across
each individual strainer. The inckwash can be manually activated.,

Circulating Water Chemical Injection

Circulating water chemistry is maintained by the turbine island chemical feed s,ystem. Turbine
island chemical equipment injects the required chemicals :into the circulating. water '

downstream of the CWS pumps. This maintains a noncorrosive, nonscale-forming condition
and limits the biological film formation that reduces the heat transfer rate in the condenser and
the heat exchangers supplied by the circulating water system. ed Abil be.

~

'ded % +seceL $
@ The specific chemicals'used within the system are determined by the site water conditions.5 $*m e

The chemicals can be divided into six categories based upon function: biocide, algicide, pH
adjustor, corrosion inhibitor, scale inhibitor, and a silt dispersant. The pH adjustor, corrosion

! inhibitor, scale inhibitor, and dispersant are metered into the system continuously or as
'

required to maintain proper concentrations. The biocide application frequency may vary with -
seasons. The algicide is applied, as necessary, to control algae formation on the cooling
tower.

Addition of biocide and water treatment chemicals is performed by turbine island chemical
feed injection metering pumps and is adjusted as required. Chemical concentrations are
measured through analysis of grab samples from the CWS. Residual chlorine is measured to
monitor the effectiveness of the biocide treatment.

Chemical injections are interlocked with each circulating water pump to prevent chemical-
injection when the circulating water pumps are not runrung.

10.4.5.2.3 System Operation !

1- ,

!

I
The two circulating water pumps take suction from the circulating water intake structure and

1

circulate the water through the TCS, the condenser vacuum pump seal water heat exchangers. '
'

and the tube side of the main condenser and back through the piping discharge network to the
cooling tower. The natural draft cooling tower cools the circulating water by discharging the
water over a network of baffles in the tower. The water then falls through fill material to the
basin beneath the tower and, in the process, mjects heat to the atmosphere. Provision is made
during cold weather to direct a portion of the circulating water flow into freeze-pievention
spray headers on the periphery of the cooling tower. Air flowing through the peripheral spray
is thus heated and allows deicing in the central cooling tower spray baffles.

The flow to the cooling tower can be diverted directly to the basin, bypassing the cooling I

tower intemals, This is accomplished by opening the bypass valve while operating one of thei

! two circulating water pumps. The bypass is normally used only during plant startup in cold
j weather or to maintain circulating water system temperature above 40 F while operating at
: partial load during periods of cold weather.

|

|
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1

10.4.5.3 Safety Evaluation

The circulating water system has no safety-related function and therefore requires no nuclear
safety evaluation.

10.4.5.4 .-Tests and Inspections
j

Components of the circulating water system are accessible as required for inspection durmg
plant power generation. The circulating water pumps are tested in accordance with standt.nis j
of the Hydraulic Institute. Perfonnance, hydrostatic, and leakage tests associated with

|
. preinstallation and preoperational testing are perfonned on the circulating water system. The !

;

'

system performance and structural and leaktight integrity of system components are l
demonstrated by continuous operation.

,

,

10.4.5.5 Instrumentation Applications

Instnunentation provided indicates the open and closed positions of motor-operated butterfly
)

valves in the circulating water piping. The motor-operated valve at each pump discharge is
interlocked with the pump so that the pump trips if the discharge valve fails to reach the
full-open position shonly after starting the pump.

,

Local grab samples are used to periodically test the circulating water quality to limit hannful
effects to the system piping and valves due to impmper water chemistry.

:

Pressure indication is provided on the circulating water pump discharge lines. A differential
I pressure transmitter is provided between one inlet and outiet branch to the condenser. This
!

differential pressure transmitter is used to determine the frequency of operating the condenser
tube cleaning system (CES).

Temperature indication is supplied on the common CWS inlet header to the TCS heat
exchanger trains. This temperature is also representative of the inlet cooling water

; temperature to the main condenser.

A flow element is provided on the common discharge line from the TCS heat exchangers to
allow monitoring of the total flow through the TCS heat exchangers. Flow measurement for

| the raw water makeup to the cooling tower and for the cooling tower blowdown is also
pmvided.

Level instrumentation provided in the circulating water pump intake structure activates
makeup flow from the RWS to the cooling tower basin when required. Level instrumentation
also annunciates a low-water level in the pump structure and a high-water level in the cooling

| tower basin.
i

| The circulating water chemistry is controlled by cooling tower blowdown and chemicalb addition. The system accomplishes this by regulating the blowdown valve. This regulation
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'. Monitoring of the circulating water system is performed through the data display and processing system. i;

Control functions are perfonned by the plant control system. Appropriate alarms and displays are '

j available in the control room. See Chapter 7.
I
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